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Foreword

The 2nd annual Tnter-institutional Seminar in Childhood Education
again combines talents of students and faculties from four Utah
institutions of higher learning in the pursuit of major objectives.

1. To acquaint participants with research trends, with
emerging principles and practices in child development
and with child training and educational endeavors re-
lated to young children.

. To confront participants with different points of
view and to provide opportunities to clarify their
own positions in the light: of relevant examples and
experiences by othtrs.

. To stimulate interaction hotween faculties and
students from different institutions and thus
to broaden their frame of exposure and reference
beyond tilt-, parameters of "in born" plvilosophy and
practice.

. To create optimal conditions for learning, in the
informal settings of Snowbird lodge where study,
recreation and living circumstances can provide
for toult invoivemk'nt by all participants accord-
in..; to their own styles and desires.

Utah's institutions are to be congratulated on the support of this
coopratil..1: venture and the opportunities for faculty, citizens and
St11(11,-; to share in p,anning and implementation of an idea which
ors.

Helmut P. Hofmann
Academic Vice President and

Dean of Faculty
Westminster College
Salt Lake City, Utah



Preface

The collected papers included in this publication were originally

presented during the 1973 Inter-Institutional Seminar in Childhood

Education at Snowbird Lodge, Alta, Utah. The Seminar was held

August 57.1_0 under the direction of the following staff members

representing participating Utah institutions of higher learning:

Brigham Young University
MaK Berryessa

University of Utah
Ruth LunCren

Utah State University
Arthur Jackson

Weber State College
Lee Peckner
Carole Price

Ruth Williams
Ruth Gardner

Seminar Coordinators

Co-Directors

The first Utah inter-institutional Seminar, patterned after Inter-

institutional Seminars held in Walden Woods, Michigan, was held at

Snowbird in 1972. The success of that seminar and its publication,

Collected PaTers 1972, justifies the continuation of the project

to fulfill the seminar cbjectives. These objectives are stated in

Iin foreword by Dr. helmut P. Hofmann, a former director of the

Inter-Institutional Seminar at Waldon Woods and one of the original

suppt,i-ters of the seminar in Utah.

The :niecess of the 1973 Seminar is a result of the dedication

of the scholars who presented papers, the philosophy and inspiration

of Dr. Arthur W. Combs of the University of Florida who presented

vi.



the theme for each day and the cooperation of the Seminar staff.

Vo wisl, to thank all who :,,ave so willingly of their time and talent

to insure the Seminar's success.

Ruth Williams
and

Ruth C. Cardner
Co-Directors

vii.



Transcendent Man: New Coals for Human Striving

Arthur W. Combs

University of Elorida

ilvery man behaves in terms of his own reality. Each person

acts in the light of what seems to him to he so. What people believe

about themselves and others is therefore crucial in determining the

directions of human striving. This is especially true with respect

to those beliefs people hold about what is possible for the human

organism. Such perceptions determine the very origins of behavior,

the processes of thought and goal setting that precede whatever

activities human beings engage in, intellectual, emotional, personal,

social, esoteric or practical.

Modern psychology tells us each person behaves in terms of what

he believes about himself and what he believes about the other persons

he must interact with. The dynamic organization of beliefs about self,

called the self concept, governs everything we do. It is the center

of a person's existence, his frome of reference for every act. We do

not strive for goals we know we cannot reach. We suffer in silence

what it seems to us we deserve. (:o each person's beliefs about himself

and his capabilities determine his personal aspirations and expectations.

In similar fashion, beliefs about what other people are like govern

our expectations and behavior toward them. Accordingly, important

changes in our conceptions about the nature and extent of human capa-

cities must inevitably be accompanied by far-reaching effects on



every phase of the human condition. Such a change is currently in

nrogress and we wilt never again he the same for its having come among

Lest anyone doubt the extensive changes which can come about as

a consequence of a shift in our thinking about the nature of human

potential, he needs but remind himself of the implications of just

such changes we have already experienced. Let men believe they are

inferior beings and living in bondage seems "right" and "natural."

Let them believe they can overthrow their oppressors and revolutions

occur. Generations of sailors were kept close to shore by the belief

that the world is flat and one would fall off the edge if he ventured

too far from land. Let human beings but think they can sail round

the world or off to the moon and the whole of human existence takes

on new dimensions. The beliefs people hold about themselves and the

world they live in can produce a stultifying confinement or stimulate

creativity and accomplishment beyond our wildest dreams.

For generations we have lived, at least in Western culture, with

a limited concept of human capacity. an is seen as an object limited,

like any other, by his physical characteristics. We came by this

concept honestly as a consequence of our observations of people in

action. One needed but look at his physical activities to observe how

the body paces limits on what is possible for human beings. The notion

was further encouraged by governmental and religious leaders for whom

it was often very convenient that men should believe their capacities

were strictly limited. !ore recently the idea has been strengthened

by studies in physiology, medicine and stimulus-response psychology

which seem to corroborate "scientifically" the limited character of

human potential.
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The mischief done by this conception is stupendous. It has

affected every phase of human existence. For example, this concept

of capacity supports the belief in the innate inequality of man,

which in turn gives credence to the "rightness" of relationship of

lord and serf, master slave, annointed heathen, manage r worker,

affluent - indigent, and a host of others. It also excuses the

status quo. If human potential is limited, it follows that people

are what they were "meant to be". The human condition is the "will

of uod". There is therefore little that either can or should be

done about poverty, ignorance, prejudice, or vast inequalities of

woalth and poker. Proceeding from such assumptions, such models for

dealing with human beings as the medical model in which the knower

prescribes for the ignorant, or the political model of the ruler

exerting his rightful power over the ruled seem accurate and "logical".

Tn every generation men have suspected there was something wrong

with these models. They have sometimes questioned them philosophically

or ideologically. Some have even dared to propose the democratic

principle that "when men are free they can find their own best ways"

or propose the "great society" of L.B.J. Such ccxlcepts were usually

not rooted in basic concepts of human potential. Rather, they were

usually advanced as "nice ideas hardly practical for the hard realities

of life". They were employed on a "yes, but--" basis; "yes, I. believe

in democracy, hut not in this case", or "yes, I would, but they won't

let me!" Modern humanist thought takes a different perspective. it

raises serious questions about fixed and immutable concepts of capacity

and is finding increasing scientific support and affirmation for its

rositi0n.



The humanist view sees man as much more than an object. The

physical body man rides around in is not man himself. It is little

more than a vehicle in which he travels, the "meat house in which he

lives". This vehicle imposes limits upon some aspects of human behavior,

to he sure. Any structure does. The structure of an automobile

determines the general limits in which it can operate. It will t.ot

go far under water or fly far off the ground. Within its milieu,

however, its possibilities are enormous. If it is in reasonable running

condition the extent of its behavior is no longer a function of its

structure. You cannot tell where it has been, where it is now or where

it will go next from an examination of its anatomy.

Similarly, the behavior of an organism, modern psychologists tell

us, transcends its structure. Given the vehicle to operate in, behavior

thereafter is no longer explicable by structure but by perception. One

must have eyes to see. Given eyes tint see, however, after that what

is seen, has been seen or will be seen in the future is only in small

degree determined by the structure of the eye: Given a body that makes

perception possible, after that the behavior of the body itself is

".determined by perceptions rather than the other way round. What a

person perceives may cause him to subject his body to great risks or

destroy it altogether. In the complex society we live in our most

important behaviors have little or nothing to do with our physiological

limits. Thinking, believing, problem-solving, understanding, communi-

cating with each other, all these are little affected by physiologic

limits. This principle is even more true of those behaviors which make

us most human; loving, caring, hating, wishing, hoping, aspiring, striving.



Ce'D
research evidence :s supportive of this position. It is solely our

intent here to explore :come of the implications of this new view of

Since behavior is a function of perception, the crucial determinants

of capacity for behavior or misbehavior are the richness, the extent

and the availability of the perceptions possessed by a person at a

given moment. The importance of this conception is vast. Whereas,

the limits of the body are finite, the number and variety of perceptions

is practically astronomical. It follows that the capacities for

behavior possessed by any individual exceed our wildest imagination.

If, by intelligence, we mean the capacity of an individual to behave

effectively and efficiently and if it is true, as perceptual psychologists

say, that behavior is a function of perception, then it follows that

intelligence must be a consequence of a rich, extensive and available

field of perceptions. Intelligence, itself, can be created:

The limits of this sirgle paper do not permit an exhaustive

review of the evidence for this position. That has already been done

elsewhere.1 The reader who wishes to pursue the evidence on this

question will find the search a fascinating one, but that pursuit is

not currently the one that concerns us. For purposes of this discussion

we accept 'le thinking of humanist psychologies as valid and the

C,9
capacity for the quality of thought and life in our Limes.

The orthodox view of previous generations regarded capacity asi

strictly limited, function of heavenly or hereditary endowment and

coopen to comparatively minor modifications. The perceptual approach

1. See Hunt, 3. xcV. Intellioence and experience. Also Combs, A.W.
and Snygg, D. Individual Behavior: A Perceptual Approach to
Behavior, Harper and Row, N. Y. 1959.
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locates the limits of capacity in current perceptions rather than

hereditary physical gifts. This is not to say that the physical

body imposes no limits upon capacity. Of course it :oes. One

needs to have a body sufficient to make perceiving possible. Once

able to perceive, however, the crucial limits no longer Lie in

body structure. Like the behavior of an atomic pile, up to the

point of th6 critical moss the radioactive ingredients behave in

standard predictable fashion. When the point of fusion is reached,

however, a whole new set of conditions comes into being. There

are of course, persons so physically limited as never to reach the

threshold of adequocy. Fortunately, these are comparatively few

and most persons are born with sufficient physical endowment to

make perceiving possible. The body must "be enough" to make per-

ception possible, but once that point is reached the limits upon per-

ception enter a new dimension in which the crucial questions are

not structural but experiential.

This new way of regarding potential human capacity does not do

away with limits. Nothing exists without limits. it simply shifts

the focus from structure to perception. But what limits perception?

Psychologists know of at least five. These

1. Opportunity: What a person is able to perceive _ be

dependent upon the opportunities he has had to experience. This

seems so obvious as to hardly need repeating.

2. Need: Man is a striving creature continuously seeking

fulfillment of need. The peculiar expression of need in a person's

economy inevitably determines what that individual perceives. We

see what we need to and miss what appears to Jo ' relevance.

6.



3. The self: Perhaps the most fascinatiog discovery of

modern psychplogy is the effect of the self concept on perceiving

and behaving. What a person believes about himself is the frame of

reference for everything he does. People who see thed)selves as men

perceive quite differently from people who perceive themselves as

women, and those who are mixed up about this definition behave in

mixed-up fashion. People who see :hemselves as liked, wanted, ac-

ceptable and able see the world quite differently from people who

feel they are unliked, unwanted, unacceptable and unable.

4. The effect of goals and values: The values people hold

have a highly selective effect upon what they are able to perceive.

A man who values reading has a quite different world of experience

from the person who does not. Similarly, if one has a goal to go

fishing, what he perceives will he very much different from the

person whose goal is to take a nap.

5. The effect of threat and challenge: People feel challenged

when they are confronted with a problem that interests them and

which seems to them to lie within their capacities. People feel

threatened when they are confronted with problems they do not feel

able to cope with. Human perception is opened and expanded by

challenge. The experience of threat, on the other hand, forces

defense of self and narrowing of perception to the object of threat.

Note that all these limitations upon perception are subject to

manipulation. Perception is learned and can therefore be taught.

Because this is so, we are given a whole new perspective on what

man can become. There is not much one can do abou! heredity, but

7.



the possibilities for changing human perceptions are almost infi-

nite. In place of a concept of man futilely pushing against the

upper limits of potential, we must understand human beings as

hardly scratching the surface of their possibilities. Except

for a comparatively few persons severly limited by physical endow-

ment, most people seldom use but a very small portion of their

ultimate capacity.

'Ale human organism, we now understand, is vastly overbuilt.

Like the well constructed bridge it is designed to withstand forces

far in excess of daily requirements. It had to be so in the course

of evolution. An organism incapable of rising to meet emergencies

would long since have been eliminated. Had the human organism not

possessed vast reservoirs of unused resources, it could never have

withstood the exigencies of life or the inexorable processes of

evolution.

Men can be and have been severely limited by the psychological

factors affecting human potential listed above. They have lived in

despair with concepts of themselves es inadequate or worthless.

They have died for lack of opportunity. With needs unfulfilled

they have lived perverted lives or lashed out in rage against their

oppressors. With inadequate systems of values they have marched off

by the millions in search of destructive goals. Subjected to diets

of threat they have grown stultified and stupefied. The loss of

human potential in such patterns of exusFence is so vast as to

stagger the imagination.

The release of human potential, we now understand, is a problem

R.



in fulfillment, in being given. To see oneself in positive ways

requires positive experience. One cannot feel able without success,

liked without being liked, acceptable without being accepted.

Without opportunity potential dies a-borning. With basic needs urn -

fulfilled men are forever caught in a dreary cycle of a bare struggle

for existence. The deeply deprived fill our jails, our hospitals

and our institutions. As Maslow suggested, their unacceptable be-

haviors represent the screams of the tortured at the crushing of

their psychological bones. We cannot afford such losses in human

potential.

If human potential is a function of the richness, extent and

availability of perceptions, then human potential lies within our

control. And that is an awesome responsibility. The failures of

men whose potentialities were regarded as limited by the physical

organism could be written off as the will of God. For those who

believe potentials are almost unlimited, failures cannot be blithely

assigned to the will of Cod. They must be accepted as the lack of

will of man. There is a theological concept that there is no sin

if the person did not know better. Now that we know what is pos-

sible for men, we live in grievous sin if we fail to act upon it.

Our new conception of human capacity provides us at once with new

hope and new agony. The implications of this conception have

ramifications for every phase of modern life and thought. They

must he injected into every facet of human thought and endeavor,

philosophical, political, social, moral or aesthetic. its imple-

mentation must become the major goal of our institutions, government,

9.



education, industry, public health and welfare.

Seen in this new way, our concepts of human potential are not

limits on human endeavor but new goals for human effort. For example,

regarding intelligent - as limited by heredity, our approach to "the

gifted" has been to discover these lucky persons and provide them

with special nourishment and opportunities. But if human potential

is a consequence of perceiving and can therefore be created, gifted

persons must be seen as our crowning achievement, tie people with

whom we have already been immensely successful. Our task then be-

comes, not to locate and coddle these fortunate ones but to find

out how we did it--and get about the business of doing it for mil-

lions more.

The conversion of concepts of potential from limits on human

endeavor to fwals for constructive action is so significant a shift

in our thinking and its implications for human welfare are so pro-

found that implementation must not be delayed. The necessary clues

to action are implicit in the limits upon perception outlined above.

Where would such thinking lead us? To what new heights of human

thought and understanding? What kind of world could we produce,

for example, if we were systematically to provide for every human

being optimum conditions for expanded perception? We do not lack

the know-how. Troubadours, teachers, priests, poets, actors,

writers, printers, and ordinary persons of every description have

always engaged in expanding human awareness. To the multitude of

techniques for communication and learning developed by these people

we have added now the vast new resources provided by the world of

10.



electronics--television, teaching machines, radio, computers, motion

pictures and many more. With this new technology any of us can par-

ticipate in a walk on the moon, a meeting of the United Nations or

a battle in Viet Nam. No child in the world we live in needs to

grow up without opportunities to perceive more broadly unless we

will it so. Recent investigators have found that teaching mothers

to stimulate their babies using ordinary materials found in any hou',e

produces significant increases in intelligence. If experience cannot

be brought to a child, we can take him where the action is. In a world

on wheels no child must grow up in a sterile existence if we do not

want it so. The means for enriching experience lie all about us.

We need but put it to work. The only thing which bars our way is

a matter of priorities, whether we think it important.

The provision of experience can provide human beings with

richer, more extensive fields of perception from which to select

behavior. But capacity is dependent, not only on the existence of

perception but upon availability; whether the organism is free to

acquire and use perceptions. This is not an objective question but

a phenomenological one having to do with the meaning of experience

for the hehaver. It is especially dependent, as we have seen, on

need, values, threat, challenge and the nature of the self, all

matters residing within the individual and only indirectly open to

observation and manipulation. Learning to deal with such subjective

questions is not an easy thing to bring about in a society like ours

which traditionally worships objectivity, treats "scientific method"

as a sacred law and regards the techniques of industrial management

11.



and production as models for dealing with any kind of problem. If,

however, human potential is a function of perception as modern psy-

chology indicates, it is with that question we must learn to deal

if we are to fulfill the promise these new understandings hold out

for us. To achieve transcendence and the maximum release of human

potential requires adoption of a new phenomenological perspective

and a humanistic psychology capable of dealing with such concepts.

Already there is some evidence that we are beginning to ,hink in

these ways and the humanistic psychologies of Rollo May, Erich

Fromm, Carl Rogers, Abraham Maslow, Donald Snygg and Arthur Combs

provide us with promising guidelines to thought and action.

From these beginnings who knows what might he accomplished by

the systematic application of our new conceptions of human potential?

What sort of world could we create with an all-out commitment

to the fulfillment of human need? Depravity, we now comprehend, is

a function of deprivation. The best guarantee that a person will be

successful in the future is frequent experience of success in the

past. Failure and deprivation, psychologically, is like disease,

physiologically; a hindrance or obstacle to the full exercise of

the organism's potentials. A glance about us makes clear that too

many of our efforts are often expended in the control and restriction

of need satisfaction rather than nourishment of fulfillment. What

kind of supermen might we produce in the next generation by fulfilling

the comparatively simple needs of just the children in this generation?

Fulfillment is a question of priorities.

What would be the outcome if we were to apply what we know about

12.



the effects of threat and challenge upon perception even if we did

this only for the young? Who knows what magnificent persons we

might create by the systematic elimination of threat and the maximum

exposure to challenge?

A view of human capacity defined in terms of heredity and struc-

ture is a discouraging prospect, at best, at least in so far as this

generation is concerned. It sews the practitioner in a straitjacket

of limitations and offers him little hope of positive results even

with maximum effort. The perceptual view of capacity, on the other

hand, opens a whole new world of thought and action for those con-

cerned about the problems of man and society. The release of

human potential becomes a problem to be dealt with in the present

rather than through heredity and subject to change by experience

rather than structure. Indeed, what needs to be done is often so

obvious as to he clear to almost anyone willing to direct his atten-

tion to the proper questions. Perceptual limitations upon capacity

suggest their own solutions. One needs but ask such questions as:

How can a person feel his needs are fulfilled unlcis someone

fulfills them?

How can a person feel liked unless somebody likes him?

How can he feel he is a person of dignity and integrity unless

someone treats him so?

How can a body feel successful without experience of success?

In the answers one finds to questions like these lie the

guidelines to action for the fullest release of potential. Seen

in this way the creation of human potential seems absurdly simple.

13.



Of course, it is not. Even understood as a problem in perception,

the encouragement of growth in capacity is still beset by limitations

and human circumstances immensely difficult to change. Simply be-

cause we understand that capacity may be inhibited by perceptions

and beliefs only defines the problem; it does not cure it. A man

may be just as handicapped by a belief that he cannot do a thing as

he would be if he were physically unable. Knowing that it is a

belief that is crippling, however, pinpoints the problem and opens

many new doors to treatment not available for solving a purely

physical problem.

A belief about human capacity like that now advanced by the

humanistic psychologist is much more than a nice idea. It provides

a transcendent view of man, an essentially hopeful conception. It

does much more. It sets new goals for human thought and action,

new clues to improving the human condition. As a break through in

the social sciences, it may one day he understood as far surpassing

in importance more widely heralded discoveries in the physical

world.

1 4 .



SHOULD TEACHERS DEAL WITH VALUES?*

James P. Shaver

Teachers have no business dealing with values. The school's
role is to teach skills--such as in reading, writing, and
arithmetic, and in vocational areas. The values of youth
are the business of home and church.

The school is an instrument of society. Tachers must,
therefore, be deeply involved in shaping the values of
young people--from instilling important N.rsonal values,
such as honesty, to inculcating values of fundamental
importance, such as patriotism. if they did otherwise,
teachers would be derelict in their duty.

To which of these points of view should teachers subscribe? Or

is there some other position that more legitimately prescribes an

appropriate role for teachers in a democratic society. Of the many

frustrating issues that teachers face, as perplexing as any is the one

posed by the question, "What should I do about values when I am teaching?"

it is all too easy for a teacher to attempt to avoid facing

thorny questions about values by claiming that "T dc not deal with

values in my classroom", or "The subject matter 1 teach is value-free".

This kind of disclaimer ignores two very important realities of the

school. One has to do with the teacher as a curriculum decision-

maker; the other with the teacher as part of the school's social system.

In the first place, it is important to ask whether any subject

is "value free". It is perhaps fairly obvious that values are

central to instruction in music, art, at:d literature--the school's

esthetic curricula. After all, the major concern there is with the

student's valuing of beauty.

a chapter in a forthcoming book, Values and the Teacher
(Belmont, Calif.: Wadsworth).
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The lack of a value-free curriculum may be less obvious in an

area such as social studies. This is especially true when a teacher

sees his or her role as that of teaching social science concepts

adapted and simplified so that the students can understand them.

But even then, the teacher, as curriculum decision-maker, is dealing

with values. Why teach from a foundation of social science concepts

instead of beginning from a focus on public controversy? Why empha-

size material from history and not from some other social science, or

vice versa? Why, within any one scholarly area, teach some concepts

and data and not others? What if the social studies teacher teaches

a neat, academically sound account of the Civil War,'including pre-

and antebellum events--but doesn't comment on the morality of slavery

or on the behavior of whites and blacks during the Reconstruction

Period?

Decisions in regard to such curricular matters are based on

value priorities and make certain value-related outcomes more likely.

For example, what are the implications of one's answers to the above

questions for: the importance of dealing with abstract ideas as

compared to dealing with the nasty realities of social reality; the

relative significance of different areas of history and social science

content; the importance of confronting basic moral issues; and, perhaps

most important of all, the student's valuing of the school in terms

of its relevance to the world "out there"--especially his own life?

Even if a teacher could avoid all perplexing issues involved in

the selection of content and feel comfortable teaching "pure" social

science, that content would bring values into the room. Social

scientists study values as one social phenomenon; but, even more
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important to our concerns here, she social scientist's values affect

his studies.

The commitment of the scientist to seek the truth is part of the

scientific lore. As Bronowski 1
has put it:

In practicing science, we accept from the outset an end which
is laid down for us. The end of science is to discover what
is true about the world. The activity of science is directed
to seek the truth, and it is judged by that criterion. We
can practice science only if we value the truth (pp. 99-100).

Despite the scientist's overarching commitment to "truth", other of

his values creep int) and are implicit in his work. Consider, for

example, the pioneering work of Alfred Kinsey, who applied his earlier

taxonomic training in zoology to the study of the sexual behavior

of man and produced the classic volumes, Sexual Behavior in the Human

Male
2

and Sexual Behavior in the Human Female3. Although his approach

was quantitative, the moral implications were great. His data showing

that there was little relation between sexual mores and actual sexual

behavior clearly have had a liberalizing effect on our society.

Kinsey viewed his own work as purely scientific documents. But

others have repirOed them as "highly tendentious" and "with a distinct

permissivist bins. .[a] fundamentally materialist notion of human

sexuality "." 1:obinson (pp. 100, 102) commented:

There was some :justice in these [criticisms]. Kinsey never
recognized that by ashing certain nuestions rather than others
he committed himself to a particular conception of sexual
life, which while "objective" in the sense that it did not
contradict the facts, was nonetheless partial. He tended to
ask about physical acts, not about the internal states
accepanyine them, and he naturally found it easier to
el,,ure the quantity rather than the quality of acts.5

Scientific methodology is not, then, value free. The methods

selected can result in "scientific" data with profound value impli-

cations. Moreover, the selection and use of method can have important
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value implications in the teaching of science. For example, students

kill and dissect frogs in a biology class: What are they being taught

about the value of life?

Values may be implicit in other ways when science is taught. In

teaching biology, no assignments or class discussions have to do with

ecological problems. A decision not to deal with such matters in

teaching science can be justified, particularly in the context of a

particular unit of study as opposed to a total curriculum. But what

does such a decision convey to the student about the values of the

teacher and the school, and about the kinds of intellectual activities

and ends he should value?

A math teacher scolds a student for not appreciating the beauty

of geometry; or the students that are counseled into courses that call

for the practical application of math concepts, such as business math,

are all "less bright", non-college oriented, working class students.

What are the implications in regard to the kinds of knowledge to be

valued, or, in the second instance, the kinds of persons who are most

valued?

A "Hidden" Curriculum

It has been popular in the last few years to talk about the

school's "hidden curriculum"--the unintentional, even unsuspected,

experiences that result in unplanned student learning. This learning

may not correspond to any of the school's stated or consciously

desired objectives, and may even run counter to them.

The hidden curriculum for values includes the often unexamined

value implications of "scientific" and other content and the uninten-

tional implications of methods of classroom instruction, and more.
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In and out of the classroom, as part of the social and political

system of the school, the teacher is constantly making noninstruetional

value-related decisions, often without being aware of the ramifications.

A teacher scolds a tenth grade boy and girl for walking down the hall

with their arms around one another. A principal asks a seventh grade

teacher to send to hi3 office a list of the boys whose hair has reached

an objectional length, and the teacher does so. An elementary teacher

chastizes her children for wearing muddy boots into the classroom or

for not putting books back on the shelves neatly. In each instance,

the teacher is saying something to the students about his or her

values and about what he (or she) thinks the students' values ought

to he.

There is no use pretending that such value-related decisions on

the part of teachers can be avoided. We must act and our values will

be a major influence in determining what we teach and how we treat

students. The danger is in pretending that what we do is "value free".

Wearing such blinders allows unexamined assumptions and biases to

influence our behavior and have an impact on our students--often to

the detriment of the objectives we seek on a conscious level.

Frame of Reference

The question, then, is not whether teachers will deal with values

or whether their values will affect what they do, or even whether

teachers should deal with values. It is rather, what will you do

about values, and will you be aware of the influence of your own

values and make it as conscious and rational as possible? Charles

Beard, a historian who became involved in thinking about the secondary
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school social studies curriculum in the 1930's, emphasized the

importance of the latter point extremely well. lie wrote:

Every human being brought up in society inevitably has in
mind a frame of social knowledge, ideas, and ideals--a more
or less definite pattern of things deemed necessaa, things
deemed possible, and things deemed desirable; and to this
frame or pattern, his thought and action will be more or
less consciously referred. This frame may be large or small;
it may embrace an immense store of knowledge or little ki.ow
ledge; it may be well organized with respect to categories
of social thought or confused and blurred in organization;
and the ideal clement in it may represent the highest or
lowest aspiratious of mankind. But frame there is in every
human mind. This is known, if anything is known. If the
fact be denied, if a large, clarified, and informed frame
of purpose is rejected, is deliberatedly and ostentatiously
put out at the front door of the mind, then small, provincial,
local, class, group, or personal prejudices will come in at
the rear door, occupy the background of the mind, and con
stitute the frame [Ni]o one can profess to know every
thing or to believe nothing, tc possess the whole truth or
to exercise no preferences in the selection, arrangement,
and presentation of materials for thought and instruction
with respect to particular truths.

Theoretically, to be sure teachers . . . might dump
all things known . . . oefore children pell moll and leave
children to "follow their own interests" in making pleasing,
agreeable, or satisfactory selections from the heap of
"facts." Practically no such operation is possible . . .

when any large area of occurences or experiences is under
consideration. Since all things known cannot be placed
before children in the school room, there must and will be,
inevitably, a selection, and the selection will be made
with reference to some frame of knowledge and values, more
or less consciously established in the mind of the selector.
If anything is known in the social sciences, this is known.6

For purposes of simplicity, t,ae will use the term frame of reference

to refer to what Beard calls "a frame of social knowlede, ideas, and

ideals".

In considering -values and the teacher, it is crucial to under

score Beard's point that a frame of reference is not something that

some people have and others don't. Each of us has a frame of reference;
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our ideals (our values) are a very important part of that frame;

and each person's actions arc influenced by his frame of reference

(we rarely, for example, attempt what we deem to be impossible or

immoral). And, as Beard noted, to he unaware of or to deny the presence

and impact of a frame of reference only leaves the individual susceptible

to the unthinking application and imposition of his frame, including

the values in it.

Two Levels of Curriculum

It is important, as was suggested earlier, to consider questions

about values and the teacher on two levels: First, and perhaps more

obvious, is the fnrmal curriculum level. On this level we need to

ask such questions as, What should T teach about values in my class?

Should I engage my students in the critical examination of values--

theirs, their parents', society's? The second level is the hid(".,:m

curriculumthe often unintentional biases in method and content, and

the nuances of the teacher's behavior as an instructor and outside the

classroom as a member of the school's social and political system.

On this level, we need to ask questions such as, What do my actions

imply about moral behavior or about the acceptability of different

life styles. What implicit value biases are built into my teaching

methods or the scholarly methodology underlying the content I teach?

From Frame to Rationale

It is essential that each teacher develop a rationale for dealing

with values in the school--at both the formal and hidden curriculum

levels. That is, each of us who teaches should examine carefully the

beliefsfactual and evaluativein his or her frame of reference
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that influence how he or she handles values and makes valuerelated

curricular decisions at both the formal and hidden levels.

Many of the elements in our frames of reference that are relevant

to teaching are unexplicated, unexamined assumptions. If our behavior

is to he as rational as possible, these assumptions need to be brought

into the open, stated as clearly as possible. examined for accuracy

and for consistency, and implications drawn for instructional and

other behavior toward students (for example, in the lunch room or

during hall duty). The product of this process of explicating and

clarifying one's frame of reference is a rationale--the statement and

explanation of the basic principles upon which the teacher's school

behavior (both in the formal classroom setting and during the other

encounters within the school's social and political system) is based.

The development of a conscious rationale for teaching, as distinct

from an unrecognized frame cf reference, is essential but not easy.

There are a large number of complex facets to such a rationale.

Begging for clarification, for example, are assumptions about the

society and the school's relationship to it, about the nature of

children and how they learn, about the nature of values. The critical

examination of our unconscious and frequently cherished assumptions

in these areas is not something that is accomplished overnight, nor

even during an undergraduate course or an inservice training program.

In fact, one is not likely to ever arrive at a completely explicated

and polished rationale.

A rationale, like the person who is attempting to develop it,

evolves and is always in the process of becoming. Your rationale

may become more explicit, more comprehensive, more logical in the



interrelationships of its parts, clearer in its implications for your

behavior as a teacher. But it ought never to be considered final, for

that would imply that you yourself have stopped changing.

All of one's education, out of school as well as in, contributes

to his frame of reference. Unfortunately, there is little in our

education, in or out of school, to help each of us develop a rationale

for our behavior as teachers.

Teacher education programs (in common with most other curricula

for educating professionals) are notably lacking in experiences that

are explicitly and intentionally geared to assisting the prospective

or practicing teacher to examine his frame of reference and begin the

arduous, but challenging, task of developing a systematic rationale

to which to refer his or her instructional decisions. Philosophy

courses typically deal with formalized categories of thought (e.g.,

idealism, realism, neo-Thomism, experimentalism, and existentialism)

that are useful for scholarly exercises in classification, but tend

to be of little use to the teacher in thinking about day-to-day

decisions. Only rarely is instruction geared to engaging prospective

or practicing teachers in the rigorous philosophical examination of

his or her own factual and evaluative -ssumptions.

Along the same lines, curriculum and methods courses tend to

talk of techniques and review new curricula without enmeshing teachers

in the examination of the underlying assumptions or in the development

of criteria by which to decide which techniques and curricular products

to use.

Of course, most professors of the other courses (tl-e "academic"

courses) in teaching preparation programs would be horrified at the
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suggestion that they ought to do more than impart the basic knowledge

of their disciplines, although occasionally "academic" courses are

aimed at how the knowledge of a discipline might he taught to elementary

and secondary school youth,

This delinquency in the education of teachers is critical. How

much of the commonly noted alienation of students from the school is

Inc to the failure of school people to critically examine the frames of

reference from which they make instructional decisions? For instance,

how many teache-s unthinkingly expect students to enjoy a subject

matter area because they (the teach;:s) dowhich is, after all, one

major reason that they are teaching? How many teachers assume unthink-

ingly that their students should accept knowledge for its own sake

regardless of its relevance to their daily lives, not recognizing

that they themselves tend to remember that knowledge which they are

able to use in construing and dealing with their own lives? Such

questions suggest the kind of critical examination that is necessary

in deciding whether we as teachers are treating values in a way that

is justifiable in a democratic society, or whether that treatment is

legitimate in terms of the student's own personal integrity and the

frequent frustration at the lack of relationship between "school

learning" and the "real world out there".

An impol:tant reason for developing a rationale is to avoid the

unthinking imposition of beliefs. Equally important is the need for

a systematic, well-grounded basis from which to explain, even defend,

one's instructional behavior to administrators and parents. In the

social studios, for example, teachers challenged for raising contro-

versial issues in their classrooms have gotten into trouble because
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their justification was not much deeper than, "Controversy is good".

Certainly, in a democratic society a more profound and persuasive

justification could be at hand. When schooling touches on values,

parents are particularly likely to be aroused to emotional reactions,

and a rationale becomes a professional necessity.
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SIMULATION GAMES IN SOCIAL STUDIES: PLAY AS YOU LEARN

by Geneva Winterrose

The goal of educational games is to make learning real, to

make the classroom come "alive," to actively involve students in a

direct learning experience. Simulation games are rather recent

innovations but, if well planned, can be one of the best teaching.

techniques we have to involve students in learning.

In social studies, simulation games are defined as working

models of physical and social situations with certain aspects of

the "real thing" being included and reduced in size to manageable

proportions. The designer includes only those elements of reality

that are most relevant to his purposes. Characteristics common to

simulation games are: they are simplified abstractions of the real

world; they usually involve competition between players or teams of

players; they progress through a series of plays or cycles which

represent some actual period of time and sequence of events; they

usually compress time, such as one round of play representing one

year of time, although some may be set in real time; they "usually

employ a simulated environment representing those aspects of the

real world relevant to the objectives of the game."1

An example of a simulated game is one d,veloped by

William A. Nesbitt entitled, "The Oil Islands Dispute: A Classroom

Game of Conflict and Cooperation." While it only involves two

players, it "does combine the two essential prima-,.y elements of

sinulationsrole-playing with a scenario and a game format in which

strategies have clear outcomes for the players."2 To play the game
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the class is divided into groups of three, one to be the referee and

scorekeeper and the other two to play the game. The referee in each

group keeps tract. ot the gains and losses of each player for the ten

rounds or play. Lined paper with one column headed U.S. and another

column headed U.S.S.R. is needed by the referee. The following

scenario is given to tl.c students, either orally or in writing, and

the play proceeds.

"it is the year 1980. Vast oil deposits have been discovered
on islands in the Bering Straits area between the United
States and the Soviet Union. Neither country had pressed
their claims to these islands before, although both had good
historical and legal arguments to do so. Now, however, with
a serious shortage of oil clearly ahead for the world, both
countries consider the oil islands of extreme importance.
Indeed, the continued economic development of both countries
may depend on access to this oil."3

The players in each group decide who will represent the United

States in the dispute over the islands and who will represent the

Soviet Union. Since ten islands are involved there are ten rounds

of action choices. For each round the player may make one of two

choices: he ray decide to cooperate in developing the oil and

sharing the profits or he may attempt to seize the island. Each

player has a red and a blue chip which he holds under the desk or

table. The referee says, "1, 2, 3, show:" and the players show at

the same time either a red or blue chip. The red chip means he

wishes to seize the island and the blue chip means he wishes to

cooperate with the other country in developing it. If both players

indicate that they wish to cooperate they each receive $1 billion as

shared profits. If one plover indicates seizure and the other

cooperation, the island is considered successfully seized and the

player t,lie red chip receives all of the profits, 52 billion,

and the player chewing the blue chip loses 51 billion, which
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signifies that his country has lost prestige. If both of the

players show red chips, indicating that they wish to seize the

island, each player loses $1 billion which represents the cost of

naval and amphibious operations.

Tle game is followed by discussion or "debriefing" concerning

which was the more successful, cooperation or conflict.

Simulations seem to be growing in popularity as more and more

are becoming available. Their greatest strength lies in their

effectiveness in stimulating student interest and involvement. It

is left to each classroom teacher to determine if the educational

value derived from them justifies their use. If the teacher is pri-

marily interested in the factual, conceptual knowledge gained,

games do not rate high as instructional tools. If, however, major

emphasis is placed on the affective learning areas, or the attitudes

and values students are gaining, games will be more widely used.

Researchers point out some areas in which they do rate well as ef-

fective teaching instruments. Goodsell says, "Students learn when

their values, beliefs, and attitudes are involved--the over-used word

is 'relevance.' If the subject matter and the classroom experience

have meaning for the student, lie will want to learn . . . Simula-

tion games as a teaching device are so highly regarded that they are

in standard use by many industries and by governmental, including

military, agencies."4 Livingston states that, "Their value appears

to lie in their ability to clarify abstract relationships by pre-

senting them on a more concrete level which the students can experi-

ence directly, and in their power to influence students' attitudes."5

Nachaturoff believes that simulation games, "consequently develop

concepts and insights which will help him (the student) identify
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himself and make decisions of greatest value to himself and others."6

Lewis adds that, "if all goes as planned, even the least successful

encounters open young 'yes to a realistic view of something pre-

viously unrecognizable."7

Some claims by current researchers as to values derived from

simulation games are that they:

". . . are designed to allow youngsters to experience a
wide assortment of adult-type encounters without fear
of serious reprisal from wrong actions or judgments.
Students interact at their own levels; peer pressures
dissolve in a self-judged simulated environment."8

2. "Require the student to conceptualize, apply predic-
tions, interpret propositions, and evaluate formulations."9

3. Provide "the student many opportunities to exercise
his independence, creativity, intellectual competence,
and maturity. "10

4. "Require and promote a more independent attitude on
the part of the learner."11

5. Help students to "develop critical thinking, to sum-
marize knowledge, to achieve definite goals, and to
use skills related to a problem or project."12

6. Replace words by actions in the classroom.

7. "May be symptomatic of the irrelevance of much that
goes on today in our classrooms if the drive of youth is
to be rekindled."13

Educational games do have problems or limitations. One of

these is the time involvement. Each teacher must weigh the value of

transferring time from the traditional academic pursuits to game

playing. Another concern is the somewhat higher classroom noise

level and degree of physical activity involved in games. Some

teachers may fear that teacher control of the classroom will dis-

solve. any teachers lack proper orientation and training in game

playing and so avoid using them because of an uncomfortable or in-

secure feeling in trying out new teaching strategies. Another
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problem is the lack of conclusive evidence a:3 to the amount of

learning which actually takes place. Youngers and Aceti warn that,

"simulation games are not intended as an educational cure-all. They

are more appropriate for teaching some things than others. This is

best left to the teacher to decide within the setting of his own

classroom."14

While more experimentation and evaluation are needed, there

can be little doubt that games are very exciting and promising

educational media.
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GROUP SPONTANEITY BY THE CASE

William C. Nutting

The content of the elementary school curriculum has been in

for a great deal of criticism in recent years. And some of it has

probably been deserved. The purpose of this paper, however, is not

to review what may be wrong with that which is now included in the

curriculum, but rather to point out what is right with some of

that which is not presently included.

First, there ought to be much more forthright encouragement of

spontaneity on the part of children in school. And, second, there

ought to be much more opportunity for realistic and purposeful

social encounter among children in their school-based learning

experiences. A good many school people will readily agree with both

of these premises. But the question of implementation remains. How

may we go about meeting these particular unfulfilled needs without

jeopardizing some of the more worthwhile aspects of the established

curriculum?

But maybe this is not such a dilema as has generally been

presumed. Perhaps the answer is as obvious as the question. Why

not get at both of these needs by systematically promoting within

the school some of the same kinds of group-inspired undertakings

that are such clear challenges to children in their out-of-school,

non-supervised hours? We see this sort of spontaneous group activity

going on constantly in every residential neighborhood on weekends

and during SLIVIIrWr vacations. Informality, natural exuberance, and

all-out team effort are all in order. Children identify a mutual

Interest, are moved somehow to eonmit a particular
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challenge, work to develop the concern through their own resources

and amazing energy, and finally close out the matter to their own

satisfaction. Many of these group undertakings arc deserving of a

respectable place in tla., school curriculum. So let us examine the

possibility of legitimizing this sort of natural learning as an ad-

di(ieLvtl approach--not, as already indicated, to correct what is now

standard in the curriculum, but to include something important that

is not yet there.

Let us consider first the matter of spontaneity as an educational

necessity. Ry nature, children are spontaneous activists. They are

impulsive doers; they find it difficult to be passive and quiet, and

impossible to wait. This is the way they came into the world; and

it is the way they will continue to grow until much of that natural

spontaneity and activism has been ultimately squeezed from their

behavior in the name of conformitynot merely by the school, but

by all of our social agencies. There is no doubt that spontaneity

is systematically - - although perhaps not intentionally -- dried up

during the childhood years. But the human race needs spontaneity.

And it needs activism. Admittedly, spontaneity and activism are not

comforting to established society, but they are essential to human

progress.

The world really needs its Albert Einsteins and its Winston

Churchills, but how are they produced? The rarity of such individuals

among the millions might suggest that largely we have been going

about it backwards. It does not seem unlikely that exemplary instances

of brilliance may have emerged in spite of, rather than because of

our ,Aucational agencieslike a determined shrub growing miraculously

out of the face of a granite cliff.
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Childhood exuberance ought not be stifled, but cherished and

tended as a precious hope for succeeding generations. There should

be provision for spontaneity in the child's curriculum. But, as of

new, there is virtually none. In the main, whatever moments of child-

hood spontaneity are to be found in school situations are there as

contraband. They are not officially encouraged, but either permitted

by an indulgent principal or smuggled in under euphemistic wraps

by clever curriculum-running teachers. Spontaneity, it might be

argued, is a vital personality characteristic, and provision for it

should not have to he bootlegged into the child's formative years.

On the contrary, we should legalize it and deliberately foster it in

the curriculum.

In the interest of clear communication, it may be helpful to

pause at this point for a definition of terms. In particular, we

should distinguish betwt:en curriculum and instruction. We may say

that there Are three major aspects, or domains, of schooling.. And,

while the three overlap considerably in their functions, each has a

specific role. Curriculum consists of those selected learning

experiences that are intended to result in certain educational ob-

jLetives, As well as the particular scope and sequencing of those

experiences. Instruction is the business of relating the curriculum

to the learner, And it includes the methods, strategies, and techniques

for bringing this about. Organization is the arrangement and coordination

of pupils, faculty, and stall through assignment and scheduling with

reep ct to I space, and learning materials. We can

th;it teilchers, although mainly concerned with matters of instruction,

fire also invotv,,d to an extent in both curriculum and organization.



As a general rule, teachers are much more restricted in their roles

as organizers and curriculum makers than they are as instructors,

despite the unhappy fact that they are frequently held equally ac-

countable for all three. The reason for interrupting the discourse

here to point out the distinction in terms is to suggest that any

comments about curriculum should not be interpreted as applying to

instruction.

Elementary curriculum ought to be dedicated--at least in part- -

to the development of scholarship in every child. But genuine

scholarship impli(s both a reasonable mastery of knowledge and an

unquenchable drive to use that knowledge in ways that are individually

cnhanciag and personally satisfying.

The main job of tin elementary school, it might be suggested,

ought to in to train the mind and free the spirit--a twofold charge.

But., while curriculum makers have generally subscribed--at least

lipwise--to the dual needs of both disciplinary conformance and individual

human release , in practice the matter of selecting and sequencing

children's learning experiences has more often been reduced to an

eith,r-or proposition.

Thus, over tin years we have become accustomed to what has

often been term 2d the "pendulum effect" in curriculum development.

Periodically --and it does seem in retrospect that the pulsing has

corresponded fairly well to the Biblical seven fat years and the

s,:ven lean years--we have perceived almost a 180-degree change in

thru t from a fanatical disciplinary, or knowledge-centered, reference

to on ot' ::trong humar,istic focus. And then, of course, back invariably

in Llo rev-rse swing.
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Surely, it is time to cease debating the relative merits and

shortcomings of a knowledge-based versus a child-oriented curriculum,

and to accept the challenge of including both approaches in a legitimate

and straightforward manner. Both approaches are essential; and both

are feasible.

As mentioned earlier, another serious oversight in today's

curriculum is thH paucity of genuine person-to-person, person-to-group,

and group-Lo-group relationships. While it is very true that many

Leachers mostly in their instructional roles- -have managed to emphasize

some mutuality of purpose and feelings of togetherness, there is

virtually nothing in the curriculum as such to crack through the

nonconductive social insulators that encapsulate each school child. A

thoughtful examination of the elementary curriculum largely substantiates

the charge that a pupil's day is socially sterile. lle exists near

other childrenhe is surrourv:ed by them; but he is not really with

thLm. Tucked away securely in his little educational cocoon, he

bides his time. ((Perhaps there is more than an auditory similarity

between the words pupil and pupa.)

What we are pleased to call classroom groups are more accurately

divisions, or - -at bet--aggregates, of children who just happen to

comprise a given section of the school enrollment. Any significant

exceptions to this have generally resulted from the imagination and

cleverness--and at Limes even foolhardiness--of teachers acting

through their own resources. Wit:,in the curriculum itself, however,

there has been little if any recognition that a human child is a co-

responding social animal whose sociality must be nourished. So this

constitutes a second deficiency in the curriculum that must be remedied.
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We can see that childhood spontaneity and interpersonal action

are important facets of a humanistic approach. And we can recognize

that, by and large, the elementary curriculum has not met these needs.

Why not? One possible reason is that, while all curriculum

makers readily assume that the traditional school subjects are

essential to curriculum, some have not accepted humanistic objectives

as similarly belonging. Rather, they have assigned this particular

responsibility to the domain of instruction. And apparently with some

conviction, for most of us have at some time heard the statement--

possibly uttered in all seriousness by a child, a parent, a principal,

or even a teacherthat "it all depends upon the Leacher." Surely

this is begging the point_ Of course, it is good to have outstanding

teachers, but making them accountable for humanizing the child's

education does not mitigate the necessity of providing within the

curriculum itself those learning experiences that are intended to

result_ in the full range of educational purposes that have been iden-

tified.

But perhaps Ow most likely reason that provision has not been

made in the curriculum for youthful spontaneity and interaction

is the absence of some recognizable, dependable vehicle by which a

humanistic, or child-centered, approach may he implemented as effec-

tively and as surely as subject matter study provides a dependable

carrier for the objectives of a disciplinary, or knowledge-centered

orientation.

What is the answer? As already indicated, it is not to shunt

the onus of providing spontaneity and human relationships from cur-

riculum «velopment to instruction. Nor is the answer to eliminate
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subject matter from the curriculum--although this has been seriously

proposed by some of the further-out earth shakers. As things now

stand, eliminating subject matter would effectively eliminate the

whole curriculum. Certainly, subject matter is far from perfect, but

at least in its improved forms it is our most dependable instrument

for dealing realistically with the content and structure of formalized

knowledge in the child's education. Subject matter in some form will

remain basic in the curriculum--at least in the foreseeable future.

And of course, there are the perennial attempts to water down the

essential rigor of the subject matter areas, which may actually be

worse than eliminating subject matter entirely, since there remains

the implication that subject matter is being taught when in fact it

may only be pahlum digested as beefsteak. This, very definitely,

is not the answer.

How, then, may we hope to respond to the need for more

spontaneity and child-to-child interaction in the currtoulum? Where

shall we find an implementing vehicle that functions in a child-

centered approach as efficiently and as dependably as subject matter

at its best function:: in a disciplinary approach? Just as

subject matter has been formed out of the disciplines, so must we have

a curriculum scihme that has been formed out of genuine childhood

spontaneity and forthright group interaction within the school situation.

We must recognize two distinct approaches to curriculum--the child-

oriented and the knowledge-focused. And we must employ, an appropriate

vehicle for each. We must have an honest, systematic, workable, and

dependable design for transforming good intentions into thy, actual

achiev,,:Jent of yducational objectives.
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Such a curriculum design has been described in a recent

publication. It has been termed "case-action learning. ul

Case-action learning has been defined as a group undertaking

of some significance that evolves naturally out of a "case" which

children take on and carry out through their own imagination and

effort. The fact that it takes place under the sponsorship of the

school and the guidance of a helpful teacher in no way reduces

the degree of natural spontaneity and group action. From the

children's point of view, each such case is a spontaneous happen-

ing: they identify an interest in something, become concerned

to the point of making a voluntary commitment, get themselves

properly organized, develop the undertaking, and finally close it

out to their own particular satisfaction.
2

But a teaches knows that spontaneity does not obtain in a

vacuum. He knows that favorable conditions are essential. And

this, in turn, means effective advance planning. It calls for a

design whereby such preparations may be done systematically and

efficiently. Achieving group spontaneity by design is not--as it

may seem at first--to be an impossible incongruity. But it does

demand that pupils lead out boldly in response to their own inner

feeling:; and drives. And it requires a high degree of flexibility

on the part of a teacher.
3

1

William C. Nutting, DesiviingClassroom Spontaneity: Case-
ActionLearninj; (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
1973).

1 b id . , pp. 34 "39.

Ibid. pp. 78-82.
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The range of possible undertakings in case-action learning

is virtually unlimited. Any concern of genuine importance to

children may qualify. Cases have been built around school-related

opportunities or dissatisfactions, efforts at voluntary philan-

thropy, enterprises in self-help, learning about community life,

developing hobbies or activities, culture study, response to cru-

cial issues, extensions of topics in the news, and even of simple,

raw challenge or optional pursuits of information. Basic to the

notion of case-action learning is that children sincerely want to

work and that they should be allowed to work in their own way to-

ward their own purposes.
4

But these undertakings will be more effective, more satisfy-

ing, and more likely to succeed if they are facilitated by adequate

teacher planning. Such planning demands intelligence, creativity,

and a keen sensitivity to the needs and feelings of children. Hap-

hazard procedures simply will not suffice. The recommended design

is comprised of six logically-sequenced steps by which advance plan-

ning for successful cases may be a simple, systematic, unhurried,

but highly effective procedure.
5

"Case-action learning," it has been pointed out, "is not in-

tended to supplant subject matter in any way, but rather to provide

an essential component. A desirable relationship results in a

vital balance in elementary curriculum which contributes signifi-

cantly to a foundation of genuine scholarship in each child."6

11k4., pp. 82-90.

5lbid., pp. 90-92.

"Ibid., pp. 221-222.



It has been claimed that case-action learning can enrich a child's

school experiences and fill a void in elementary curriculum.
7

Just what is unique or special about case-action learning?

For one thing, it frankly recognizes the teacher not only as a

skilled instructor, but also as a qualified curriculum maker.

This in itself is a significant point, for it gets curriculum

making right into the classroom where immediacy of both time and

circumstance can be met realistically--as different from pre-

packaged curriculum as good home cooking is from a frozen TV

dinner. The adoption of case-action learning as a vehicle for a

child-oriented approach gives the teacher, in effect, a license

to practice curriculum making openly, rather than being limited

to sneaking in opportunities for spontaneity through the back door.

Another special benefit in adopting case-action learning is

that it implies an almost-unprecidented faith in a group of chil-

dren as eager self-starters and as tireless researchers, creators,

and developers. Case-acticn learning is premised upon children's

refreshing impulsiveness, their natural love of relevant work,

and their craving for challenge and action.

Opportunities for meaningful group-instigated undertakings

are all about. We only have to look. Whatever is of genuine

interest or honest concern to a group of children may become the

substance of a fascinating and satisfying case. Consider, for

example, the inspired classroom group of intermediate-grade pupils

who worked with a veritable passion to design and build a foldaway

7
Ibid., p. 223.



playhouse as a marvelous Christmas present for the kindergarten

children in their school. Or think about the first graders who

undertook to select and obtain a suitable pet for their classroom-

a case that absorbed their imagination and effort for a period of

two weeks.
8

The possibilities are really endless. A fifth-grade class,

for instance, adapted an interesting story for puppetry dramati-

zation and presented a fine show to youngsters confined in a

crippled children's hospital. Another group of pupils found great

satisfaction during the few weeks priorfio the Christmas vacation

in sponsoring a qualified family in a particular "Sub-for-Santa"

campaign. Some of the older children in an elementary school in

a rural area worked hard to establish themselves in an actual

money-making poultry business as the outcome of a particularly

notable work-project case. A primarygrade class undertook to

learn more about the telephone, both as a means of communication

and is a business. A study of the local coal-mining industry was

carried out as an information-seeking case by sonic fourth graders.

Some intermediate-grade children founded a school newspaper. An-

other successful case resulted in the forming of a knowledgeable

camera club. Even the sky is not necessarily the limit, as one

group of children discovered in focusing upon an absorbing study

of an Apollo moon voyage.
9

8
Ibid. pp. 46-54.

9
Ibid., pp. 83-86.
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But how can a teacher keep up with the infinite possibilities

and the unpredictable demands that are inevitable in such an un-

restricted atmosphere? Really, there is no need for despair- -

it actually can be done gracefully. The recommended design for

case-action learning makes it feasible for a teacher to identify

literally dozens of potential cases and to engage in reasonably

relaxed, panic-free advance planning in readiness for that anti-

cipated magic moment when a group will suddenly bubble over into

spontaneous action and commit themselves resolutely to a particular

challenge with an -Kcited "Let's do it!"

In summary, it may be said that case-action learning can

reflect the natural beauty of childhood as proudly and as faith-

fully as well-designed subject matter represents the logical

beauty of the disciplines. Case-action learning can be a thor-

oughly appropriate vehicle for a child-centered, action-oriented

approach to curriculum. And something else: case-action learning

can be a lot of fun. Yes, we can have group spontaneity--by the

case.

REFERENCES
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INTECRIII, EDUCATION, DANCE

Naoma Rowan

In a variety of clichts, it has often been said that the body doesn't

lie. "Actions are louder than words." If someone speaks of lightning,

yet at the sane time slumps over like a lump of boiled spaghetti, the

words are less than believable.

Imaging is often thought of a5 the act of calling up mental pictures.

however, imaging can be a more total process. A curved hand may image an

orange, a grape, or a huge halIoon, depending on how the hand is curved.

The curve of the hand represents the object symbolically.

is the thesis of this paper that children need many opportunities

to "act on" imagery, to do much "body imaging," as a way of progressing

toward the ability to think in the abstract, which, in turn, is a skill

necessary for 5:u, cess in reading and other academic subjects. Activity

related to 'cod:: imaging" is also a modality for developing integrity in

the child. Integrity is defined here as congruence between action and

Childnll find many opportunities to develop the skill of imaging In

play, and the rules of the play are expressed In the child's ability to

make-believe with real conviction. The marbles that are in the little pan

on the play stove must be treated real eggs; trains don't get off the

tracks and kick up their wheels. Reaining "in character" is part of the

game. It is the part of the game which defines integrity for the child.

Children are not born with the ability to visualize. Object porno

hence is usually acquired within the first few, months of life, but visual-

ixiug requires much more tire. Consider the difficulty some adults have



when they are expected to translate directions given verbally into a

cognitive map. Mapping space in one's mind requires an integration of

language and perception.

Among other ways, children learn to visualize through play. The

following incident illustrates the difference between a child who has

integrated language with his visualizations, and one who isn't as far

along in the process. Think of two little boys with airplanes in hand.

Child I says, "My reconnaissance plane is revving up. We're going

out to look for the 'emenv.' The 'enemy's' dug in." To his friend, he

says, "You say, 'Control tower to pilot. Control tower to pilot. Prepare

for take-off!'" Instead of acting on the suggestion, the second young-

ster also pretended to have a plane. Going through the same motions, he

said, "limp! Brrrrp! Brrrrp! Prrrrrr, Wheee, euee, O00000,

Eeeee.... Errrop! Brrrrop! Peon! P000m!"

The first child was persistent; he continued his interaction,

"Pilot to tower. Pilot to tower. The reconnaissance plane is taking off.

Here it goes. The radar is turned on. Prrrrr Pilot to tower. Ve

have a blip on the screen. Over

Which child gave us the evidence? The first child's language let us

know that be was using; visual imagery to assist him in his play. He was

also visualizing and planning the play for his little friend. For the

second child, the sounds he was making may have been nothing more than

imitating the noise of the plane. This is not to say that the second

child didn't know about planes, but there was a decidedly different quality

in the first child's play. lie developed a plan, and his plane functioned

within a context of relationships. In all likelihood, he saw the play

before he acted it Jilt.
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People visualize differently. Some people make very detailed

pictures in their minds. Undoubtedly the NASA planners of the moon shots

in Houston visualized viviuly and in detail. Experiential background

contributes greatly to the quality of one's visualizing. Check yourself

to see what kind of imagery the following story calls to mind.

A farmer, having bought himself a nee hunting dog, took him out to

the lal:e for a trial run. he shot a duck and the dog walked out on the

water and brought it in. the farmer blinked, rubbed his eves, and tried

again with the same re./ult. Puzzled about the dog, the farmer invited a

neighbor to hunt with him the next day. The same thing happened. When

either man hit a bird, the dog would walk out on the water and retrieve it

The neighbor appeared not to notice. And the farmer said nothing for a

while. Finally, he conluai't stand it and asked, "D-did y' notice anything

unusual mv do;;: ibo neighbor scratched his head, "Yeah," he said

at length, "Yeah, f:ome t' think of it, I did. The son-of-a-gun can't swim.'"

that happened? Did you picture a dalmation? A pointer? Or a

Lal>orador retriever? Could you have pictured a little French poodle who

didn't want to cot her feet wet? Was the water in your picture calm or

rough? it deep or hhallo,::? were there cat-tails or other weeds

around? free'; in the distance or foreground? Mountains? What kind of

ducks? Your visual icing depends partly upon what kind of an observer you

are what your pat experi,,nce 11;.; been what things you screen out

thinw: von allow in. You may visualize in detail at some times,

eaerly at others. ih hearing such a story, usually begin to image

the situation in their minds. The punch line tends to come as a surprise,

dkinterating the suddenly, which is the probable cause of our

lau,;hter.



Visualizing is not only part of "getting the joke," it is an

important part of reading, particularly early reading. Some years ago,

when I was teaching first grade, I was listening to a youngster read --

David. lie dropped words, plink plink plink, like a leaky tap.

As I listened, I hoped that I would hear him string his words together

like a necklace of pearls, because it is only as words are strung to-

gether that the child gets any meaning out of that he is reading. For

example: "11c." Chat does it moan? A male something-or-other. "He

broke only three. Three teeth? Three dishes? idiat does it mean? You

can't really know until those words, that sentence, are said in relation

to other words and sentences. The meaning is derived from the total

context, pins what experience and interpretative ability that the reader

brings to the printed page.

It hadn't happened for David, so I stopped the word-calling and

asked him what kind of pictures he was making in his mind as he read.

%hat do these words make you think of, David?" "Nothing," he replied.

So I said, "Then vou must have been thinking of something else while you

were reading. Tell me, what was it you were thinking of? His answer,

''lien my Daddy took no on a subway train in New York City."

The child was visualizing, but the words in the book were not calling

up the mental pictures. the substituted images are as compelling as

a ride on a subway, the content of the story has to be fairly exciting

in order to pull the child in to the task at hand.

During the past year, I have conferenced with tl,e parents of three

children whose reading prol,lems were partly a result of the fact that

they didn't know they were supposed to visualize what they were reading.

Thy didn't understand that saving the word was not enough; they had to



men'.ally ACT ON those words, to image, to interpret, to bring meaning TO

the context.

One child was in first grade the oldest of five children and

while his mother read to him on very rare occasions, she had very little

Lime to do so. One of the other mothers labeled herself as a non-reader.

In all three instances, the children had been read to very little or not

at all. They came to school, not knowing what to expect in reading, and

wl n thy were introduced to it through phonics, they simply thought it

was making the right sound for the letters. Another of the children had

,.one as far as third grade and was able to call out all of the words lie

came to phonetically, but in tests, he full down to almost nothing on

comprehension. The third child was in fifth grade. He had seemed to

show some prol-ise in the first two grades, but had be en dropping back

rather than making progress in reading. The content of his day'- dreaming

on one ornasion was a hunting trip with his father. It seems that emotion-

al needs that have not been net can easily entice a child into out-of-

field imagery or fantasizing. Comprehension requires that the reader stay,

with it.; the content of the material needs to have some holding power, not

only for the child, but for the teacher as well

How many other children are having difficulty with visualizing? It

is hard to say. There are times when I look at the world in which children

are growin up, and I feel that they have less opportunity to learn to

visualize. They are hurried, pressured, frightened, enticed, seduced, and

given ready-made toys for play. Instead of radio dramas, for which we had

to supply our own .7,ental images, the radio now confines itself to music or

advertising. And t.elevision supplies the images for the viewer, which may

be a mixed blessing allowing children to become information-rich but
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experience-poor. A relationship exists between the child's ability to

create adequate imagery and his ability to comprehend what he is reading.

It is one of the child's ways of ACTIN"..; ON the content. that that rela-

tionship is statistically, don't: know, but there are data indicating

that children, who have been taught in mechanical ways without compelling

content, also fall down in comprehonsion.1

Many Limes during the year, schools have parents and children who

7'ove in fro.:. some other area. A co:-.1non question ,c,oe:-; like this, "In our

old school, my child was reading in book IA of such and such a series.

Do you teach fro:,:. that series, and do yen have a group he will fit into?"

The answer to that question is easy. would like to propose a harder

one for prent.,; to ask of the schools something like, "What kind of

asurance can you ,Give ae that my child vill gain a real understanding of

what he reads, that he will. become .-!entally active under your tutH.age, a

truly productive thinke %h at-. do you do in your schools to stimulate

children to become SOmethin other than spon es?"

It understandable why parents ask the questions they do. Being on

prigL. 34 of book I is sc...-.e.thing that one can easily see. Whether or not a

child is visualising is not as easy to see. You never really know how much

is taking place. Checking it out sometimes means that one must have time

for individual interviews with children; one snot pick it up incidentally

fr non-verbal cues, in play or dance; one must recognize when words

dropped 71eaniiwlessly. It cannot Le observed during silent reading.

rLht hinde of questions may yield an inkling that visualizing is going

on. It that 1.; used i. mane school subjects. In math, one

proof f hat a child is visualizin comes in his ability to make transform-

otion:; in very practical, cit.mon.strahle situations.



The successful student uses visualizing as an important tool for

learning. The student, who is turned-off psychologically, can refuse to

learn by refusing Co visualize. Or it may be unintentional, "My mind just

went blank when he started talking about fractions."

Teachers need many more situations where children must visibly and/or

verbally act on what they are learning in order for us Co know that the

youngsters are not "copping out" intellectually. Creative dance is

beautiful way for teachers to help children act on visual imagery called

up dramatically and vividly through language or first-h..nd experience.

:;(-)t only does the child of dance need to call images to mind; the child

needs to maintain them, organize them, and transport them through time and

space.

The child vho holds a piece of plastic yardage crumi.led tightly in

his hand, then opens his hand to watch it unfold, has created an image

which he can symbolize in his body's own unfolding and stretching. From

the plastic, to the body movement, to the abstract notion of unfolding is

an image-assisted progression.

To illustrate the v,ualizing developed in children in creative dance,

here are excerpts from a lass period observed just before Christmas. The

teacher told the children about looking out her window one morning to see

a deer that was out in the orchard near her place. She described the feet

of the deer, how they were high as it moved in the snow, the flowing

;race with which time animal bounded from one spot to another. Then she

said to the children, "I want you to let go of the regular part of you, and

like this deer. do e if you can really capture the whole spirit of the

moment. You will 131: ThIS YELLINr; with every motion that you make. If you

con capture the spirit of that deer, you will feel the joy of its grace



and movement. If you don't try with your whole body, you won't feel as

much joy as you really could."

"First I want just a few of you to try. It may be difficult to hold

on to the idea with other people watching But get yourselves ready

forget about us and when you have that feeling throughout your entire

body, you can start."

The children danced that doer, with leaps, with bounds, with height,

and grace, and openness.

The teachel thou asked the others, ''hhat made them believable?"

And a child answered, 'Vhen you think so much about what you are

doing, all your feelings help you do it."

Talking about a child who had really demonstra'ed the idea beauti-

fully, another child said, "Even when he stopped, he still looked like a

deer." And the teacher responded, %hen he stopped, he kept on thinking

and believing."

To the children, who had been the audience, she then said, "Now I'd

like to see if you can believe so much! get yourselves so psyched-up with

the idea! that your movement, your feeling, the time changes all of it

will make it believable for the rest of us."

It's a rare moment when children spontaneously applaud each other.

On that day, it happened.

Evaluating with the children, the teacher commented on an unusually

Lovely performance, "then I watched her leap, it was so light and so

beautiful. You could tell that she was thinking so much about her idea

that it erased the fact that people were watching."

"There were some children whose indecision, at first, looked like

wi.i;10s and worms, but a,-; they hakl more time to move, to be still, to
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think again, they began to move with certainty not indecision and as

the idea and the feeling took hold of them, they seemed to make the whole

room feel very strong and alive. Your indecision makes you look weak, but

when you really give yourselves to the idea, you will look, feel, and act

in such a way that it will come through."

The beauty that took place had not happened in one class period. The

children had been developing skills for months, among them the skill of

visualizing. This skill had been brought to such a point that the children

'ere rot making little pictures in their minds alone; they were visualizing

with their bodies, with their feelings, with their totalities. Creative

dance offers extraordinary opportunities for visualizing to be developed

in total and joyous ways. hhat power it gives the children over their

feelings and their minds. It is the totality of this visualizing which

develops one the most cherished characteristics that we see in people -

1cIEGRITY. Defining integrity as the courage and the ability to think,

feel, and act in a consistent, honest, believable way, then a person acts

in a way that is congruent with what he says, feels, and believes. The

inner and outer person are compatible.

How do children learn tc live with integrity? Ely actually experi-

encing congruence in a total way, as they did in the dance session just

described, by finding that integrity is valued, as it certainly was in

this situation. There are other ways, but none more beautiful.

Integrity iks been looked upon as an admired and desirable character-

istic. The t(_,/- also applies when a person with hostile feelings acts in

hostile ways. Such a person is showing congruence and honesty. It becomes

;Ipparent then, tiult_ integrity needs to be taught or nurtured in friendly,

co:Ipas onat_, strong, and beautiful circumstances if we want the lind of
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integrity that is valued. It is ciily then that the integrative process

is compatible with the needs of the world. Why teach integrity through

dance? Because children are naturally action-oriented. Because beauty

and integrity should be partners. Because dance evokes more adult-approval

than play. Because teachers too, need to feel a sense of aesthetic

achievement. And because, apparently for children dance and other forms

of movement stimulate the proprioceptive receptors which in turn are

interpred as joy and delight in the pleasure center of the brain. Why

dance? Bectuse of the discipline in the movement and the need in this

world for creative, caring children.

It is easy to ignore the creative hunger of children, but as we

supply children with the opportunity to be creative to act like persons

who know how wonderful they are and can be, we lessen the motivation for

inhumane acts. If we live beautifully with children today, we can expect

and believe in a beautiful tomorrow. Things don't happen until people

catch the vision of what could be; then they can put their energy and

enthusiasm into the dream. Children need to learn how to visualize the

kind of world they would like to live in, to !old that image, to work in

was that will assure its realiation, If w do nothing about planning the

future, must take what plan the future and work

toward the realization of thcein lies our freedom, our oppor-

tunity to take part in th4 ,i-..hAH.or and creation of tomorrow. In

dance, children visualise; th(- they put energy into the realization

of the plan; they evaluate and grow. They experience the prototype of

creation in the form of beauty. All this, and it is called an educational

frill. For some, perhaps, but for others the arts are an integral part of

education.
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HUMANIZING THE LANGUAGE ARTS

Blaine IL Moore

Language is for others. Someone else puts words in front of

other words. They play with words. Creativity is a born gift,

either you have it or you don't. I don't. I was born to be an

absorber of language. And vet from the Newson Report:1

"This matter of communication affects all ,ispect of
social and intellectual growth. There is a gulf betwe(..n
those who have, and the many who have not sufficient
of words to be able to listen and discuss ration:111v;
press ideas and feelings clearly; and to even hail ' ,in.

at all. We simply do not know how many people are frH.,trAt,d
in their lives by inability ever to express theelv,,H :H,--
quately; or how many never develop intellectually because
they lack the words with which to think and reason. This is
a matter as important to economic life as it is to personal
living, industrial relations as well as marriages come to
grief on failures in communications. . . .

There is no gift like the gift of speech and the level
at which people have learned to use it determines the level
of the companionship and the level at which their life is
lived."

If this is true and it appears to he so, then ought we not be

involved in developiag the ability to communic.ate with our fellow

beings and further, this ability should not he restricted to those

few whom society has labeled as creative.

How does the present curricular structure approach the pro-

cess of teaching the language arts? Reading is the number one target.

We all know how significant reading is to the other content areas,

in fact it is the key to scholastic survival. We do not have time

for children to talk, write, or become involved in creative drama

because reading is not coming along, and so the time is spent on

reading. And reading is not coming along because we neglect the

ether Language trts.
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During the 1960's millions of dollars were spent on research

trying to determine which reading programs were more effective with

children. Conclusions were reached, but not the expected ones, for

the only significant conclusion reached was that the teacher was a

more significant factor in reading ;:,rowth in children than any one

method or approach. Very possibly we should spend time training

teachings in processes of learning rather than in content methods.

Writing has followed a continuous path s7.nce the 1700's. It

was a prescriptive approach consisting of diagramming sentences,

filling in blanks, trying to locate the parts of speech, writing com-

plete sentences that were punctuated with small red scribblings all

over the margins. Engli.sh teachers were like Cods, noting progress

on paper in various re-writes akin to the sta es of re-incarnation.

It is somewhat like corn growing. For years the width of the corn

row has been thirty-eight inches. We have since found that more

corn can be grown by narrowing the width Jf the row. Research into

the history of corn growing revealed that the thirty-eight inches

represented the width of the horse's rump. A leading question could

be, how many horses' rumps have you :,nd I been following while cul-

tivating the minds of children?

All writing basically was directed toward the teacher as the

audience. The children, not having a real purpose for writing other

than to please the teacher, wrote only for that purpose. Other

distractions for the child were the prescribers contained in the

texts. You remember the language--'Now when you write a friendly

letter von must keep these three rules in mind,' etc.. The child is

so concerned about the three prescriptions that he can't concen-

trate on the message to he written. In an artificially prescribed
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and contrived situation is it any wonder why children can't and

don't write w:11 and worse, do not have any desire to write at all.

Attempts have been made to teach the child to read and to

write, but little has been done with the spoken word. It is as

though we have an un,;ritten banner over the front door of the school

for those entering to apply. It leads, "All ye who enter herein,

please be quiet, don't talk." It is spoken in plainer words by the

prestige figure inside, "Tim, would you turn around and shut up!!"

Ignoring the concept that 1:-guage has an oral base, we as teachers

spend all our time expecting the child to listen to our spoken

language, supressing that which could support reading and writing

the most. Wilkinson2 implies that the very structure of the class-

room precludes the development of communication. In the typical

classroom, the presiding figure is in the, front, with the "low

prestige figures seated in rows," Communication flows only one way.

The teacher has the answer and that is the only answer possible.

Communication cannot be developed under those circumstances.

Checking the listening activities becomes a puzzle, for a

realization js gained that they are not listening activities at all

but thinking activities as applied to listening. Not much time is

spent in school participating in Glasser' s 3 "Golden Circle" where

children struggle with a real -- relevant problem, giving and taking

in dialogue that precipitates oral speech and necessitates listening.

An idea is tested in open forum, and thinking is modified like a

balloon in the air where people can shoot at it. If the idea is

good, it stands fire; but most need patching in a process where we

change our thinking and thus learn the procedures for learning.
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Expansion of knowledge has made "covering" the subject insur-

mountable. Content teaching has created a student who is a passive

sponge. Some students learn to read, but studies indicate that

ninety-five percent of the books are read by five percent of the

populaee.4 Children can't speak in the classroom and they hate to

write. it appears that there is a need for a new base for developing

the skills of communication which so affect our lives. An experience-

based curriculum with oral language at the support level seems to

offer one approach tu the problem.

The philosophical foundation for this approach has support in

the writings of Jennings,5 Moftett,6 l uruer, 7 Van Allen,8 and the

McCracken:;.9 Of the tour literacy skills, two are productive and two

Are receptive. Me production of language is much more difficult

than the recept ion. One I active and the other passive. It follows,

then, that the student should spend proportionally more time in pro-

ducing rather than the receiving of language. Moffett suggests that

a i:ourse in language is basically a course in thinking. "Conceiving

and verbalizing must 1)e taken together. The :;tuff to he conceived

and verbalized is prirucriiv the raw stuff of life, not language

matters themselves."10

The sequence of language development through an experience

Approach is one where thinking precedes listening, with listening

preceding speech and then fro the oral base writing and reading

evolve. Frank Jennings'll definition of reading supports this base.

He projects that "codin e;;11.1:; with wonder at tLe world about us.

It starts with repeated event:- like thunder and lightning and rain.

It start with the sea.- ns And the growth of thing,. ft begins when

the mother, holUing the child's hand, H,Jys that dAV is 'beautiful'



or 'cold' or that the wind is soft . . Reading is the practical

management of the world about us . . .. The special kind of reading

you are doing n--)w is the culmination of all the other kinds of

reading. You are dealing with the signs of things represented. You

are dealing with ideas and concepts that have no material matter or

substance and yet are real."

The key here to me seems to be in the statement, "signs of

things represented." Experience is a major source for developing

symbolism. Words are the prime representation of experience. These

symbols fall into two broad classes, function words like: to, and,

because, the, this; and symbolic words like: hot, cold, bird, cat,

rough, and love. If the child has not had an experience relative to

the symbol then the representation has no meaning. If he has not

spent considerable time stringing words together then the function

words are not used. The young child eliminates these function words

all together in utterances like "hilly drink?", or "Tommy hurt!".

Andrew WiLkenson12 suggested that if we were asked to write a very

brief book on the teaching of English, that it could be condensed to

three words, the "verhalization of experience." He further stated

that if it was necessary to cut the text to one word, that word would

1-,e "experience." So English teaching is getting the students to put

what they have experienced into words. The experiences are all the

things that have happened to you: getting lost, falling down, getting

embarrassed, smelling the grass, watching it grow, blowing bubbles,

sharing a story, being loved or being hated. For both the creative

artist and the child, writing is "Jul exci'.ed response and an organi-

zation of experience. We have, as teachers, All become so involved

:n objectives and skills thAt we have lost track of the central



aCtiVitV. "Now the trend in hnglish touching is to switch to the

centrality of e-xperience so that the shills emerge in the process of

verhnlizing the experience, they don't have the status of immediate

goals. The experience is the thing one sturt:; with." It ITNIv he

skills we moot but tiler don't soon to come when approached directly

because the skill becomes the goal instead of the production of

langua7,c. You need to write About something to someone.

lilt tenehing process is one tai creating or FAructuring situ-

:ltion:-; in which the preduction of lAnguage is 2 "naturul outcome."

'Hie skill in tc:Ich i iio i s to be Able to road the child. This reading

el the child only Acee7Tlished by A teAcher who is well

grounded in the t-<1 I the content that she tempting ; to teach.

t lit i'.'t' lh11 i t. of her student, the

t lunguAc in a real :,,iloation with

,:enuinc into the (-:.perience, writing

1 ethihv to to omeenc. Ile makes

ho( Hintm It 1 s language production,

oral Of 1...'r. t

ntid
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t
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t

e.ling the ieeHhAch. from his
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"How can peers give effective critique?" It is suggested that anyone

can mark on a paper such things as, 'I don't follow you.' 'This is not

clear,' 'You said that before.' 'Where are you going?' or 'This

doesn't do anything for me.' And what about spoiling and punctuation,

ah, those fifteen or fifty rules for the comma. Let's put mechanics

in their proper perspective. The message is the thing of value, not

the clothing that it comes dressed in. In fact, if punctuation i,,

approached in an oral fashion, communication will only flow if the

commas are in the correct place. But students can be critics if

given some simple criteria: 1. Was what you wrote or said interesting

to me? 2. Did I understand what you were saying? 3. Where didn't

the message come through? Here is where the teacher expertise comes

through, for she is a source of help in overcoming errors in communi-

cation that students have raised. The student can he sent to a text

where he can practice or drill on specific needs. The text is a

source of help not a source of agony in irrelevance.

This type of writing, speaking, and reading is parallel with

the development of the human being. We are involved in those experi-

ences and ideas directly related to our environment. As we mature we

can extend the distance between ourselves and our audience. The

process also moves from the concrete to the abstract. So here am I,

discussing a theoretical hare for language development to an audience

that is unable to give me feedback because of the situation or who

would hesitate because they don't want to hurt my feelings. I have

nwed from egocentrism toward a distant audience.

As I view this type of curriculum, a series of relevant struc-

tured trials with language rather than a sequence of language skills

to be hacked at, certain attributes seem to come in focus. The
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child learns to write, talk, read, and listen by doing it. There

is a difference between doing and describing. He has desire to

write because the content is relevant and the audience is real. It

is individualized in its instructive process because the student

works on those skills that he has not mastered as they were dis

covered in a structured trial. The process is not text centered, it

is experience centered. It is not teacher centered, it is student

centered. it is a natural process for a student to write and read

and talk and listen about ideas drawn from hit-, experience. The

great .t. benefit is that the child is actively drawn into the

learning process by doing. He learns to write by writing, to 1.ad

by reading to speak by speaking and to listen by listening, and the

beauty is that all the comrlinication skills are related in A func

tional setting. Language arts can be the most exciting time of the

day for it deals with the content that differentiates between man

and animal and specifies that which extends the mind of man.

In conclusion everything has been researched. The assertions

trait have not been scrupulously researched or personally attested

have been lovingly invented.
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Tin Hiatt WJS sad,

He cried 6 cried,
Then he went r.1(.1

and finally died,

the purpose of thk precutation is to provide a pros.;ram about

pootry that tjrst help tedchers lcdrn to listen ollectivelv but

uncritically to the ideas of children and secondly to give children

wi Lb a 1:'i ydrietv of Ica rni capabilities, opportunit ies and

encour,egement tai e:,:press, their idear-, verbally and in written

Poetry raist be c.panding to the child's mind, therelore, ,hould

not tie stiffled by structure; but a child also needs to know and under-

stand span of the basic for;-,s and ideas in poetry to use as tools for

e:.:pression.

This presentation will ho divided into four parts first- limericks,

second- rhymes, third- free verse, and fourth- tietliods of stimulating

children to continue to write poetry. Throughout all four areas of

discussion there will he

encoor

introduced ideas for leachers, to stimulate,

i ovidNe chi ldren.

Scan cltildreu ; ty he "turned i'f" by the idea of writing poetry so

we begin with sharing, listening and talking about poetry. limericks

th0a.gh ' Ire difficult. in rhythr: dad structure are interesting and

stimulating to most children because of tl;c and nonsense words used

in Lin co:..po-..iLion, Lirfori,ks are so fleNiblc that children becory

:H..: ntt the threit of error, so we begin with lid:x.ricks.

aro tun an.1

I-11.; ,I" at -.

special A sniet Cartier"

f t Li -:O ;II f ),,h 011 the !loor and

it llt.' I . t ent.



Children listen and think, as the teacher reads limericks. They

discover that a limerick is composed of two long rhyming lines, two

short rhyming lines and a fifth line that rhymes with the first.

Children are developing auditory training skills, making word

family associations, and becoming aware of spelling similarities.

The group then begins orally to make up limericks. Everyone has

something to contribute; a line, a word, or a whole limerick. The

teacher shows obvious delight. the sensitive teacher will use this

opportunity to praise a reticent child, and commend those patterns of

response that are to be exemplary. At the peak of excitement and

involvement the Leacher spreads a big piece of chart paper on the

wall or floor and the class writes a group limerick, and another, and

another, and another.

As some children express the desire to write their own poetry they

take their seats and work individually.

Hopefully, all children will write independently, but realistically,

some will not. These children ulAy :-:rite with a partner or small group.

It is desirable t_c have a bulletin board where the poetry can be displayed.

Poetry can be taped sn thc child can listen to himself reciiin:,L his own

poetry. A child with learnin difficulties con often excel in creative

written expression if he can he convinced that his work will be acceptable.

The philosophy that an original creation is a personal and prized possession

and it inat accoplislu enL, is often a duieriAnin f,.,,.t_or in the ability of

H;o:.:e children to risk expre in thetr,selves arnonp their peers. ihe child

!'ut decide it he , his irk to he read to the (Li,,s, and .11::o if he

put n the ',gird. be t

"I flit , tit hi , I an . vood" !.A1:;t 7'ake the ;e



"Is my punctuation correct?" It is fun to select a poem, with permission

of the child, that has not been punctuated and read it out loud. The

class can put in the punctuation marks as the teacher reads. More and

more punctuation marks begin to appear in the poetry. The child asks,

!:P,' spelling correct?" "Is the penmanship neat?" 'there, he is learning

to evaluate his own work.

As the children are working, the teacher walks around the room,

encourag,ing children by tier remarks. 'That is certainly neat writing."

"Oh, I love that word you've used,James. May I interrupt you just a minute,

class, to hear this word. Have you ever heard of a pricklev cat? That's

a very good word,iames, and it certainly creates a picture in sty mind of

chat cat. I hope you'll read the whole poem to us when you've finished."

or "Oh, what an interesting pattern for rhyming you have,Grace, listen to

how she has rhymed 'family' with 'run to me."' That's very unusual and good.

you like to read the whole poem to us?" A teacher must always

respect the view that poetry is a very personal creation and never betray a

child by reading his work without his consent, or insist on his reading it

to the group. liii child t av be required to do his best work, but until he

wants to should not he required to turn it in or read it to the class.

This way children evaluate their own work without threat of failure. If the

child doesn't wish to read his poem out loud the teacher may respond to a

nea-ive answer by saying, "aen you have one ready to read to us will you

let know 'ili re is tic) right or wrong, only what one accepts of himself.

aturally evyry cl-u-;; has sat, c' child-7cn who are less capable. fess

itit(fr,,,;t.d and confident thin others. lhce. arc t'ie children that

.ata t : iiw tr,' t it HO and partici pa t ion . At first t he

,,0 into[ 11': diturhed child will he slow CO respond, but a



tracker who cares what a child has to say will soon have every child

responding. Children with discipline problems become involved. The

show learner becomes involved, as does the shy, quiet. child. Pratse over

a new word, or interesting meter or unusual idea will spur a child on to

1-:cc interestin,: words, l'eters, and ideai. It's mach like watching a

flowr unfold in the spring. It grow and grows and grows, and so do

the sell concepts. When the children are ready they will all get togethc

ud ;hare their poetry. It is a wonderful experience for people.

T.) be able to li.3ten to the idea .0: another

-ltitl .-;oecti D..tqa to he d..-

v, Al2..!.1 in ''a :;eon ai ? clamouriag to have other

Hii1AL-en talkilv about thiT

This is only the beginning of lierick fun. Dance a

a li-, :1i? a lili.eric`K. Ri4it AOW to original

limericks, written by children.

There %,a!-; an old with gun.
Csed to l'ake people run.

one day, said he
someone .sight shoot mo.
That funny eld with a gun.

by Lonnie

Ed is the lrlrc of .1 flower I know,
And he is feeling very low.
He's broken a limb,"

Dr. said so
lhalt poor little flower i know.

by Jerry

In stv-Imarv, first talked about a pattern for st:ttiop op a

try pro ,rar: inuiii with liLerick . The nittorn was

t .1H rt:

11 riIs
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and second 1 y talked about %,,ays leachers can become involved with

chi Id n

'1`:C will Hoe ..;;111-le pattern for poetry as we p,ci into the next_ two

reas

ROVILS

t ht. t hi 1 d i nvo ved in poetry, v,'e to ch lope to

the couplet torm ul poe ry in which s, Ye cal rhyt hni c patterns can be

used, end inc, in rhyi:vs . keadilip po(. t ry to chi ld re n is vital. 1,s'e usua 11 y

return to the "ptiik,t corner" for poetry, as this des ipna tes it as being

a special sharing tire. The teacher selects some l i simple t hat t_ he

Chi i[11-0[1 are 1,1:7A l tar to be !lather Coosa rhymes are .,.tood and the

children can recite !:Ios L of their. The teacher then introduces a wide

variety of poet ry written in couplet for.,1]. Children he pin to picr out

tilt rhy!;:ini, words. They c lap t he rhy s of t he poetry with cotphas is on the

sol:A.. be s, tromp: ski I Is o1 sylabi cat. ion are de ve opi op.

Clii Idre o arc beconi a,,,are of di t lc rent furor of poetry structure and

a t ( i r con o pa r H.; On 11V H °Pie cltild wi.11 comment on

in ,Y11 i ch every Wither I inc. rhVL ,mother facet is added to

rhyu.es . 1icrn;ttiiL rhyv . The teacher reads poetry to the

chi ld re n cons taut 1 v throuyhout t he unit .

"Ihit C Li !-; then !-Lovi,H, to .area in the room wt_ they can use a

bl,1c.board

111.

The teacher ites a word on the hoard . A simple word such

the udc[it s rlr. i op words Snob as , can frin, ran,

;1.11(.1 it101 on the hoard. "this can a 1 so be done

,t L C sre can list the os, t, y..111 words

j hen 1, lie (141 '.:rite 11;-: ';,H1r .01 '.111" words

s 1

1 ve rvon(, \.vn t

udt'tit Rn 0 pi ity it i [[.11 .



Children are developing spelling skills - they are becoming more

aware of word family similarities and also aware of word differences when

the words sound alike but are spelled differently as in the words "time"

and "rhyme" or "eight" and "date." Children are increasing their

vocabularies, as some children will make rhyming words by sound alone

such as loll and ban, and A discussion follows about "Is that a real word

And what. does it mean?" Often children must refer to a dictionary to

1ustify a word they have chosen. Thus dictionary skills increase. of

course , reading skills are continuously increasing as they see, hear,

write, and use more and new words.

The teacher provides any opportunities for the children to verbalize

their ideas before they write. Th are now ready to write their own

poetry and usually for the first few times the teacher suggests some topics.

It's easier for the child to begin with some suggestions until he gains

more confidence in his ability to write. Spring, snowflakes, seasons and

horses are some fairly good ones to suggest

Again the teacher becomes very much involved in th act ion encouraging,e

praising, suggesting and helping.

A problem may arise as the teacher moves around t is no ; with children

asking for words to be spelled. If the Leacher siresHo the importance of

getting a good idea down on paper before it is forgotten and correcting the

spelling words Liter, the child produces much more creative and interesting

poetry. These p;)el-,s ore practice exercises and may be written several times

b:Jore the poet is satisfied. Then he can get out his dictionary and check

th,e sp,,,Iling and perfect his penmanship to prepare his work to be put on

or in a notebook. the child will often illustrate his on poetry.

hei ch el to her in s.:11.1 eroup:-; or as r total group and read

7+1.



their poetry to each other. It is absolutely delightful to watch the

exchange of ideas among the poets, gathered in the corner as they read.

Listen to the rhyming poetry of children:

THE OCEAN
by Jennifer

The sea almost seems to say,
Murry and come swim my way.
Come and sail a little boat,
And maybe write a secret note.
I went down to the shore that day,
And did the things it seemed to say.
but do you know, nothing scorned to turn out right,
Even though I tried very hard day and night.
Everything he said to me had to do with him, the sea.

IIAWKEYE

by Bill

There was a British pioneer,
Who lived with the Delawares since he was a year.
Hawkeye was his adopted name,
Ile had a wolf which was very tame.
A musket was his very own gun,
He worked very hard way out in the sun.
The ingoes hated Hawkeye,
One day they decided he must die,
But since he was a very good shot,
He killed thirteen Indians at one spot.
But they did not give up right yet,
They fought till he was captured at sunset.
'they tied him by a gigantic fire,
Their hearts were filled with lots of desire.
But when they were about to throw him in
A bullet hit a Mingoe's chin.
The British came riding fast,
They shot twenty-seven *lingoes and chased off the last.
But Hawkeye was lying very still,
Though he didn't look at all ill.
Then he took a very deep breath,
And died a very peaceful death.
They took him to a far away cave,
And mJide him a beautiful grave.

The children now have two tools of structure. Limericks and rhyming

in couplet [Ind ;111.f:ranting tor. fhe teacher is experiencing great

pleasure exploring, reinforcing, and encouraging the children.
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We have again used the pattern for poetry. We have set the

atmosphere using quiet corner and the blackboard areas. Then we listened,

discussed, wrote and shared, and tried some additional ways to involve

teachers. ,:o w1 re ready to move into phase three free verse.

'tPSIC

Children ztr. e rhyme oriented. Poetry implies rhyme to rhvt.ltili to most

children, so we have started our unit in an area of the known and are now

going into an area of the unfamiliar. This will he called free verse or

flexibly strio poetry.

Children are gathered around the boald. The teacher writes a simple

sentence. Perhaps, "A cat sat on the fence." or Another- "The cat sat

on the old Fence." She ,7--.plains that these are called picture words.

They tell soething about another word in the sentence. If the children

have had previous experience with nouns and verbs this is a good way to

introduce adjectives and adverbs. For younger chi ldren they are called

picture words. Each child writes the sentence ten times and adds one new

word each tiLe. Then they choos- the one they like best and share with

the clans. The variety is amaing and fun. Then every child writes one

more sentence and adds ten ch. criptive words. IL sounds something like,

"The -itraggley black old ragged cat sat sprawled on the rickety, splintery,

broken-down unpainted fence."

An interesting related pat :e can he played for points, in teams where

one Len says a word and the other team an adjective. These are good

vocabulary builder.; and lead into the next phat;o of free verse called

pit.ture oat.. TEc the lapanese Pailin model but do not insist

an the 17 ,;y1Libl, 11,uttt ned in thi.4 form. In all fairw.:s to the Haiku

hro( ry, "Picture Poetry," but y(' do 1151 the pattern of

nal o!'n ::0.1) Ot : r 11ttsited to a single idea nr s t ateLen L .
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This poetry is more serious t11.1 11105t of tic precious poetry we

have read, and is more it-10mile and communicative 11 the yroup is

together in a small area. Reading the story of the life of the Japanese

poet Is SZI 3 as written in "Wind in My Hand 3 " a rvan ingfu 1 way to

introduce this poet. rV . 1C can be read or told to chi ldren and explains

the structural aspect and the meaning of this poetry. The life of this

man is very interesting and impressive. The beautiful adjectives and

Adverbs used to describe the natural phenomenon of earth instills in

children an Owareness and appreciation of their environment. The arranging

of words in a stentence opens a whole new scope of expression. One child

','rot , "['he bee returns to the buzzing nest." How delightful. Most adults

would have written, "The buzzing bee returns to the nest." How much

hu:,Lzier it is, when it comes from the pen of a child.

In the book -"Haiku The Mood of Earth" by Ann Atwood the author-

photographer, has illustrated her Haiku with photos. The teacher has the

children cIose their eves and listen. As she reads "musing on a gnarled

tree root mind teens as a stallion rears up." The children describe the

:rental picture they perceive. [he teacher shows them the author's picture.

Children learn that people see things differently. They are learning to

accept ideas of others, without being threatened by differences in their

own ideas.

Iii. children discuss the feelings they have about this kind of poetry.

thov ( fte picture sentences verbally with the group and talk about the words,

and the teelings they tpress.

tb ,fre r' fy to the teacher puts a list of animals on

th- iffd ldren ':rit.c a sentnc about_ cacti one. I f they want.

tiicir so: Tla Lurt,. Ii Lcm t the sensi Livi tv
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in this poetry written by children.

eyes.

The sky screams in sadness as tears drop down from his darkened

- by Laura

The reeds, waving in the evening breeze are giving away their secrets.

- by Laura

Listen to the variety in this free verse, written by children.

THE MEAN FLOW,RS

The flowers aro mad.
The flowers are sad.
The flowers are bad.
And the flowers are so

mad,

sad,

and bad,
That they'll eat von.

'Ibis one by John is entitled:

I AN A NAGIC MOON AND I CAN FLY

1 am a magic broom and I can fly.
I flew past New York,
and flew into the Empire State Building.

I the L.:Ipire State Building, and
A magic broom; flew into me.
And broke TN window.

I dm me,
And a piece
Of grass
Fell on me
And killed r'e.

I an the ground, and someone
Fell on me.

Now children have had experiences writing three kinds of poetry,

couplet and alternating line rhy:7-les and free versc. Some have

written :.uch poetry, sore have lahorously written only a little, but all

have been po,;itively involved in peer group inter han.e of ideas. All have

c:,:pt,rioncc with :any lanuige d..vnliflr.ent skiIis. All have learned



something about themselves. They understand a little more about humor,

a little more about sadness and a lot more about creative expression.

Now it's time to step into the last phase of stimulating children

to continue writing and exploriny their own ideas in poetry. Again if

the teacher sets up situations that leave a wide range of expressive

possibilities and stimulate rathr than inhibit thoughts, the children

will respond.

A picture of a blue sulT,T,er clouded sky and ocean waves beating on a

rocky shore line with no delinite instructions, only a suggestion of "I

wonder what it would be like to he a rock, or a cloud, or the water?"

The results'

WATER

I or the water dashing aainst the rocks.
It is a beautiful dav,
The sun is shining on me making me glitter like a diamond.
The clouds are floating by casting shadows on

my blue water.
iv water is deep and dark blue but in other

places it is shallow and light blue.
There are hundreds and hundreds of miles of me,

all just_ as pretty as the other.
Somctimes / get rough when there is a big storm,
:.!v water gets a dark green and
Sometimes I destroy ships against the rocks.
And other days I am calm just like today.

by Kurt

A teacher mi ht ask, "How do colors smell? How do they taste? How

do they feel! Ho':: do they mike You fuel? and the child might respond

COLOR

by Bill, Ann, Bruce, Steven, Jennifer

Black is the color of sadness and war
ond thu death of a do;.:.

Silver reminds me of a shining white bird
flyin through the clear blue sky.

Black is waking up at 6:00 o'clock. White
is the wisest color of them all.
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Brown is cookies, green is a friend, yellow is
a cluck ticking, and white is a dream.

YUCKY RED MET
by Bruce

You'rc a vuckv red beet,
with orange hair and a green hat.
You're hiding from me but I can see you
because I have three eves.
You're hiding under zillions of squirmy, slimy,
purple snakes, worms and frogs.
CW.1P CIWIP CI, MP there I go,

Im oily to get a shovel.

OZAY
- by Lawrence

Thi-; morning I woke up and walked right into
Everything was gray,
"I he sink was t.-ay, my sisters were gray,

The sunshine was gray, bed was gray,

grdy.

I'm going to live in gray.
I'm glad school isn't gray,

the door has been opened - a little encouragemenl: had a little

f_ie for sharing and a whole classroom of poets will emerge as butterflies

from the chrysalis. 'Ihe children in this presentation were in a multi-age

grouped classroom from ages 7 to 11. Poetry is a delight at any ,go and

with simple modification this program could be used with a:'y age group,

Time? Anytime, and as long as you wash. Place? Anywhere that a

group of children and ;ensitive teacher are together. For remember, Every

child is an individual. I very child has something to say, and Every child

needs someone to listen.



LEARNING 10 READ SHOVED NO1 BE THE PRIMARY PURPOSE
OF F1.E:1ENTARY FDUATION

Lynn F. Stoddard

"This much for learning to read,
let him never he driven to

Cheat him into it if you can,
but make it not a business for him.
'Tis better it be a vent later before he can read
than that should this 'Jay

get an aversion to learning."

John Locke

The great majority of people in our country believe that the

primary mission of the elementary school is to teach children how to

read. This belief is traditional, long standing and deeply imbedded.

To propose any other notion will likely bring a deluge of protest--

yet the Utah ASCU Board of Directors feels so much damage is being

done because of this belief that we must speak nut and do what we can

to help people re-examine their beliefs and establish some new

priorities for elementary education.

ao, in their right mind, would question the importance of

being able to read in our society? Even the President and the

United States Office of Education have declared that there should be

n national "Right to Read" effort. Nearly everyone is convinced that

we Hieuld try harder to see that every child learns to read.

Herein lies the problem. Reading ma,' he the most important

of all inquiry skills, if learned the right way and if learned at the

ri,Wt time in a child's life. Unfortunately, at the present time in

rest elementary school classrooms reading instruction is being pro-

vided in neither the right way nor at the right time for most

children.

In this paper we will describe the urgent need to change the

focus or "business" of elementary education. The widespread belief
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that reading should be the number one priority of elementary schools

is producing several detrimental results:

1. SELF-ES-Inn IS DAnAGED

In recent years there has been a trend to move tie beginning

of formal reading instruction downward from first grade to kinder-

garten to pre-school. Ve now knew from the research of Jean Piaget

and others that it is futile to involve young children in thought

processes which use rules and symbolic reasoning before they can per-

form these functions. These two mental functions are both required

in reading. Piaget's findings reveal that most children cannot

internalize and use rules until six or seven years of age. The.' have

not developed a language and concept foundation adequate to begin

reading until one or more years later than we heretofore thought.

This provides a situation wherein a large percentage of children

heco:-.e "failures" either during kindergarten or within a month after

starting first grade--simply because they have not vet developed the

mental processes or "structure:; " necessary for reading.

Self - esteem suffers again in the negative approach we take as

olenntary schools "diagnose" to identifv the things a child can not

do, such as read, and ,.hen " rescribe" a program to help him overcome

his inadequacies. It will take a major shift in the thinking of the

general public and some educators to abandon the "what's wrong with

IP" approach and begin to identify and build upon a person's

Lronths and interest.

). CEILDRF:: LLAF::: A FAIsT: (11';CFPT

As soon as a child enters school lie is subjected to a great

array of activities all with one goal in mind--to get him to read as

soon as possible. As educators we are so persistent with the constant
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barrage of reading instruction that the child soon gets the message

that reading is the ony or major way to acquire knowledge and wisdom.

In mnitv subtle and indirect ways we continually say to the child,

"what you think is not very importantyou must learn only from the

thinking of other people that is written down in books." It is

typical, when a child brings an unusual insect to school, for the

teacher to sav, "Oh, John, what an interesting bug, why don't you go

gut the encyclopedia and see what von can find out about it,"

It is an ironic tra;,;edy in elementary school that the outcome

of our effort is much the opposite of what we profess to believe. We

Si': that we want people to have inquiring minds vet, almost from the

first day of school, the over-emphasis cn reading starts to kill a

child's drive to inciuire. We forget that readihK is only one aspect

+ht inquiry.

hecause many primary grade teachers do not have an orientation

or inclination toward the processes of science, reading is taught as

an end in itself rather than one of many ways togaither information.

Only rarely is reading instruction linked to a child's efforts to

untangle the mysteries of his environment.

The overall effect of the mad scramble to got every child to

read as soon as possible is to destroy a child's confidence in his

own observation and thinking as a way to acquire knowledge. We now

know that knowledge and wisdom are highly personal things built over

a period of time out of an individua: struggle for personal meaning.

Knc,:ledge cannot be passed on from one person to another in any direct

Yaw, in order for a bit of information to become the possession of a

per:-on 7-:.u.-;t run it through his "computer" (thought processes) and

decide what this new information means for him personally. With the

dyer-emph:isis on reading, children thus get the false concept that
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the material in hooks is factual information rather than someone

else's opinion which must be analyzed and carefully considered.

3. OVER-EMPHASIS ON READING DELAYS OR CRIPPLES THU DEVELOPMENT OF
THE ABILITY TO INQUIRE AND TO REASON

Thanks to Jean Piaget, we know that a child's actions on things

are what facilitate the development of his mental structures. At the

time a child enters school he is rapidly developing his powers of

inquiry and learns through engaging in real actions with tangible

objects such as dolls and blocks.

When we take a child out of his world of first-hand contact

with real things and substitute books, paper and pencils, as often

happens in first grade, and in many kindergartens, we usually cripple

the development of thinking, Vicarious experiences cannot take the

place of first-hand interaction with the e. ronment, for it is

through "hands-on" experiences that children build the concepts and

self-awareness that make higher mental processes possible.

By the time a child is five years old he is beginning to dis-

cover that he can use himself as an instrument learning. He wants

to hold and examine objects. His curiosity is developing very fast

and he inquires about his environment in many ways. Effective kinder-

gartens are sensitive to this need in children but first grade becomes

a different story. It is here that we get down to the life-or-death

business of teaching children how to read. Reading instruction be-

comes a time-absorbing activity which crowds out active exploration

and manipulation of tie objects of the environment. As children

progress upward through the elementary school, the situation gets

worse and by sixth grade nearly all the learning opportunities pro-

vided by teachers are vicarious. Textbooks now dominate the scene
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and writing assignments handed out with faithful regu-

uI sixth grade the fire of true, self-initiated inquiry,

which was beginning to blossom in kindergarten, has been all but

extinguished.

John Locke, the great educational philosopher, said one hundred

years ago, "This much for learning to read, which let him never be

driven to. Cheat him into it if you can, but make it not a business

for him. 'Cis better it be a year later before he con read than that

he should this way get an aversion to learning;," In elementary

Schools 'e hove done exactly what John Locke warned us not to do--we

have made reading our main business, thereby turning children away

from the joys of discovery and learning. We now know from

Jean Piaget's work that we have done this at the critical time when a

child is forming his menial structures through physical and intellec-

tual manipulation of the objects of his environment. Thus, we have

unknowingly retarded him in developing three things that make reading

pos;ible: A strong motivation to learn, synchronization of the

mental-physical functions, and adequate language and concept

development.

The foregoing has been an attempt to describe the major

problems associated with reading as the number one priority of ele-

mentary schols. Up to this point it would be easy for the reader to

get the feeling that ASCD opposes the teaching of reading in the ele-

mentary schools. Such is not the case. Reading is probably the most

important of all inquiry skills, but we have been teaching it out of

context--isolated, and separated from a child's need to read. What

we urgently need is a new mission for elementary schools--a central

purpose which will foster a lifelong thirst for knowledge and
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understanding. May we now suggest a new central purpose for elementry

education and some new approaches which we feel will result in not

only more avid readers, but the development of the total person

hungering and thirsting for knowledge and wisdom.

A New Mission for Elementary Schools

There are three major issues which concern us:

1. Dos' can we maintain and build upon the natural zest for
Learning which rest children have when they start school?

How can we help children develop a repertory of skills for
locating and learning information (including reading),
creating and extending information, communicating ideas,
and solving problems?

3. How can we help children develop their unique, individual
identities, talents, and interests?

We l,Jieve that the-A, three problems can only be solved through

the adoption of a new primary mission for elementary schools. What

we are talking about is more than a li_pservice acceptance of a new

role for elementary schools, but a genuine, sincere, action commitment

to a new set of priorities.

The recent "Designing Education for the Future Project" listed

nine goals for the education system of the future. We believe the

primary mission of elementary schools should be centered around the

first goal of the 1)FF Project and serve as the focus for two other

interrelated priorities:

1. TO HELP CHILDREN DEVELOP THEIR INQUIRING, CREATIVE MINDS.

2. TO HELP CIIILDRFN DEVELOP INDIVIDUAL TALENTS, IDINTITY AND FEEL
INGS OF WORTH AS MEMBERS OF TILE HUMAN mux.

3. TO HELP CHILDREN DEVELOP POWERS OF EXPRi',SSION AND COMENICATION.

If we really )let serious about implementing these goals

there will be some sweeping changes made in our schools. At first
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glance it may seem that reading, writing and arithmetic are being

pushed aside. In reality, by trying first to develop inquiring-

creative minds, the "basic" skills will be learned in their proper

perspectiveas tools of learning rather than the goals or ends of

education. Also failure will he eliminated since reading will come

at the right time for each individual child. Even more important, by

focusing on the joys of learning new, exciting information, the

pressure for learning to read will become an internal need, rather

than just something the child's parents and teachers want him to do.

Utah ASCD does not pretend to know all the details of how to

bring about this change of emphasis in the task of elementary schools;

nor do we kliew exactly what steps schools should take in implementing

a program after educators are convinced it is the right way to go.

'6,:c do feel that it is urgent that we re-examine our beliefs to see if

we really ire doing what needs to he done in our schools. Evidence

is mounting to suggest that our schools are not as successful as they

could be. We believe studies would show that, as we put greater and

greater emphasis on rending achievement, there is a resultant increase

in signs of student frustration, such as mental illness, dropouts,

disruptive behavior and delinquency.

"How then will children learn to read if we change the emphasis

from reading to learning through inquiry and creativity?"

What the Teacher Does

One important thing to reoowber in inquiry-centered teaching

is that is something the student does for himself--not some-

tbilv the teacher does to him. The motivation is already within the

sto or gets there in response to the way the teacher arranges the

learning opportunities .
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With traditional teaching the teacher, or curriculum designers,

decide what the child is to learn and then the teacher makes an

attempt to see that the prescribed material is committed to the memory

of the child. Motivation is nearly always external, with the teacher

using Assignments, grades, rewards, requirements, points, etc., to

accomplish the desired objective. Hy so doing the teacher takes upon

himself the responsibility for the child's learning. The child is

freed from being responsible for himself since he knows the teacher

will apply the proper external pressures or "reinforcements" to see

that lie moves in the "proper" direction. It is not at all surprising

that many children balk when "learning is so unpleasant that we have

to he prodded, assigned or rewarded to do it."

In inquiry-centered teaching the teacher arranges or has the

children help arrange an interesting environment of real objects and

events for the children and teacher to explore, manipulate and wonder

about. The teacher then becomes the catalyst for learning by:

a, first becoming a model for the children to follow by
being the number one seeker in the class. (How can any
child think learning is very important if he never sees
his teacher doing it?)

b. helping each child identify learning projects to pursue
which are important to him (the child).

c. helping the child evaluate his efforts to gain personal
knowledge and understanding.

should try to keep in mind that a child can only reason and

the threshold of his own growing mind. A child, or any

art only build on the concepts or understandings he already

;hi, is why the child must. do his o,,a1 seeking. Inquiry involves

7hinking processes by which a person gains personal meaning from

11w informationthose processes by which new information is "linked"

or connected to the concepts already in a person's mind.
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The path to reading skill when the emphasis is on inquiry

might look something like the following:

1. The tea,:.her arranges for students to have first-hand
encounters with objects, events and people.

The teacher encourages manipulation and investigation of
the environment.

3. The teacher stimulates students to produce and share
thoughts, feelings, or questions about the first-hand
encounters. He helps each student find a "quest."

KiL/1

4. The teacher encourages students to perform "experimentA'
or planned operations on the objects of the environment
to aid in observing, weighing, measuring, prediccing,
etc.. (Cathe-:ing Data)

5. The teacher arranges for students to share thoughts, or
questions with others verhallv and/or with art materials.

f). A child asks for help to write, or dictate for writing,
the result of his own thinking.

7. A child reads that which he has written or dictated.

8. The child studies and makes inferences about the mechanics
of his own word construction and compares it with what
others have written.

9. The child asks for, or shows that he needs help in reading
about soething which has captured his interest.

J

10. As the teacher becomes aware of a child's expressed needs
he gives -1,ecific instruction in word analysis, phonics,
etc..
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This second sequence (6-10) will also be repeated many times
until the child becomes an independent, inquiring reader.

The above description is much oversimplified, but we hope the

reader will notice the critical features of learning to read when the

emphasis is on developing inquiry:

1. The main goal of the teacher is for the child todeyela
his inauirin, creative_mindto learn how to learn, not
merely to learn now to read. Reading becomes one of the
tools of inquiry only if the reader has learned to read
with an inquiring, curious attitude. In addition to read-
ing, other important inquiry skills will be developed in-
cluding: interviewing, observing, analyzing, predicting,
classifying, hypothesizing and the ability to ask and
pursue significant questions.

2 The responsibility and initiative for learning are left
with the student. External rewards are rarely needed
since learning is usually sufficient to be its own reward.
When external rewards do come they are not the "gimmicks"
or artificial reinforcements advocated by some behavior-
modification people, but the reward of a teacher really
listening and giving honest approval and acceptance to a
child and his ideas.

3. The main effort of the teacher is directed toward getting
the child to examine and express his own ideas and ques-
tionsnot merely to find answers to the teacher's ques-
tions. The teacher becomes a catalyst for learning through
skillful interaction with each child, refraining from
giving his answers to children's questions, thus shutting
off inquiry.

4. The raw material for learning starts with the real-world
environment of the child. The child usually produces his
own impressions and inferences before comparing his ideas
with those of the authors of books.

5. The sequence for a child learning to read goes from '!ob-
serving"--to "thinking"--to "talking"--to writing down his
"talk"--to reading his "talk"--to reading someone elses'
"talk."

You will notice that the inquiry approach for learning how to

read is much the same as the language-experience approach familiar to

many educators. The chief difference is that reading proficiency for

children is not the major goal of the teacher. This is the part that

will be most difficult for people to accept and get used to. Old
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habits and deer-heated beliefs are extremely difficult to overcome.

We believe, however, that careful consideration of this problem will

lead parents and educators to similar conclusions. A large number of

educators already feel this way but do not know how to get off the

treadmill of tradition.

y aking reading the "E m main business" of elementary schools we

have done much the as well-intentioned parents who try to insure

good nutrition for their children by prodding them to eat a particular

vegetable. Flie child often develops a long-lasting aversion to that

vegetable and so: t ia,1 5 to vegetables in general. in similar

manner, inquiring, creative minds will usually not he developed by

,Ijoring" in reading.

Our schools have produced several generations of people who are

"turned eft " to learninglarge numbers who would rather w tch tele-

vision than use their reading skills for knowledge attainment. Our

pesition is that Ye en c the development inquiring, tire

minds the m-in business of :chools, children will learn to road plus

develop the attitudes and skills of inquiry, Since reading i an ex-

tremely important inquiry skill, children will not only learn to read,

but they will read to learn. With this new sense of purpose and

direction, children will get the right start toward becoming life-

long seekers and learners.

Another aspect of a change of priorities that will he very

difficult for sov.le educators and many parents to accept is the delay

that will occur in the time that children will login reading. Since

children are normally in the middle of developing tlm mental

"structures" at the time wy traditionally start formal reading in-

struction, our great challenge and opportunity i 5 to nourish the
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developing intellect with thi right kind of learning experiences at

the right time.

iN'e know now that the deep-down lIrP and intellect to read

usually does not occur until one, LWO, or cVen three Years later than

we are used to stdr1 ing reading instruction. helieve this

is who :studio`: which c,,:pare the ctfects 01 various start ink, tires for

roiling Are turning out to Hhow that delayed reading instruction in

nt' ',!:jy kind ic,tp; thosi".:ho are t ro;ILL'Si. );,' iun i or h11;11 H,LHom t t he

late st r er; c;ir, rc;Rl t 0110 ht. Art L.(I o;to y in

t 11ive ;id y (); ht, rcldih,;-connot. t coot lona.]

nrobles.

if to are in.cre in tho tat le;Irning to toad h.' only

0110 a !!!,., in the lirger, Ii i't developimi, inquiring,

1- t 11, H.., t !lo proh I ot h(.. I t 0.1c114.,r,;

di!1

_ole now set attitu,les And he This will he

1.1V1..! I.

i(tit: cdu we ever

thk. task as so

!!!!.!t'll

pos:ulhle, for d

ish tin. see hir,ly task of

changing the belief of th(.. genera N: to the purpoe of

elementary education?

It seems to us that eucaters first will have to hecor:e in-

formed and dedicted to this new minion for elmentary schools. Then

we must find ways to begin nassive public information effort to help

people understand what could n to children change of pri-

orities. For, r, lv IiIlove toot it i;vort for chi ldren

to effectively hunger and thirst for knowledge, develop their unique

identities, and Ii lI ito of '..orth, their powers of expression and com-

munication, vi start now to T itch up our hehavior with what we

say we value most.



Since this position paper shows reading in a new perspective,

we have only alluded to the benefits which are possible in other sub-

ject areas. A great deal could be said about what might happen if

we really start valuing individuality, talent development and the

powers of expression and communication. We believe it would be a

"whole new hall game." Children, with their unlimited potential for

greatness, would seize the new learning opportunities with zest and

enthusiasm.

As it stands now the number of elementary school children who

are really excited or deeply interested in school are probably it the

minority. :fatty children's feelings range from being apathetic or

bored, to being bitterly hateful of school. This is a deplorable

situation which can and must he corrected. School should be a joy-

ful, satisfying e:weri n' for child:- n and teach ; alike. This can

happen if we will :.11ce devclei'm nc of ingulring, yreative minds

our first priorit.

If yoh iwk:dc,! in our schools,

you owe it t -)Lii,tv to help start theo

change proco. Id' of tradition. As

educators we hst vision of what is possible

with the adoption of :ion for elementary education.

The changes proposed in this paper will not come easy. Teacher

training institutions, teachers, and administrators will have to find

ways to work together rather than in their various conflicting pro-

fessional organizations. hET'S GLT SIART1.1):
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To Resolve a Dilemma:

Kenneth C. Farrer

The ways we assiEt another human being in his learnings ought to be

defended on the evidence we have about man's cognitive and aesthetic

needs. All reasonably healthy people are inquisitive, exploring

beings who cannot keep their restless minds inactive. These actions

result from the power of man's cognitive and aesthetic needs to know and

to feel. Every human encounter 'eems to be characterized by incompleteness

or openness.

Human beings appear to be unable co keep from digging into things,

turning ideas over in their minds, trying out new combinations, searching

for new relationships, stri4,gling for new insights. I would like to

think that most of the teachers I know initiate their work with an aware-

ness of the importance of incompleteness and openness in our lives.

One assumption I make is that teachers recognize that students encounter

incompleteness outside and inside the classroom and the most powerful

form of motivation for achievement is to accomodate and perpetuate this

sense of openness in the learning environment. I would like to think of

them as knowing that these motivations are ready to be activated in all

healthy people and that when learning activities give reasonably good

chances for satisfy:ng these motives, then zestful learning usually occurs.

Currently, many school people seem to feel that a child or youth is

a mechanism and that learning occurs for him chiefly as a result of

something that is done to him from the outside, They hvild elaborate

learning materials and develop intricate methods to evoke the learnings
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they desire. They think of teachers as doing the work on the basis of

which the youngster learns. They seek ever for a fool-proof method that

will work for all youth.

Herein lies one of the dilemmas in our profession.

Lecomte du Nouy wrote a book published by Longmans, Green and

Company in 1947 and titled it Human Destiny, He sketched the tremendous

innate dynamics of living things to become more complex both in structure

and in function, He ascribed to this dynamic the causation of the evolu-

tion of living things from the single cell to the most complex organisms.

He saw it as accounting for the evolution of behavior problems in different

animal species from simple instinctive acts through more and more complex

learnings to human reasoning and creativity. In other words, among

humans the capacity to learn is inherited and the dynamic desire to learn

is an innate property of living and growing. It does not have to be evoked

by tricks. It needs only to have the opportunity to occur in situations and

ways appropriate to the maturity level of the human individual.

Daniel Prescott, in his work as director at the Institute for Child

Study at the University of Maryland, shared his monumental research studies

aided by subventions from the Grant Foundation and reminded his readers that

biologists and psychologists alike are suggesting, even urging, that

educators can have the faith that this fundamental property of life-processes

exists in every child. It is an innate dynamic to become, to realize

the developmental potentials, whatever they may be, of that individual.

From the texts of his research, he is saying that all children and

youth are eager to learn the things that seem significant to
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them in the light of their accumulated interaction with the world and

with society--that children and youth will work tirelessly to accomplish

their own learning goals because they feel within themselves the need

to learn, because learning is life realization.

In the late thirties, the American Council on Education set up a

Commission on Teacher Education with aid from the General Education

Board. What follows is a series of six factors that influence learning

resulting from that commission's research and summarized in 1958 by

Dr. Prescott as it had been validated by 25,000 teachers in fifteen

states. All children's learnings are influenced:

1, by the health, growth level, characteristic rate of energy
output, special aptitudes, and disabilities of their bodies;

2. by the climate of love in which they live and by whether or not
this climate affords them a basic emotional security;

3. by the specific subcultural elements, within our complex
national structure, that they are internalizing through interaction
with their parents and with other persons in the communities where
they live;

4. by the roles and status they are able to win, and to which they
aspire, in the free activities of their kge-mates, or peers, in
the schools !_:ey attend and in the communities where they live;

5. by the concepts of the universe, of the world, and of society
which their earlier experiences have engendered; by their concepts
of themselves and of their own aptitudes and capacities; by the
attitudes and values they have developed as a consequency of the
experiences they have had; and by the goals and aspirations they
see themselves as being able to work toward in the society they know;

6. by the frequency and the strengths of the strong emotions they are
experiencing; by the degree to which they feel physically safe,
loved, socially accepted, significant within their communities,
and adequate to deal with the situations they are experiencing; by
the kinds of adjustive mechanisms they habitually use to manage their
emotions and to protect their integrity and self-respect.
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Truly a youngster's learning and development depend upon a complex

set of dynamics!

Many writers and speakers in 'educational forums are expressing concern

for the tightness with which youngsters' time, materials, and thinking

tend to be structured in school. Tightening the structures offered in

the learning environment has been one of the responses to the cultural

concern for efficiency, excellence, mindfulness, and cognitive values in

education.

The result of such tightening, where it has occurred, has often

been to add more subjects, to limit the time devoted to any learning task,

to remove clay, paint, blocks, and other unstructured materials from the

learning environment, or to reduce time available for the learner's

experimentation and autonomous productivity, to emphasize leaning correct

answers or responses and other pressures toward conforming behavior.

Two effects of these pressures have been first, to narrow the

possibilities for youngsters to continue to learn how to learn. In some

districts it is not permissable now to use the word "play". In the present

climate, the value of "play" as educative has been overlaid with confusions

about "work" as the legitimate activity in the schools. In play a child

is learning to learn. A youngster's involvement in play assists him in

testing out ideas, in practicing life activities, in learning words to say

and do to order life and clarify concepts. Leland Jacobs, who writes so

well about youngsters and teachers, says that we need to find ways to others

through words. Dr, N.V. Scarfc (Childhood Education, Vol. 39, p.118)

writes that the spirit of play is vital to all humanity: the basis of
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most of the happiness of mankind; the means by which humanity advances

creatively, scientifically, intellectually, and socially. The spirit

of play is vital not only to childhood but to all mankind.

The second effect of these pressures has been to turn the direction

of development away from the ultimate goal of education in a democracy- -

to widen the range and effectiveness of individual choice (riches that

arise from the variety of individual uniqueness).

Barbara Biber, teacher turned researcher, (Rank Street Publication

No. 67, p. 2) writes that the problem is not whether education is

responsible for supplying children with the tools, techniques, knowledge

of their culture's present and past, and essential modes of social control

and communication; but, that the problem is how skillfully teachers can

place these offerings within the developmental sequence that stretches

between the phase of exposure and that of mastery, and how relaxed,

imaginative, and generous they can be in nourishing and guiding the

exposure phase. As she addresses herself to the problem of premature

structuring as a deterrant to creativity, she formulates the teacher's

task as one of providing the environmental conditions that will maximize

openness and induce progression- -not to teach the child right and wrong

responses, but to program the environment so that the child can discover

many things for himself.

Thus, convictions are shared with us of those who have worked

prodigiously, thought profoundly, and tested their thinking through the

years across disciplines in seminars and conferences. Yet some others

would return to another concept of education. Desperate in the search
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for short cuts and in the name of accountability, they suggest and

even insist upon the use of programmed lessons, packaged and

inviolable subject matter, routines of all sorts, centralized authority,

and restrictions to the most routine objective of assimilating subject

matter, modifying actions to acceptable behavior, questing for practices

that work, and for devices that have proven successful.

This kind of reaction, as Herbert Thelen says (Education and the

IlumanQuest, p. 214), "puts education in shackles...the problem is on__
of means, not ends. And the more efficient the means become, the tighter

the bonds are woven; there is no longer room for error, and when, finally,

there is no room for error there is no room for insight and discovery."

Research in the 40's and 50's revealed the need for children and

youth to work with unstructured materials. It seems even more important,

now, when we have so many scientific gadgets and packages (modules, kits,

pieces), for us to remember the values of unstructured materials. A

gadget that permits only the turning of a handle or a screw through

prescription may not have much value as a means by which children may engage,

individually and totally, in self-education.

The purpose of this article is to remind ourselves of our responsibilities

to provide for youngsters a balance of structured and unstructured materials

and problems on which they may grow. They need unstructured situations and

materials and they need space, time, and freedom to work with spontaneity,

intellectual curiosity, artistry, and imagination.
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THE EXCITING PROSPECT OF BEGINNING READING
IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUUTION

Enid R. Anderson

As we view the position of Early Childhood Education today,

we get caught in a maize of programs and philosophy related to the

field of Language Arts.

We find nurseries for all ages, free schools, public kinder-

garten, and many types of private schools such as the Montessori

Schools, etc. . Although education has come a long way with many

changes taking place, we still lack all the answers. We have advanced

from artificial formality and drill to creative endeavor considering

Language Arts as a part of a living program, but there is much to be

done to develop better ways of communication.

Dehoer writes:

"We can no logger think of communication as a narrow
set of linguistic skills. It is a process which involves
ways of living- -ways of thinking, of looping at oneself, of
adjusting to social situations, of dealing with reality.
The communication program of the school should be conceived
imaginatively in terms of this new pooposition."1

It is very important to view the early child as our most pre-

cious potential. Although he is bombarded with countless stimuli of

media and scientific knowledge, he is still recognized as the prime

potential of creativity. Guilford's Model of the structure of the

intellect serves as a reminder of the richness and diversity of human

thinking abilities and provides the teacher with directives to develop

individual potential.2

More than half of all five-vear-olds attend kindergarten. The

Early Childhood 7.cogram determines the program emphasis, and since
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1913, the kindergarten program has been related to the life of the

child. Educational activity advocates child involvement and empha-

sizes the value of play.3

"Today many educa ors view the kindergarten and the nursery

school as a downward extension of the primary school. The goals for

the nursery school and kindergarten are the goals set for all school-

ing."4 The curriculum differences are portrayed by administrators,

schools, and teachers and reading programs have gradually filtered

into Early Childhood programs as a result of looking at the indivi-

dual child.

Education lacks the answers as to whether or not reading

should become a part of Early Childhood programs. Research states

both pro and con discussing such programs; however, as yet, the

quality of research is not able to generalize any conclusions with

statistical significance.5

As individual approaches filter into education, we can only

face the reading problem as a reality. Reading programs have become

a part of some Early Childhood endeavors. As teachers, we can only

view it as to where we are in sch programs, decide what we believe,

and do as we feel about it.

Whatever our Early Childhood program is, it presents some

definite elements that force consideration in our curriculum. Impor-

tant factors that affect the child in early education are

1. The home

2. Parent education

3. Use of media

4. The teacher

5. Interaction in the community.6
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This paper discusses the teacher, media input, language

development, and factors that influence the child as an early reader.

YOU, THE TEACHER

"The thing we must learn as teachers is that there is
no perfect contribution or perfect material: there is only
a PERFECT TEACHER . ."7

You, the teacher, have emerged as the prime catalyst of learn-

ing. You are not only teaching children to "learn how to learn," but

you are responsible for futuristic impacts of learning. Margaret Mead

says:

"If we can't teach every student . . something we don't
know in some form, we haven't a hope of educating the next
generation, because what they are going to need is what we
don't know."8

The TEACHER and his GOALS are the KEY to learning in the class-

room. He produces the climate, provides the resources, plans, guides,

directs, facilitates and stimulates. He provides a multitude of

ramifications which promote positive self-concepts and motivates

academic progress. "The young child learns who he is and what he is

from the treatment he receives by those who surround him in the pro-

cess of maturation."9

If we view self-concept and achievement as being interrelated,

the child who views himself as successful will in all probability

continue to function that way. Alexander says improved self-concept

leads to improved achievement. Because of this, the child's behavior,

to a large extent, becomes the function of the expectations of

others.10

"According to Combs and Snugg (1959), teachers can be most

influential in developing positive self-concepts within a child by

providing a democratic classroom atmosphere wherein each pupil can
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think of himself as a responsible citizen . . In short, a teacher

with positive attitudes can promote a positive classroom atmosphere

. . and if the teacher believes that his students will achieve, then

the students will be more successful."11

A teacher must be a model. Gesell found that young children

tend to imitate a teacher's speech mannerisms. The child models the

type of democratic interchange, leadership and discussion portrayed

by the teacher. A teacher not only models ways of communication but

provides many perceptual and communicative experiences for the Early

Childhood participant.

A teacher is a researcher, innovator, facilitator, resource

person, curriculum builder, specialist, evaluator, model of inquiry,

diagnostician, and prescriptive activator. The teacher also shows

that he knows more innovations have been effected in reading in the

last fifty years than during the entire three hundred years ante-

dating this period of American history. 12

The teacher knows when reading instruction should begin and

knows the kind, quality, and depth of the reading process he will pro-

vide for the child. The teacher knows how to arrange materials and

processes within a structure that leads toward individualized learning.

The teacher is conversant with beginning reading programs and realizes

the place of phonics in the program and is able to take advantage of

automated devices that will contribute to the needs of the child.

Most important, the teacher must have faith in his own concept of the

process, and as he gleans from multi-programs and develops his own

individualism, he must have confidence in his selection, and faith in

the methods he uses.
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FACTORS AFFECTING THE CURRICULUM OF EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

Some factors that affect the curriculum of Early Childhood

education ar ±) the media input, 2) development of language, and

3) the type of teaching used in the classroom (extent of

individualization).

Media Input

The use of media is a very important factor in our society.

The impact upon the young child is tremendous. "Children love tele-

vision and because they love it, they learn from it . . It is a

new challenge to elementary school educators."13 Children con-

sciously or unconsciously, measure their teacher's performance

against TV programs. 14

Children learn a great deal from television. It is estimated

that only sleep surpasses television as the top consumer of time for

American school children. During an average year the child thus

attends 980 hours of school and watches TV 1,340 hours, so by the time

he graduates from school he will have spent roughly 11,000 hours in

the classroom and more than 22,000 hours in front of the television

set. The Young child is also far more vulnerable to TV messages than

is an adult.

Today's children have developed keener observational powers

and know how adults live, work, and play. They develop a superior

attitude toward other people, including their parents, and that atti-

tude carries over to the school. They place their teacher in a

category, and the category depends on the teacher's personality.15

Children learn symbols and meaning from Sesame Street, commer-

cials, cartoons, and other TV programs. Actually, the educational
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setting in most schools is out of focus with this reality and this

has contributed to a communication breakdown for many schools and

teachers.

Early Childhood programs must be designed to reach youngsters

who have been deeply influenced by television. Teachers should view

TV as an ally and discover how TV conditions children for learning.

Teachers must be daring enough to create language arts experiences

that children will enjoy and internalize. However, all programs

created should be carefully screened as to the possibility for child

interaction as this type of learning is mostly input and not

interaction.16

Another advancement in the field of reading or language arts

is the widely publicized technological innovation using computer-

assisted instruction. "Proponents maintain that in the foreseeable

future, computer-based teaching machines will not only relieve

teachers of the drudgery of teaching spelling, listening, and hand-

writing, they will also assist teachers in teaching composition and

oral language skills."17 Several universities have such programs.

The University of Nebraska is an example and has a K-12 elementary

program which contains 36 units built around an integrated language,

literature, and composition focus using biographies, comedies, myths,

and romances as its vehicle.18

Although there has been serious reservational expression by

educators as to the worth of some technological innovations, the

James S. Coleman report "exploded many hallowed myths regarding the

impact of school facilities and curricula upon pupil achievement.

Amcng the more devasting findings reported by Coleman is that dif-

ferences in school facilities and curriculum . . . are so little
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related to differences in achie.tement levels of students, that with

few exceptions, their effects fail to appear even in a survey of

this magnitude."19

2. Language Development, a Human Thing

"Perhaps the most important area of learning in the edu-
cation of young children is that of language .. As a
matter of fact, learning to read is predicated upon a great
deal of prior language learning . . The role of the school
is to extend and enrich the language learning of the child

,t20and to provide remediation if necessary.

No matter bow simple or complex it is, the child will learn

the language he hears most often spoken by the adults around him.

There are many speech patterns and many dialects which are based on

the differences in social classes. Studies suggest that many of the

differences are predicated upon the context in which str.tements

were communicated. Because one of the important aspects of language

development is to allow the child to establish a personal group

identity, it is extremely important for the teacher to model a program

of speaking that is used by the majority. 21

General goals of language learning for the young child may be:

1. The development of verbal communication skills.

2. Development of rich language repertoire.

3. Development of an ability to use language to influence
and be influenced.

4. Developing personal satisfaction and aesthetic apprecia-
tions of language.22

Most nursery-kindergarten programs set aside a good portion of

their day for oral programs which consist of activity periods, dra-

matic play, discussion sessions, creative dramatics, puppetry, story-

telling, etc. Input programs consist of reading to children, having

children read to each other, TV, listening to tapes, records, etc.,
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and giving directions for specific response. Such programs are

planned so the child may branch out emotionally, intellectually, and

imaginatively. The program should be arranged so that the art of

language communication may be developed through listening and speak-

ing, and, when the child is ready, reading and writing.

3. The Tue of Teachint,

The type of teaching most effective in beginning reading pro-

grams is individualized instruction. This interpretation of indivi-

dualization does not mean working on a one-to-one basis, although

oftentimes with early readers the one-to-one approach is necessary to

get them started. Because children learn more from each other than

from teachers or any other source, the interpretation of individuali-

zation for the purpose of this paper is related to proper grouping

wherein children are grouped as huddle:: in threes, fours, fives,

large groups, or whatever and whenever the grouping is most

conducive.

Individualization of instruction, or group- oriented - teacher-

direction is something to advocate, interpret, and facilitate. It

is one of the foremost intovations in American education. It is an

open-structure, a creative interaction and may become self-directed.

K. S. Peters states:

"Education can have no ends beyond itself. value
derives from principles and standards implicit in it. To

be educated is not to have arrived at a destination; it is
to travel with a different view. Mlat is required is not
feverish preparation for something that lies ahead, but to
work with a precision, possession, and taste at worthwhile
things that lie to hand. "23

Individualized instruction embraces learning how to learn,

provides for individual differences, develops the dignity and worth



of the individual, directs children to think for themselves, en-

courages self-propulsion, nurtures creativity, includes student-

planning, is based on a %hat's worth knowing" curriculum and

stimulates the children to explore, investigate, and seek

answers.-

Individualization cannot be taught, it can only be guided,

planned, and released by the teacher. It is the teacher's inner

power of conviction exemplified by his behavior. It is his job to

make it possible. It is the greatest gift the teacher has to offer.

It advocates the most important of all foods for the development of

the personality of the young child, that food is love. The teacher's

task is not an end in itself, lint a means of communicating humanity,

to loin loving kindness to learning, and setting oneself in order as

the blis for the practice of good human relations.25

The Early Childhood Reading Program should not be a tightly

segmented behavioristic approach, it should not be a "watered down"

first grade program, and it should not be a stereotyped method of

strict decoding, but it should be a scientifically conceived, humanis-

tic use of the child's world of experiences as it is transformed into

individualistic meaning and expressed in the form of symbolic

interpretations.

AS YOU VIEW THE CHILD AS A DEADER, WHAT SHOULD YOU KNOW IN mva TO
=I HIS .'.1,])S?

The beginning reaching process is a science by itself. Direct-

ing a child hi beginning reading should be the most satisfying ex-

1, hence in a lifetime. You are working with a breath-taking

potential, the potential TO Eh or NOT TO Ilk a good reader. And, as

yon are confronted with this problem, test yourself with the following



questions which should lead you to serious introspection of where you

are and what you need to do to begin such a program.

1. Is the child ready to read?

2. How will I know when he is ready?

3. What do I do to find out?

4. What is the one basic indication?

5. Am I sure the child will he able to succeed in the reading
task?

6. Why is this important?

7. Am I able to judge beginning reading reactions in a
behavioristic manner? How? Why?

8. Will I be able to present stimuli using methods of
inquiry?

9. Row can I relate my presentations to the child's LIVING
WORLD?

10. Will I be able to select basic materials most suitable
for the child? (Modality)

11. Am I conversant with the sequential skills that will
direct him in a developmental manner?

12. Am I conversant with the strengths and weaknesses of
various reading programs so that I can use aggressive
response, multiple response, symbolic gestures, etc.,
in an effective manner to forward my program?

13. Will the reading program be embraced and surrounded by
natural approaches? (Language experience
approaches.)

14. Am I able to use varied grouping patterns breaking the
"three-group-round-robin" approach?

15. Can I develop and believe in my own personalized
approach as I use others' materials?

16. Can I accept every child according to his intellectual
ability?

17. Will I be able to provide for flexibility in planning
and learning involving the child in his educational pro-
gram, viewing his learning to read as a partnership?

18. Will I provide for and take advantage of all avenues
of motivaL-ion?
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19. Am 1 able to capably use diagnostic instruments?

20. Am I able to follow diagnosis with prescriptive procedures?

21. Am I able to facilitate reading as an interrelated factor
in all curriculum?

22. Will I develop the reading program directly and in-
directly from "language expression" within a model of
continuity?

23. Will I include "aesthetic appreciation" such as poetry,
literature, arts, crafts and music as mediums that stimu-
late, correlate, and serve the reading process?

24. Do I conceive writing as a bridge to reading?

25. Will I provide reading situations that will develop a

sense of independent action and a set of values upon which
the child can base his action?

26. Will I allow time for "browsing" in books, placing
"browsing" as an important level in the reading process?

27. Will I be able to maintain enthusiasm and interest in all
facets of the reading process?

28. Will I establish a positive instructional setting giving
positive reinforcement whenever possible?

29. Will I continue to read to the raders?

30. Will I be able to prepare and adjust a variety of materials
that will meet the individual needs of the child as he
proceeds through the reading process?

31. Do I have available different methods of retrieval? Can
I guide the child to help with his own records?

32. Am I conversant with the technique of reading corners,
interest-reading centers, listening centers, reporting
centers, etc.?
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HISTORY MAKING IN T1li KINDERGARTEN. . one teacher's efforts to
retrieve and record the feelings of children

Patricia J. L. Robinson

The fundamental kindergarten problem, as in all curric-
ulum design is one of balance...a synthesis of all the
pieces into a coherent pattern of relationships. Within
the school setting the child needs a chance to be known
and understood as a person as well as the opportunity to
learn and develop a love of learning. Establishing kin-
ship with other children in the context of learning and
responsible functioning needs to be balanced with foster-
ing uniqueness, affective, cognitive and psychomotor
development--all in considerable depth and proportion.
Symbolic expression, so important in the growth of a
person, must be nurtured by an evocative environment.

(Evelyn Weber, The Kindergarten, p. 241)

The evocative environment that kindergarteners and adults have

created provides a place to learn as we work and play. We, because

children with adults work and play in a special setting that is warm

and friendly, where both children and auulcs assume responsibility for

learning to learn and live together.

This past vear the writer has tried to bring about opportunities

for children to know themselves and other children as people. The most

significant product which came from this effort is the Book About Me.

It is a collection of drawings and words that have been dictated by each

child about his world and about his feelings. A kinship has been estab-

lished that reacnes bevoad the classroom and school, into the home and

will increase in value with time

The setting in which the activities take place is a kindergarten

area at El Carmelo School in Palo Alto, California. The school has

multi-ethnic balance as well as a mixed socio-economic population.

There are two kinder-teachers, each legally responsible for one group of

Lwenty-five children, but who choose to work as a team with both groups.
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As further background, classrooms are frequently observed by

visitors from colleges and universities p.s well as from other parts

of the world, To minimize verbal explanations about our program and

maximize understanding of what precedes and flllows their visit, the

writer provides the observer with a "Welcome Sheet".

WRTLE YOU OBSERVE, KEEP IN MIND THOSE THINGS WHICH THE CHILD

. the feeling of being together
laughter
the joy of pretending

. being listened to

. learning

. celebrating his owu growth and skill mastery

. the festive moment

. time of his own

. his own ideas

. help in understanding his peers

. adults of integrity

AS THE SCHOOL YEAR PROGRESSES AND THE CHILD'S EXPERIENCES
INCREASE IN VARIETY, NUMBER AND DEPTH, THE CHILDREN SHOULD SHOW
GROWTH...INDIVIDUALLY AND AS A GROUP IN THESE AREAS:

. increasing awareness of appropriate school behavior

. habits of attention
. appreciation of his on uniquenesses
. motor abilities
. language development
. auditory discrimination
. visual perception
sequence of ideas

. understanding processes

. desire to read

PLEASE JOIN US. LOOK AROUND, INTERACT WITH CHILDREN IF YOU WISH,
BUT PLEASE BE SENSITIVE ABOUT INTERRUPTING. WE WOULD PREFER THAT YOU
DO NOT CONVERSE DURING OUR DISCUSSION TIME. WE WILL TRY TO ARRANGE A
TIME FOR CLARIFICATION OR INTERPRETATION BEFORE YOU LEAVE.
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Our program is not filled with gadgets and teacher tricks to

entertain children. Children and adults work to match phiios;Thy with

practice to hring ahnnt an experience for four and five year old child-

ren that has HUAAN IT:MlXiE. Our days tre filled with i.tany choices,

activities, discussin.3, 3upport and caring.

3ui.ldin the 3oo',. .ias a t;mall, hut: irportant pnrt of

auc pregrcm. It '-20 !)r.;,inn'ni!, or ntttrpt to record personal

data, infonlatioa, FlHos Jin;I fevlins. in the inning, a hoo of

ferLy-ci'6ht blank p;.g( s 7:3 preporc:1 f.)r each child, Each page ..4ns

numhered for convoiience and woud later he ii!xd aL; tool for build-

ing a table al: contnts. They 1..erc introduced to their ',oak qith a

'7,1 t: iL; cnsa eorcernin iadiviunl nilqucues

"A is a h,Inch o: -orcbody said Jenny.

An-oaury said, a ..iort on it.rr The .:Irray

of co=ent':; wn:; rce::::ded -2a a )nr,;c s'i(i'et a: nc,,sprint. t was : :heir

za'k wtitLca i::;).)17,-IiICC of their ideas n',)violig as the

enthu:;i&F,m f r ea(_' coent exprc:-;s cd. Their ideas were vr.l iiable,

accepte,: nppreeiad :11! '..rcardcd. They follood the words on the

chart as we "rez:d''.

On i:he cove of each the child wrote whatever September-

squiggle he thouhht to be Cris name and drew a pLettire of n'mself.

T;iis was the ?)P,itlu:n of a personalid "workbook ". it wa:: decided

that the first par, ioauld hni,er a pieTtire oC ther in their Fnvnrite

enviromnent". The adults who were alvii1ah:e far taking dictation had

agreed on b::sic guidelines for retrieval. This retrieval on the part

of the ndults he pail i:Tw,c,diatcly. Orlandus aad i'm five 'cause that



old ugly Mrs. Kinks made me flunk kindergarten." His brown eyes

closed when asked if he would like to talk more about his feelings

about being in kindergarten again.

The privacy and caring of that conversation made it possible

for a trusting relationship to flourish. After, he said, "Just write

I am Orlandus. I am five." Encouraged to read the page to one

friend, he did so with authenticity and excitement.

No human being can teach another "how to read". He can
only set up conditions which facilitates the awareness
of the relationship between speech and the printed symbols.
No one really knows how the thought processes of a child
permits this to happen, but we know that it doesif not
interferred with so as to confuse the child. The best chance
that the largest number of children will come to read with
effectiveness and satisfaction is when they are exposed to a
great deal of personal and peer discussion and comment and
see their oral_ expression translated into written symbols
and then translated back into oral expression...whether by
tnemseLves, a peer or an adult.

(Malcolm Douglas, Claremont Reading Conference, 1970)

The Book About Me seemed to be a natural way to expose children

to these important relationships. Without stress or pressure, each

child develops in his own way the ability to talk about his own thoughts

and feelings.

Very early in the project, it became apparent that value of this

book was increasing with each page. Parents caught the enthusiasm from

their kinders; adults who took dictation talked about the bulks; helpers

From the upper grades added still another dimension by asking permission

to read the latest pages. In spite of the stir that this book was caus-

ing, it remained a private possession. During discussion time, children

who wished to hove their page shown and read did so. Those who did not

want to share had the right to "pass". During the group discussions,

observations were made about content, drawing style, inclusion of detail,
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expanded vocabulary or changes in sentence structure. The level of

awareness of these elements increased and as one might suspect, the

quality of work steadily improved.

In the retrieval process, it is imperative that the adults are

skillful and aware of how the child seems to feel about revealing his

ideas and how new skills can be taught. A list of clarifying questions

was made by teachers and parents using words that would encourage child-

ren to think about their own feelings and actions rather than probing

inappropriately.

How do you fe-A about your idea?
Is this something you like very much?
Can you give me some more examples of that idea?
Are you glad about that?
Have you felt this way for a long time?
Is there anything that you can do about the way you feel?
Can you tell me more about your idea?
What are some good things about your idea?
Are there any bad things about your idea?
Can you think of other ways you could have behaved?
If you really like something or someone, how do you
show your feelings?
How do you let people know how you feel?

Every effort was made to minimize the wasteful, waiting-in-line

time. If there happened to be children waiting for words, books were

stacked. The children would be called during outdoor playtime or

worktime.

The date was recorded on each page of work. A variety of ways of

recording were used: a date stamp, full sentence, "code", etc.

No attempt was made to psychoanalyze the drawings of any child.

Occasionally those children who consistently "passed" would be

asked for feedback. any of them liked the power of privacy. One girl

said that she :elt shy about her work.
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The ideas for the pages came from several sources. Children

generated most of the ideas. Children's books provided se,,eral topics.

Teachers, parents and other interested people brought suggestions.

There was a "free space" in the books for children to fill as they

wanted to. The unnumbered pages on the left were used for any idea

that was important enough to record. This space was used for poems,

stories, accounts of a family outing, festive moments, samples of ABC

writing, art, math, etc.

Children's expressions in About Me that were included in the past

year's book were based on some 37 ideas. It is important to note that

what follows is a Table of Contents rather than a fill-in-theblanks

exercise.

I. I am _ _ _ _ _
I am years old.

2. I. an inches tall.
I weigh pounds.

My hand is this big. (Trace around hand)

3. Here I am with my family.
Each one of them is special.

4. Here is my family's home.
My favorite place in my home is

5. I go to school now.
The part I like about school is

6. If 1 could change something about school, it would be because_.

7. Here is a picture of me doing something easy.

8. Here is a picture of me doing something hard.

9. Here are some people I like clot.

10. Sometimes I fed scared. It usually happens when

II. Sometimes I feel angry. It usually happens when

I 1 4 .



12. 1 wish that I had because

13. When I grow up I'd like to

14. My favorite food is_ Here is one thing I will not eat.

15. The thing that I like best about me is

16. If I could change something about me, it would be

17. The story that I like best of all is

18-22. Five things I love.

23. My mom makes some special food. I'll tell you how she does it.

24. I'm curious about

25. Happiness is

26. If I could make my own birthday cake, it would look like this.

27. Here is a map of how I get from my house to my school.

28. The worst dream I ever had.

29. Here I am again. Now I'm years old, have teeth missing
and weigh

30. Here 1 am doing something easy. Here I am doing something hard.

31. I am growing and changing. I notice some things about me that
are different.

32. Next year 1 want to learn

33. At Spring Break I

34. A mom came to tell us about the baby that is growing inside her.

35. I have some favorite big people friends. They are

36. When I am a year older, 1 will be able to

37. Here are some things I would liked to have shared with the class,
but I could not hriag them to school.



Also included in the hooks were photos of each child, taken

at various tines of the year, a letter to them from their teacher

And three typewritten pages of I Remember. (i Remember was retrieved

the day before school ended.) It was a stream of consciousness that

was typed as the children talked about the events, feelings and

learnings of the year in the kindergarten.

Along with the ;look About Me, the kinders had an At-Home.Folder

which contained many Kinder-P,ulletins. Each Friday a pictorial

re-cap of the week's events ''as sent home. This Kinder-Bulletin ,/as

greatly appreciated and servEd to strengthen the children's language

3kills and the communication between schonl and home. :;t111 another

retrieval-based project wn:i an ABC, 123 Book that the children made

as ,4e worked with sonnd-svcibol relationships. !cla boak os

differectt as each child. Paes were filled with carefully

objects whose names began with whatever sonnl-symbol the g-oup had

chosen. The o)]ect :ecc labeled by the same retrieval process.

Paintings and (lrawing,,., creative .,,,ork of all kiads ofen bad

words that explainrd or :lahanced the art work. 'look thin hundreds

were produced nn.,1 v Coildren :luring the s:-.11,1o1 year. The

book-making subjects rilngerl from records of science experim(nt:s to ho,,,

to catch toad.7,.

The process Wis lc:versed on the last day of school. A smiling

boy chtld handed the writ r carefully wrapped gift. Surprise and

delight described her cor'Ini;3 :1.; she looked at this unexpected

trerp;nre. Richard's mJAher had been belping the retrieval

project s (.111r right s.4:4cht;-1 papa r, iichard had

(.11-A,;n rainy thins he i-, t gooc! a)out.
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lie expressed his enthusiasm ,./ith the help of his mother.

I aw Aiehard
1 can t.1) lots of things.

1 Ifte my schol and my friend;,..

lieve i3 picture of my teacher.
Sl kilus I'm spal--like the rest of the k1c16.

',unos C.lot I can du my carefulloL work.
flY he 1ftes MP.

S110 i lic it

June 14, 1973
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PRESCHOOLERS LEARN COGNITIVE TASKS IN GROUPS

Owen W. Cahoon

Recently there has been a new emphasis placed on fostering or

accelerating intellectual growth and an interest in including cog-

nitive elements in the curriculum for programs of young children.

Although children's thinking, perception and other intellectual and

cognitive behaviors have been a topic of investigation by childhood

educators for many years, there now seems to he a compulsion to make

preschool programs reflect the present concern with cognitive growth.

Surveys of early childhood education during the latter half of

the 1960's and early part of the 1970's show a considerable increase

in the numbers of preschool programs. There is sure to be an in-

crease during L1C_s decade. Brazziell suggested that it would be

.;ensible to plan for nearly 2,000,000 children and 70,000 teachero by

1080, in order to provide meaningful preschool experiences for even

larger numbers of preschool children, the nature and quality of pre-

school education is a question far more important than ever before.

Programs will have to be functional and utilitarian, for constant

improvisation and experimentation can lead to public disenchantment

and professional chaos.

An evaluation of Project Head Start, a federally sponsored

program from the Office of Economic Opportunity aimed at helping

economically deprived children, supplies evidence that existing pro-

grams for preschool children display varying emphasis on spontaneous

pllv, physical activities, socialization, and freedom to explore and

monipulate an 'enriched environment." Lavatelli2, arguing that Head

Start programs based upon enrichment principles alone are not
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acceptl,,, notes that " . . the traditional nursery school, even

with enrichment experience, by virtue of its unplanned nature, leaves

too much to chance." She is of the opinion that compensatory pro-

grams are needed, the degree and kind of intervention varying con -

:;iderahly to meet the special situati,,n. Hbor3 suggested that

stimulation of cognitive .

schooling at all -;tau.

cognitive skills in the "cont

for which spool is equally r.. ,1;, ,

Hiportant responsibility of

i:Tortant to foster

.r developmental processes

It lots often been Htre!med that nurser. schools should provide

something nore than a play environment away from home. `dare

recently, due largely to the influence of tin cognitive theorists,

Ping-et and Pruner, the change has exnlicitly been to include elements

which are e-,::oected to nurture specific cognitive skills. AImy4 urged

that preschool teachers Aould analyze and diagnose cognitive

functioning revealed in play, and in light of that analysis, mal<e

provisions for the children's development both in their play and in

other aspects of the curriculum. Additionally, Kohlberg emphasizes

the nerd to reconi. :cluential or developmental learning at the

preschool level:

%hat. seers required is a new approach which would take
into account the fist that the preschooler's orientation to
reality is a developmental stage which should be integrated
into later stages of developr:ent. To put off 'reality' until
uierlentory school is only to divorce the child's preschool
world of the subjective fro:,1 the elementary school world of
the objective."

Although the need for the inclusion of cognitive elements in

pre;-;drool programs ha been recognized and materials for "spontaneous"

cognitive growth are certainly preent in anv typical nursery school,

few early childhood cluration programs have specific: planned cognitive



elements in their organized curricula. liereitor and Engelmann6 have

identified Iwo po,;s ihilities for acceleration of cognitive develop-

ment: (1) selecting experiences that produce more learning, and

(2) compressing more experience into the time available. Such

possibilities imply the necessity for selection and exclusion in the

program, focusing upon academic objectives and relegating all non-

academic objects to A secondary position.

As innovative programs and "catch-up" academically-oriented

programs have appeared, many traditional preschool groups have

attempted to incorporate co,,,,nitive elements into their already

functional curriculum. These efforts have not been altogether

successful. Cognitive materials may be improperly designed or hap-

hazardly presented resulting in less than anticipated beneficial

intellectual growth. A genuine rejection of "stock" Piagetian

problems by the children has often been reported. In fact most

schools who presume to provide units in cognition do so in individual

sessions, more resembling psychological experimentation than

preschool education. Children are taken from a group setting and

tested, trained and retested individually. The experimenter

typically seats the child at a table while he manipulates the training

objects and instructs the child to respond verbally to questions.

The child is a passive observer and commenter. One to five training

sessions of anywhere from 15 to 60 minutes long are spread over a

period of a few days. Often tire pretest:, the training sessions, an('

the posttest are identical, all being virtually no more than

"coaching" on the task item:;.

There is some hazard in depending upon such individual

experimentation to tostcr cognitive growth and change. Taking a
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child from the "natural" preschool environment to an experience where

he may feel estranged and insecure often leads to emotional distress.

Nost nursery school teachers dread having their students removed for

experimentation since too many experimenters "know about" children

but do not "know" them. It would seem that movement from unorganized

free play to somewhat organized cognitive experience could most

usefully be provided in the classroom situation.

The researchers who have used individual cognitive training

settings have largely ignored Piaget's7 own advice. was concerned

that cognitive growth occurs not, only because of the presence of

physical objects but because of the social structure. Children grow

f
leHt_ when they do things "in social collaboration, in a group effort.

This leads to a critical frame of mind, where children must

communicate with each other. This is an essential factor in

intellectual development. Cooperation is indeed cooperation."8

In order to integrate cognitive development into the preschool

setting and practice, a bettor match between the child's cognitive

pattern and the situational setting of the preschool

must be developed. The question seems urgent: Why cannot planned

cognitive experiences be administered in "group settings" under

natural preschool conditions. To attempt an answer a research study

involving cognitive training tasks similar to those found in

experimental studies of cognitive development but designed to be

presented to children in group training sessions was conducted.

The study attempted to determine whether a group training

program utilizing conservation tasks was suitable ;Ind applicable to

preschool progrm and would evidence increased scores on typical

test_ of cognition.



Thirty-five middle-class nursery school children, ranging in

age from 47 to 63 months, were pretested, trained and posttested on

cognitive tasks of Substance, Class-Inclusion, Seriation, Length,

Number, and Weight. Four trained testers gave identical pretests and

posttests but did not participate in the day-to-day classes; both

testers and children were unchanged on the second test.

After pretesting, the children, randomly assigned to six

training groups, underwent a three-week training program directed by

the experimenter. Each group received training on four assigned

tasks and served as control subjects on two additional tasks for

which training was withheld. There were three sessions of 30 minutes

devoted to training on each experimental task. Training consisted of

presenting conservation materials which were of a similar type but in

no way identical to the test items, and as usual, asking questions

and discussing the various manipulations of the materials. All were

designed to use large muscles or a situation where manipulation of

the materials could he done by several persons.

An example of some of the training tasks used in the study

follows:

Substance. Various sized square cloths (napkin, 12 inches
squnre; red linen table cloth, 3 feet square; blue canvas
tarp, (i feet square; green canvas tarp, 12 feet square) were
used for teaching Substance. Each item was manipulated by
folding sequentially into fourths, eighths, and sixteenths.
Questions were asked whether there was still the same amount
of cloth after it had been folded into a different shape.
The children's responses were encouraged and corrected
during the discuion. The children participated in folding
crud unfolding.

Class-inclusion. Various shaped and colored blocks weIe
tine materials used here. Included in the assortment were
four yellow and four blue blocks, triangular in shape;
font- red and four green blocks, square in shape; four
otningn, lnd Dour purple blocks of diamond shape; and four
two-inch high wooden figures of people, one red, one green,
one blue, and one orange. The children were informed that
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there were similarities and differences among the pile of
blocks on the floor, They were encouraged to point out the
similarities and group the blocks accordingly. Each child
was assigned a specific color and asked to remove all the
blocks of his color from the central pile. After sorting
blocks by color, the children were asked to find other
similarities or ways the blocks could be grouped. Through
discussion it was established that the blocks were alike
in colors, shapes, and that all were made of wood. Similar
activities and discussions were conducted dealing with
differences among the blocks.

Seriation. Each child was given a set of nesting barrels,
. _

the largest being about three inches tall. The teacher
directed the children's manipulations by disassembling his
own set of barrels into seven individual barrels. After
each child had taken his barrels apart and reassembled them,
they were told to stack the barrels beginning with the
largest sized barrel on the bottom and proceeding until all
barrels were stacked. Other manipulations consisted of
placing the barrels end-to-end graduating from smallest to
largest-. The barrels were also taken apart and various
manipulations were made using half-barrels. The final
manipulation was to reassemble all barrels inside one another
starting with the smallest in size and continuing until the
barrels were together and in the same condition as when the
task began. All manipulations were accompanied by discussion
and explanation of each ongoing activity.

Length. Each child was given a four-foot length of string.
The children were informed that the string would be used to
measure various things around the room. A child was chosen
to be measured. Measurements were taken by other children
to see if the child would measure the same length when his
body was in different positions, i.e., sitting, standing,
bending down, and lying flat on the floor. The children were
asked whether they thought the same length of string would
be needed for measurements during all position changes. It

was explained that the string followed the lines of the body
ard that the body length remained the same throughout all
position changes. Various objects in the room were measured,
such as windows, doors, chairs, table, bulletin board, etc..
Measurements using the strings were taken for width, distance
from the floor, circumference, height, and around the corner
to aid the children's concept of continuous length.

Number. Eight cupcakes and eight empty juice glasses were
used. A line of masking tape divided a small table into two
equal halves. The cupcakes were placed on one side of the
line and the empty juice glasses were placed in a one-to-one
correspondence across the line from the cupcakes, Manipula-
tions consisted of extending the line of cupcakes while
leaving the juice glasses in position. The children were
asked que5;tions as to whether the number of cupcakes was
still the same as the juice glasses when the cupcakes were



longer or looked different. Counting was used to establish
that the number remained the same unless some were removed.
Part of the juice glasses were filled and the question was
asked as to whether there were more glasses filled with
juice or more glasses which were empty. Again counting was
used to establish the correct answer. Other manipulations
consisted of removing one or two cupcakes and/or juice
glasses and then having the children count the number
remaining to see whether the number of cupcakes and/or juice
glasses was the same. Discussions and corrections of mis-
conceptions were made for each manipulation. At the conclu-
sion of the task, the children were given the juice and
cupcakes for a snack.

Wei ht. A red wooden balance scale was used as the basic
tool. Items to be weighed were marbles, wooden blocks, and
metal plates. The teacher explained that a balance scale
could he used to weigh objects to see which of two compared
objects was heavier or which was lighter. As each previously
selected pair of objects were presented, a child was in-
structed to find out whether his answer was right by placing
his objects on the balance scale. After weighing the
objects, the child was directed to change the weight by adding
something or taking something away from one side or the other.
Various manipulations were performed accompanied by explana-
tions and discussion about the weight of objects.

As seen in these task examples, some tasks required children

to use whole body activity or cooperation and working together of

several children in order to accomplish directed manipulations; and

other tasks required observation and directed participation according

to the experimenter's instructions.

'there was evidence from the study that the mechanics of

presenting conventional cognitive materials in forms which are

palatable additions to the nursery school routine can be mastered.

The training sessions were looked forward to by all of the study

children. Interest and enthusiasm were maintained throughout the

training sessions and there were none of the signs of boredom and

refusals to participate often found in individual training sessions.

;lost children experienced at least modest gains in several

areas. Considering the total test battery in which there was a

possible 90 points, only two children showed lower performance on
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posttest and one child remained constant. The others (32 children)

increased from 25 to 30 points; the highest gained 60 points. Some,

if not all, of such gain could be attributed to the group training

procedures involved.

More recently Sheffield9 partially replicated Cahoon's

study.10 She pretested, trained, and retested 109 children, ranging

in age from 48 months to 67 months. tier suhjects were middle-class

children From eight different nursery school classes. Her results

s1icA,e0 significant gains in five of the six conservation tasks on

which the children were tested: Substance, Class-Inclusion, Length,

Number, and Weight. Results of the Seriation tasks did not reach

significance. Shc did not find significant task transfer from tasks

on which children had been trained to others in the test battery.

In order to meet and assist the intellectual needs of each

child in any type of preschool program, planned cognitive eioncnts

administered to groups of children in a natural setting seems to be

possible, watranted and effective. Cognitive programs which do not

arouse interest and show hereficial results in increased understand-

ing and abilities in cognitive task performance have no place in the

preschool. On the other hand, the teacher should feel as much at

ease in and os firmly dedicated to making a helpful environment

cognitively as is typical for social or educational. objectives.

At the present time the writer is in the process of putting

the cognitive training tasks used in his study along with other cog-

nitive materials into a book for use by preschool educators. The

materials will be designed to he administered to groups of children

and there will be instruments to evaluate the progress of preschool

children.
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TrA(mr: Cc:,"YITT A:N) PPINCIPI,FS To CHI!,DP.FU

havid P. Cox

The eviluation of a rarticular ILarninq seouence

often trocInce mytifying and diKconcerting results as

viowed hv the tea':711r.r and perhap:; I-',' the children

Although tho teacher ha 1 asumed that the child-

ren hive lr:arned very well, there may often be consid-

erable variability in what is actually acuuired. A

number nf lc,arnrs may not have attained mantery of the

,:oncobt and brinc0,1es, and numerous misconception51

ri' 1)f. evident.

The extreme difficulty and sublets of inculcating

harticular 1111,1cl-standings in learners tIc often brought

fnrfully to the attention of Lyon./ teacher who is sin-

tryino to silec-t in that task. I have often

been :;hoked and omewhat frustratcd aft(?r teaching some

tr)i,: to have e :;t lent come to :;no me after the first

In(i "T mised that it Ill hecause we said

in (.21aa:; th l t after T have rer7overed some-

what from LII ccU, ? rer.1Y, "John, we. didn't put it

tit way .... ". 1,,ut I alwaY:c wonder afterwards if

the :Yudint rcallY thoaght I had trio;led him.

IJ1 .va.;11(), half-formed or eon-

t , n od! Of m 47 r ri r c; clk icc ochool. This
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i:Itite of affai/Th re!-;ult:; from the complex interplay of

factors in the learning !)roonss. nE course, one of the

primary reai;onu is that we must bring to bear our par-

tir.:ular and unicTue exi) riences and prior learnings w:ien

learn ,r-,mething new. ihis it a prime source for

variance :Ind diutortion. However, in my opinion, con-

coptualiation, retention, and transfer could he greatly

imroved if teachers, knew more about the nature of

I truing '.c. I,ts and principle :; and were thereby able

to improve teaching techni(lues.

Pin lard Anderon _atf

Thl.: teaching of concepts and principles
isa amonl mn!-;t:. important activities of the
;chools. Yet shin is a tot about which
niLifully Little is 1-1nown....

AnIc,ron

third and mar imortant retnon for
the im:)overi!;hed .-;tate of eximrimental

concpt and princinlc learn-
te of a f;ufflienlv

of ,,at concg,t7; and z,rinciP1c2T
a_

' you when noron ha one

ac. l:ed .vat connepts and

th,-.7 are 10Jrr d, and how we would

;..:ow when a ruen i ii on man._ and diverue opinions

would forf_hcoming. With uncertainty and con-

' hardlY effrictive re-

:11t-u in learning of conc.ep. and principles.

The f in re and P.Yh'icir,

f
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are omfllex in nature, fiinction, and relationships.

Iii ,ileiH (p. 3'1) indicates tit individualii often do

not aaioo-i on to nature of con nce each perr;on

focn!iH on c :rihntos of conc...pti; which are dam-

inint for him, while fai1iiia to r.ros.'e,i,,o. dominant

r, r .

defino a (onYept

C-70 7' n nt , or
i-i C raYLion, p:""hnl.0°-1 I CL-11.

and tranilferability
enaLly-; iC :lt vidnal to do ihri follow-

(1) L:n(!lii:,1" and I: 1oni no
tho iiamo and an diffi.L.i.'erit from thin,r;

and nvori.; Helong.n,; to other (2) cog-
othor roil-ated :;uoorordinati,, coorinate,

A:1,1 in a heirar,Mv;
rrinch)los aolvo nrohlf:11h in-
conct; (4) learn other yoncol:ts

of fh levol in

tildicaeh that a -nhcpt ia "a set

I " all intance in a

iilt11 ir it and on1 IC thc:in intancc'f;."3

'..:ord:; are not -,:o11(.'yit H 1)1 it arf_. I 1 U I H ol. them.

.'r ( .J10 oat

al_f-.airimorA of a cohr7roLY
1li ctl '7' CIlICI t(7) I r !';

(77' 7 . 7 '7. ' 1 7: (7) r 71 :1 CO '.7t memo r i ,i(T i cii
t '; L . t: <1 77, :I 7,1 1.1 ' 7 , '1 lob,-11Iiifl of leatar,.. Tho attinmont of a con

r..7onYHt. re(iuirP Laviai A namn
fo,r h

arniricT anr1 ih alm complica-

1 " 1 `. IC' "IL ilkili VI 111 J.11 71:1" " V 0 1-.) r 0 nal

i n ',:onnotai-ic)ri:. for him.

% 7 1 - '17 71 n -1 -Ittl to t11(;



ectr, (: t "no t her" (iot,onti nq on what: On 0)X Pe i enc.()

n, 1, o 11

'0 ri ct v,try (Ion rality and 1,1" e 5 .; of

T; 1 e n (.....pt,tn aro morn vio e' in nuii inq
atn 12 it on . Y et th,e,t i r n ver., i o I al when

to in...1.11".1,, plant; rt t; t anc . The ,.,!otict.'t)tz

i \'i1 fl1r1 ii )t1rc1 tocl bciune of t

na v nolin i on 11; Hffic111L to him. `;!. ti 11 i n -

r t--.! t, u t

t-of t 114- h t h be 11; e f or

them, hlv r r h I e t ; u 1 1 t let'.' onl 71 ;1 CI 1.) t hility i n (..ur

thi . I r;ori i r 1; f r ;`:o r (1

oxprenn..; the thought I neh t. onvott.

1 IP; thn term hoc,1,' of wa to " for nxari- 1 , thi

CI of n tattoo ; ;ueh a :1 oc.7r, tt ,

, 1 -IL , re!1 , inl no atm. howover n no t Ile .;i te3-

t_ (.7 rl mare i that what:

ro orr (f 1 5 ;i 110 F.; i n no,.an a n(--!

pronon:, le,trn r. T (..orieept rout mu that
1 r .1,k.11 011.5 t t-; t c:

1 n)ly; to ' tt it 'not '1'horn f , t- oacla i 11t;

1 1 t 1

t. t e 0,1 f: !; ' t oiruj i tl n f i at: ion

nr; f, nil i 1(1 11111;t: h 10 'a to

,1111 t the (10(r r o n In i rf-:!(1. To i 11 115

0;1 mIl ho 2 4".!I 01'1 nt ii: toiih in

p mm , , :Tncl o the /- !;fle c: 11 1 -1, eu into

ml "Ti :nit ; 1- I li:, rind 012 n

1 31.



accordi.ng to the Ic.vel of understanding wanted..

--;orno., attributes of a concept aro? critical in learn
init it, nd comp' are not. If we look aoja i 0 at the

1111,7 trat ion a k,ovF , find that shape in r ob.-A 1 ,t

..ritical in l_earnlnq tl he co ti e 0 "a!;!,10 , " but color
i :; a cotle In vari ono; co] or!;.

Ioth ra 1 i t on and di` ;cr'inllnatlon must oeera to

i n t 1.0 i Of o v, at i o0. o c! arn the

tine 1,,arn r oust general from the inme-

di it e ex amlolc to include other amples whi r.:11 niav he

d i f f e r e n t it: nice, c o l o r , or t a s t e . in addition, t h e

n d i v i d u a l t n t i s t a l s o he able t o d i p.crini nate those char-

t r 1 t i C .11 i t.; ITT ,T1 c Borne t ninct " o n ; pll," so that he

an recocrni co t bat hanana-:,, herr i of -;, or m)ean do not fit

that r.artieular :;et.
A r i c 0 r 'at 011S l; het n two or more

on n h u 1 d t t n the r o n S }-1 p is

thy' id' rtah i ion r h r than t. °once t ner

1;riri,::ir, 1 e:.1 aro ''hot air rises," "po,..;er

t ends to (:or ," or "adt7o:21:1): nod f v verbs." t a tem n t

about concept s do not indicate a relationship are

not r . , r i no p l i n a d d i t i o n , r ) r r o l o ! s cannot Inc under-

! ; t n1 -; the (.7 o n 'er tti 1nVOJVC: are, coon iced.

Dec ons

7nil T. of
r o f d cisinn5 rnuct be made ''hen teach i nd

. /7 t of all , ondnca tors oust

1 32.



decide what: concept; will ho loarnod by tho child at an'

Particular level in hi devolopmont. !Mould the concept

-at-t- or "motal" be taught to children of six or

seven': voth 0i those conto ro gonoral and complica-

tol, rcduiring much !)1"-i0 t: (n addition, would

prfnciplo "hot air rises" ho taught at that level?

condly, thc toacher must decide upon the level of

comelexity to he reached. 1:aLher simplo undertandingg

about weather can in 7:Alight to vnung children, but weather

can become a very cm.illicated topic if ono purtien it.

degree of comprehenion about A tonic is desirable

for a Particular grnge of children at a particular age?

Third, tI tetli,r rind p s the le ar tier , n t

dotcrmine the diroction and pattorn of dcvelopment. Does

dnvoloemont of the tonic roou ro learing Principles,

or development of the

tnnic lead, and what order of inarning would he most

7,17r-1(111'271i VO'.

(,.1(.7'7`..111(7

oaching conceet0 and princii.lo:; involvos problems

whjoh hnglemanh escrihcd ah follows:

The obectivo of teaching is to .iori':+ow

(rive ti ( child on'''et by showing him the
of shAred oharatcri:-;tics that comprio

thre;e 'The dilemma of teaching is
that it 0 ii:): os,:iblo to rive him concepts
directly. tlaohor cannot :4av, "Thro's the
:0:1,2(,:)," and live it to the child. It best,
he cah eles_ribe tho concept with words; but
not all -ah he desoribcd

1'33.



and a verbal ki r i pt ron often a:3 5221210n a very
h t:ic ed o dqe of language ',:Bich the

chi Id mav 11 n 2.1 have. 3

since t C i t: i>rinciples is a complex
there <ire four ,roar <lures which I believe would

he 1r t a <-2 !,erf,)r the! morn' f ic ion 1 y .

re :

These

11-.1 y r t 11: material to he learned. Determine

hat cor c. e o t and t r i nc i 1 e. s' ar_'r involved and how they

1 to to e ;loll other During this analysis, teaching
e ions t 1>C Fl (2 as discusse <.1 above. hiS analysis

°Ill (1 reveal !; ati on n, for caching and levels of
lea r ni nq to be recnii red.

Demon:;tr ate or give the children experiences

each con,..:t.pt or Critic c:haracteri.,,;tios

m he r i d q i v ! n ( ; 1.<1 exr)er i 1 with a num

(.2.x im r I rn of ; t 11 a V 2 nrJ 0 v r i e t of n o n

: a I .1. ttrih t . learner the n loin; an opportunity

to differs n t the critical. attributes from the
:to t ir: nue .7m d. the no o cssar generalization.

i , 1.i we tape our crime ag a in , the chi ldren

able to examin:: exam!,les Of vorions size, color,

and nd that variations lin the set
,..c)111(1 be no t er.1

: ar,7 di f feren.: ationl; in (.20(2/Ur:inc.; net boon-

; attained pre ntlnC1 210 11 E-xamples where

.1 r. r r''l +ri ati7. the r r itnati on 1-1,.1%,.e been

, r trn -.,,,r)11 1 d t n he p n . Verb ,71. 1



I ndication or label Ited Lo develop discrim-

ination Aflri tieneraliatior. 1.'or example, the 'a(b1

:71h1h1 i3 An apple. This is a1 ;(7) an aflple,

1)1 t thit-t is 11<) ilL apple." In thiH. procedure, the

thor I H xyrnt;:,ling to the child that even though

;11: difterent in sotne 3 l,,1;, they Fdtare

.7ertain tht,v helonn t. C: the !--Ime

Letain of th oh out',;, Lven thon,th hove some of

!;ame C FHlutriHtiuH, ire different III t:ertain

so that tht!y lo not hfllong to this narticul,Ar

rocem, however, is often complicated by the fact

that man': attrihntes are very subtle 111 caracter.

,11- not: ro..vli , , or

dk!ri i

"1. the 1,Irnr ot:r,ortunitios to nractice

to learn how they t'nuction.

it hl! him tfl l,ettr if hp yonniv.:; other

1.iperordinte. Vor examt-tle,

an atn,l, IF t of a ',.'11:;:z 1 an a fruit, And it II 113

a!-Id a stn. n-tovery and t.xperimcntation

(Fl '1 .;hou1.(1

ror:1(.(1 nrj

I i n y-ir tua

4. :.rovtde 'he lenrnrH porform to de-

r.r:nHT,len lind±-.,r:;tood. The

1 -trner I' ml tc.) att,-lin:lent in accord-

st.e.:iThtions level d,termined in tie

I



preliminary inalvsir. In our particular example, the

child should be able to select all apples from an aggre-

qc..tion of examples consisting of a number of kinds,

colors, and sines of apples, as well as other fruits and

non-fruit it m: >.

It the final evaluation task is not ac:r7omplisherl by

child, then the teacher can't really know if OACII

(hild has larned the concept or principle. f.-ften, in

Ic.tu 1 , the final ta:,ck is nocrlected or is not

i.)c all of the children. As a result, the
Y.oves to another toI)ic, not fully comprehending.

that >(7)Mc children have not attained masterv.

,Thderson, Pir,:trci C. "Learning Princpla from Text,"
carnal of !ducitional l'sychologi?, 1)73, 64, 21,-30.

'r"1 -111:-;meir2r, 1Hrhort
nn-r and F1,1111an ji i i ti r.
Harner and Ts.r, 1,171.

and hir:hard L.earn-

(3rd oditioh), ::(2w York:

ri(rlemann, ,fri;:d Conceptual Learniuq, Belmont,
iron, 1 °19

1. Herbert "Cognitive Onerations in Con -
cat: l'Ahcationaj l'ss!chologist, 1171, 9,

116.



Motivation in Childhood Education

Elwin C. Nielsen

A wide variety of types of motivating systems and ideas are

currently being promoted in American educa t ion. These range all

the way from a very obiective approach where behaviors are

counted and specific behaviors reinforced to very subjective and

feeling-oriented systems based on faith in the inner drive and

the goodness of the child. A model that comes somewhere in be-

tween the extremes and is perhaps one that can he accepted by

teachers from a variety of points of view is the one developed by

Rudolph Dreikurs and students based on the psychology of

Alfred ,idler.

Adler argues that people are born into the world with basic

good qualities about them and that they need in be understood and

allowed to develop in ,:ft a wJy that their needs can be ful-

filled. He describes some very basic needs that all human beings

seem to have. Other authorities in the field since then have ex-

panded the list se that now h:tve fairly broad agreement on a

small List of needs tiLAL he satisfied if the individual is

to achieve a reaonable, pro,h2five adjustment in life.

might summdrixe the.:;e 'Lists iY2 suggesting that they all comprise

some form of the following needs: physiological needs, needs for

safety, needs for acceptance, need to be esteemed by others and

by 011,2 self, Ruel to belong to a prirJdry group, anti needs for

self-actualization and gror,:th.

1 3 .



Those familiar with Maslow's writing-; will recognize the in-

fluence of his thinking in this list- Thev may also recall that

Maslow among others makes a strong point of the fa(A.. LhaL these

needs are Lo some degree interdependent and that .1 pursuit will not

be likely to be striving to fultill a higher order noo,i as indi-

cated by those more near the Lop of the pyramid below until lower

order needs are satisfied. This :ittgget:-; that children'; intere:

in learning and developing their minik Ia not going to lie very

high if they're hungry or afraid or feel that they are not cared

about or do not belong. Likewise children who do not guL iiiii

socially are not likely Lo to wHh to luThi or !Jo LoLLvated

to do so until they begin to feel

some. degree of usLecil.

/ Growth dud Learning
Scif-actnaliing

L:a teem
_ _ .

cceptahce and love
SaloLv

Physiological

ilierdr(1v of geed:;

ptance, some safety and

rifle Adler Lan model therefore, tiny gents t hat Lai

that every learner be treated as a worthwhile, if i ,Int. ber

of society with the right to have his opport.uni

needs in a reasonable fashion. Ceach(2r;-; mut

Lion to these basic needs and make certain ; it

met with a particular youngster before t.Ly can rut]

t t en-

t i

to apply himself to academic learning. :,:hen tloo(k .ire not



met the youngster becomes frustrated and troubled and develops mis-

taken goals to replace those that he cannot fulfill satisfactorily.

A child who is striving for one of the mistaken goals is a child

who is in trouble and who is likely to cause trouble for those a-

bout him. It is important, therefore, that teachers undcrstand

basic needs and also be alert to mistaken goals so that when they

see behavior being exhibited which is relevant to one of these mis-

taken goals they can begin to interpret that behavior and help the

child get back on to the right track. The chart which accompanies

this paper summarizes the child's mistaken goals and gives a num-

ber of clues as to how each of these goals along with its accom-

panying troublesome behavior can be eliminated.

This model has been demonstrated very widely across the

nation and has been found most effective for teachers and for

parents. People who are interested in understanding more thorough-

ly might read one of the following three hooks: Rudolph Dreikurs

& Vicki Soltz, Children The Challenge; Dreikurs, Grunwald & Pepper,

Maintaining Sanity in the Classroom; Dreikurs, Psychology in the

Classroom.

139.
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TW. CULTURALLY UNLQUE

by opal Y Pntrick

I would like to share with you some of 1101 views, feelings

assumptions in workiru.t with Black pooplo spocilically and the

culturally unique in general. In my final analysis I should like

to project somo mod curricula implications.

The first and over-rialin basic assumption to he mule ahout

Blacks or anv other group is that they arc human hein.0--no matter

the language, no maltor the custom, no matter the dross, no matter

the hair style, no ntltcr skin color, no matter the intelli-

gence quotient, the educational, economical or aspirat ional level.

Wo JUL'. all himmn --- WO feel, we react , we love, we lawh,

tee crv, we die

Therefore, o teachors, educttors, workers And lAymen, we

accopt Blacks for what. they arc -- with ;ill their human streni,ths

;Ind fAilings like the humAn strenths and failirr,:s of any other

group. The assumption must made t hat the culturally unique can

succoed ;Ind they can have A positi,o prophesy Iulfillment.

This phenomenon "propho tultilkww" 15 1 str,1115,,o fltd curi-

ow-: one. For it imptios W1:,1L thinkuth o is ho (q" what

others think of him he m,ly hoco.21e. For example, if a [oacher ex-

pects a child to succeol, 10 most likely wilt. Ii the t,:achor

pacts the child to fail, he mcst lik I will. It I1 thgn important

that we recogai th:it this phonemonon 15 At work and use It :Is a

positive advantJge.



Further, we must make the assumptions and recognize that the

culturally unique have their own value systems. We must cease to

inadvertently and irrelevantly attack these value systems--for the

tide has shifted away from the whitewashing of diverse values and

differimg cultural patterns. We clan see a new acceptonce and ap-

preciation becoming apparent. Thu change, however, has not come

without pain--for it has required the conscious re- thinking; of old

systems, patterns, relationships and customs.

We must assume that Blacks as well as other groups have re-

defined themselves and will no longer accept the old definitions

nor will they accept the definition of others.

We must assume that nc, matter the difficulties in a ot

said democracy, the culturally uniqii- can and will stretoh beyond

their set limits and can and will e:-plete :he far and uyw horizons.

We as teachers, laymen, worker.; and educators must ssm,e the

responsibility to help the culturally unique ekes,, aggressive drives

have been stifled, WA 1 () have had no positive constructive relation-

ships, whose ima,,,w of 0,'MseJvkss has !won so dam:wed that they feel

no pride, and whose hate is '-;() deep that the only answer is physical

destruction--they who have lost belief in human value, in individual

initiative, in individual achievota who fool alienated,

worthless, and disproved.

We must assume a wa:m attitude of mutual respect and empathy.

We must strive to know how it feels to "walk in their shoes," "to

eat at their table," or "to sing in their church."

1' <2.



We must assume that the Life styles of many of the culturally

unique have made them exports in practical experience and dealings

with social problems. They have had 1;:aily experiences with our so-

cial institutions which can be used positively. Their strong in-

group feelings and group loyalties developed as survival techniques

can be guided into constructive expressions. Self-reliance, autonomy,

and independence may have developed early in a frame work of basic

need. These too can be guided into modes of constructive expression.

We should perceive these groups as !wing net Without_ experiences or

understandings, no deficient In responsibility n.itit the confines

of their existence. These attributes cen he utilized in the larger

arena. We must also recogni.,,:e thei t adJptive strcnths as well as

their academic limitations. As rs and educators it is out task

to bring together the academicJily from the larger socity

and the worldly re,:ilisfic in A darin4 advnture or mutual sharing,

trust and learuin

We Must recognize also that the culturally unique do not neces-

sarily differ in aptitude and interest. They may only difCer in

their ability to take advantage of tft: typical rt.nt rican school. whose

curriculum is academic, cur:;nitively oriented and attuned to the pre-

vailing culture and whose style and processes are foreign to the

group in quest ion. The culturally uniqu may be in classrooms which

are ill-suited to their needs. Although in niv cases they may pos-

sess high levels of intellect, they mired down by lack of Op-

p,-)rtuaity, years of neglect and ladiff,:rence and racial as well as

cultural prejudices.



What. t ;ire I In, curt. icuLt t dcit i 11+; imp!. i

ci11(t, out- it ;inc! c1111' (IL( 1 1. 1 Ont. or our tLlost

i dot iCiom: 111 C(11IC.11 1 mil iS lt. 1( tLl tf (st1 I t i7/

I L'a(211illSt, :111(1 tillbk.,C1. Mat t With t. h(t 1 t'ar 11(tir . 110.11- "S(.: 1100 1 iti

1)11011V his 11t)thiltst tN do i ;it h I if I ikt, 1;110\1 t t

wL lbout wt. ;II I ,11 1 ,,1 u! 1 h,t..1- mold sc, 1110 tilt'

t i that 11,11,i),..ri H.) (11,,T1.11 Thi v.i 1 ills:, pit iiudt: has

;it t ri hut t o Iin cul ur:t I I v but is it dirt r cut I 1 con I he

:it', it 'Jilt:5 Ot- III 1.r:!,0r yyoUp';' in ! h Ct'111 till' tit 't WI I ihiLt h:ls

C I L.til- 1 11!.' ,11 1 III' k' A1.1,, ,1101..11

,irId 1 II(' Cur i 11 l'ult icuI r ; Lily no tii.tt ter tl -

ur,il if I it Lit ion t t 1),,,11.tv ioi. gill- y

irtth 11.4 111,1: t'v :L tLi t,st, htthttvit):.;-; 1),.. in t;t1t'.,t ion.)

lit t t_ l'111. C :,;?t, II 4., VI. I h" :!,!,('

(1,111,2 h [H ILL ,t !id C Ln L 1 l iii itH C. CHI 1.C:A i

fr IC.inl ill c 1 :.116 t t F.)1.0 ITS 1,/,1'1,c Isct [0.,1 I in

Cull ( 1 ) 1 ( . t)llti'ilt L1t,Yt . fl; t l 1 y u I

f ,tr tit cut ut- 1 v

:.,100 ..Lt t tCLlhic ttl I 1 ,1 1 its t 11 t

L,,(1-11,/. 1),Ac.,tu.t ui ii1 ; 01 I

r-; : i I itt-c t.,, 1 ,lt.tilTI -1)C. ) _t;

t t v i s. Hi 1111H It,' ytI tip:, 1

In si )11:t; i .!('';,.+' I !I, ,111 ,1,:v,:11)i)

CI1 ti Ift chift!It'r: .



Second: The use of materials that is outside or poorly re-

lated to the learner's knowledge of his physical realm of exporitnce.

For example teaching Chat relates to an urban child's neighborhood

or city is more relevant than teachitvg exclusively ;10 lit suourban

life and foreign countries but a tool teacher will hogin with tne

known and proceed to the unknown.

Third: The use of teachin materials anti methods that

nore the learner's feelings. Student i'velini,s about his experiences

may servo to involve him more doeply into sithee content. For

instans:.e a unit on the policeman flay ippour 1-elev;i7it t 0 flY1

child hccause it falls within his 0:.:;),.01 I t1) e. ' -11e 1 e dr

has a fear of policemen t no so I oc 0:1 S ; sy t 1 l y

inhibit his tearniti,,. I am tl, thic OH sheuid not te,!,:h him

about_ the polteenin, but I ;im Iht t .nild's f ear s;loold

be identified and addressed to bet ore tno unit h-; I»- 'nn Toe t o,1SOOS

for tension between the policeman Hi I oa the com:aillit

must be dealt with. Contact must hc with the subject neat ter

on the human level. A teacher must determine learner attitude

about. a .L.,,iven subject before moving him into a i:t,,re muilvtio,fl or

cognitive realm.

Fourth: The US e ut teaC Omit t:r1 t t t convernt-;

of the learner. Concerns underlie uneas i nos s s It arn,...rs have about

themselves and their relit ion to the world. his level LI te;Icher

must deal with fundamental questions that people frequ ntly risk

theInselves. "Who am I?" "How do I fit into the schemo tel things?"

"Why do I feel t he way I do?" "Is I hey y som.:t hi w; yreno, !If me?"

"Does anyone think I'm any good?"



ty (.1K,r,2 must. 1) hot vh1011 kl1(1W-

I.) J111." 131,1c(..d I, i i hi J ein.lwr and ii;-;

it not. i ::;1i orf.. t ii (iti,:st I US 1iti U S I Un U do I...II t Mc?"

Know! t tle.kt ii 1ny (.)t floc w 1 I Sir i it t I 1..d T11t-

List 1.,1, ',le 1 5,' 11P, ii .11 iv in HUSt h,.

t:do.czit 1 Id Un 1 km) d is ii Id d I p iii n Ii t

i t h h i l Wit,: in , I t ,nc; hot, I h,, t dUn

(1,>(>1-:i . lsiiriLd tn./ p U I ,t, i i ,;L Vt it 11
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as well as being classroom teachers. From the world of work Blacks

should be breu6ht in as spcakers for assmeblios rind career days.

At the university love 1, col 1 egos should 11eVe course;;

whenever applicable. Related col Loges should do velep s iums

and discuss ion forums for the Lail enment of both faculty and

sLucientso Major el f: or t s should cent i nue t0 he ins de t n,crui t and

maintain faculty from the culturally unique ;,;coups.

F ina I Ly5 we as educators 5 teachers, laymen and workers must

he 1p culturally unique groups to ;it a in equ:t1 i t y and t Vic

r tfn1 places in t he nation,
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THE CHUDREN'S CENTER

Agnes M. Plonk

Therapeutic nursery schools are few and far between in the

whole world. Though much lip service is given to early childhood

education on Federal and State governmental levels, not much actual

service is given at this time. Some of the most noted theoreticians

in the field are already doubting the impact of early intervention

(Kagan, Zigler) 1 before we ever got started. It seems to me that we

arc again throwing out the baby with the bathwater, just as we did

thirty years ago with the total eradication of orphanages. Hopefully,

we can learn from this experience by setting realistic goals, unemcum-

bered by political expediencies, by permitting experimentation, and

mostly by creating individual programs of significance, rather than

"cookie cutter" patterned facilities which must be "computerizable"

and vie1d moasnreable results.

One of these programs of significance, at least for some of

the children in the State of Utah, is The Children's Center. The

Children's Center uses activity group therapy 2
as its basic tool of

intervention. The children range in age from eighteen months to five

years; they are grouped according to chronological and functional age

in groups of nine at all age levels, except the youngest, who meet in

:;1"ollos of seven or less.

Group treatment for emotionally disturbed children is still

a Titepchild in the intervention techniques used with children. The

ore -to -one medical model, used for the last half-century exclusively,

has in many instances been ieplaced by another one-to-one intervention

technique, this time based on learning theory. The argument whether

one is better than the other has become pretty academic; some children
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and sonic behaviors are changed for the better vith one method, rather

than anothir. It is important to respond to the needs of the child,

rather than the training or prejudice of the therapist.

Prior to placement in the group, all families undergo an

assessment procedure which consists of a one-to-one standardized

session (testing), a &2velopmental history, and a number of group

sessions for the children and for the part:nts. Rather than come up

with a specific diagnosis, we try to evaluate strengths and weaknesses

and formulate an intervention program to be carried out, either by our

agency, or by others in the community. We are particularly cognizant

of the difficulty of diagnosis in very young children and frequently

avoid it altogether in favor of behavioral descriptions.

Each group is in session daily for three hours with the same

two therapists in charge. Two volunteers are also in each group,

serving one session a week. The therapists come from all areas of

behavioral and health professions; we have extended the artificial

"holy trinity" team approach to include teachers, speech pathologists,

donee therapists, early childhood educators, parents, Para-profes-

sionals, hi-di schoolers, grandmothers, hig brothers - you name it,

we include them.

The program in each group is only a means to an end free

play, snack, group activities, stories, and music are the skeletons

on which each therapist hangs his particular skill. I use the word

Thangs" purposely, hecxle sometimes highly trained individuals seem

to deny the need for a program, relying solely on their therapeutic

:miight. In activity group therapy, this really does not work. The

program is consciously prepared to introduce children to success
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experiences, to new vistas, to learning situations not previously

encountered; simultaneously, these new situations will not only widen

their horizon, provide readiness skills, but equally important, increase

the children's solf confidence and strengthen or create motivation for

change. We do not believe that these goals can he achieved solely by

insight.

Children are referred to us from social agencies, physicians,

bishops and ministers. Their problems range from childhood autism to

developmental deviations. We think this is helpful to the children and

the staff. Our real life laboratory material is tremendous. The mute,

withdrawn child observes, lives with, and finally imitates the acting-

outer, thus changing his behavior and his investment in his svmptoma-

tology. The manipulating, emotionally -flat youngster learns to cope

with the child whose lack of impulse control confronts him daily. Roth

unite in their need for immediate gratification, lack of conformity,

and limit testing. These are our daily challenges, the trial and tri-

bulations of working with one-hundred emotionally- poorly functioning

children.

We approach the children on the level of their emotional need.

Those who have never developed trust, never were truly dependent, need

to he mothered and fathered. How can you be independent tf you were

never dependent? How can woo share if you never possessed? 1N'e start

out in Phase One to provide a model to counteract, or make up for

a sick, immature, overwhelmed, or non-existing parental figure. Our

goal during this time is to develop trust, independence, and the begin-

ning of a positive self image. This is done with much giving of oneself,

heing active, involved, and directive.
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In Phase Two, our role changes slightly we, as therapists,

become the supporter, the intervenor, the pattern changer. No child

will make cbanges in his behavior unless he can see the positive

reward this change will got him. I am not necessarily talking about

reinforcers, though we do use those also. The children verbalize some

of their feelings and learn to use alternate behavior patterns. Some-

times, particularly hriglit children seem to start in Phase Two, do a

lot of verbalizing and intellectualizing on an almost adolescent level,

but don't really make changes. Then the task before us is to help

these children act Ifte children, not pseudo-adults.

Psychotic children are kept in reality as much as possible,

are forced to enter into group interaction, and not lermitted to with-

draw into their own shell. Individual piny sessions are added to

these children's program.

Our goat with Lll children is to ready them to enter the

mainstream of public educaton and advance within their age frame.

In addition to activity group therapy, many children are seen in

individual therapy, speech, or tutoring.

Every effort is made to involve the parents in the ongoing

behavioral change of their child. Home visits, crisis intervention,

educational groups, single mothers' groups, single fathers' groups,

grandparents groups are some of the modalities used to meet the need

of the parent on the level he or she can accept. Many of our parents

are so distraught and preoccupied with their own needs that the child

needs to make appreciable changes before the parents even notice the

positive. Parent groups are conducted by counselors, social workers,

psychologists, or psychiatrists. Most of our adult work is
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here-and-now oriented and based on joint contractual agreements. It

often proceeds very slowly and painfully. Generational patterns of

tow self esteem, failure, and loneliness take a long time to erase and

redirect.

The back -tip services at the Center are one of its major

strengths. Continuously ongoing in-service training, weekly consulta-

tion and staff meetings, daily report writing, chatting of behavioral

observations, and lots of cross-communication keeps all of us informed

and, hopefully, professionally alert.

Most families stay with us for a twelve month period; some

considerably longer. The average stay during the last eight years of

our operation has been eleven months.

The non-professional structure of the Agency consists of a

volunteer corps of close to one-hundred per week, and an actively

involved community Board of Directors. The former does much of our

public relations, the latter carries the burden of raising those

funds which are needed above the service contracts, the United Way

contribution, and the third-party payments. The headaches of admini-

stering a private social agency in the Seventies in the United States

is another whole presentation; educational perhaps, but quite depressing.

Early in the existence of the Center, it became obvious that

there are children who need a total therapeutic environment to make

changes in their behavior pattern. A group home situation was created

for these children. Six children live in our group home from Monday

through Friday; weekends arc spent either with parents or foster

parents. The demands on the Group Home parents are great and constant.

Some of the children who are able to maintain themselves well in day
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treatment, burst out in pathology in the living situation. Almost all

patterns of everyday life are challenges to our children; the depriva-

tions of home, the series of foster homes, and most of all, the trau-

matic cs.Teriences with parents are all re-enacted and need modification.

Conflicts arise between parents, foster parents, and group home parents,

which work against the child. Our group home model is still in constant

change.

We are asked so frequently about our success rate that we have

undertaken a large scale follow-up study. hopefully, it will be in a

reportable form at the time of the Inter-institutional Seminar.

in addition to service to emotionally handicapped children,

the Center is available for consultation. We meet regularly with a

large number of nay Care Center operators and teachers; we conduct work-

shops on assessment, programming, and work with parents. Last, but not

least, we participate actively in the training of students in the beha-

vioral sciences any! para-professionals. During the last year, eighty-

seven graduates and undergraduates participated in our training effort.

Unfortunately, we lost our training grant this year and were unable to

accept stipend students. The University of Utah came to the rescue,

however, with a great group of students through the Student Year in

ACTIO. lie hope in thi:; way to continue our input into the academic

communits.
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THE MORAL DEVELOPMENT OF CHILDREN

Gladys C. Weaver

Some very curious and exciting discussions are taking place.

It is curious that while some peopiv deplore the breakdown in moral

value, particularly among youth, the Supreme Court views certain forms

of moral education as an infringement upon civil liberties. It is

exciting, to notice success reports when moral education is based upon

stage transition fir moral development.

Kohlherg, Kurtz, and others clarify the definition of moral

cat i . In t h.. Hp- r', er ;ll Ldncdt i vi cwt mloc t ri nation of

the worst_ consider religious c.ducation to he the

shi,, as r!o nova 1 ed i on . hurt.: ( 1!72 ) sins mori education as a con-

tinuotp; rrocesE.;. Kohlberg (10()7) views "moral education as completely

separable from religion from the point of view of civil liberties."

Kohlberg and Turiel (1072) claim that teachers constantly act as

moral educators for thcv tell children what to do, make evaluations

of children's behavior, and direct children's relations in the class-

rc"fl. When teachers ni,hro.zclr moral education from the developmental

view, children's level of thinki v may be raised.

This presentation e...,:aires Kohlberg 's stiges and levels of moral

development. At the close of the presentation you are invited to make

cements, raise questions of clarification, or seek further understand-

ing en this topic.

Fehlberg's theory of l'Ioral development which emerged from a study

of n'!we,' Piagot, is bri- fly prosenled in table form. At stage zero,

tlii nrcnorill the child Lin PO idea of external authority because

oed is what is plensint of e:.:citing and bad is what is painful or



fearful. The child has no idea of obligation, "should," or "have

and is guided only by "can do" and "want to do."

The preconvertional level finds the child responsive to cultural

rules and labels of good and bad, rijt or wrong. The child interprets

these labels in terms of punishment, rward, exchange of favors or in

torr!s or the physical power of those who enunciate the rules and labels.

There are two s t:u;e;-; at this I eve 1 . St;we one tits the punishment and

obedicncc or i en tat n the child obeys rubs to ovoid pun

men t 'the chi hl tall,: about how nitt1ie i ty f gurcs wi 1 l react, whether

there wi 11 be punishment or reward and whether t lain i s a good or bad

Libel

the r Elle ntal relativist orie,ilalieu is sta two in which

the child conforms to obtain rewards alld talks about the needs and

motives of others and th( idea that one t,:ood turn deserves another.

Focus is nnl on loyalty, gratitu(le, or Insticy but on "you scratch my

back, and I'll scratch yours."

At the conventional level tin mAintains the expectations of

the individual's fat '1y, ,r,r(up, or nation for these are valuable in

their awn ri;,,,ht regardless of icediat(, and obvious consequences. The

attitude is conformity to pep.lonai expectations and social order,

loyalty to it, actively maintaining, supporting, and justifying the

order and pt; with persons or -!rottps involved in it.

This level is divided into two s,tititis. Stagz three is the good-

hev--nice-Hrl orientation where approval is earned by hying "nice."

A child at this stage is conc(,rned with wilt others think. The child

'7.eans well and tall7s about the feelings of others. what others expect

and aoorove. what a ":,00(" v.ould do, and the child coilfoua s to

avoid disny)proval. Stage tom has tla law and ord orientntinn toward
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authority, fixed rules, and the tIlaintenTICO of t he social order.

Here the child views right behavior as doing one's duty, showing respect

for authority and maintaining the given social order for its own sake.

The chi id conforms to avoid censure.

At the post-conveational level there is a clear effort to define

moral values and principles which have validity and application apart

from the authircity of the groups or persons bolding these principles

and apart from identification with these groups. At stage five there

is a social-contract legalistic orientation where moral valties are de-

finc,d in terms of individual rights and standards agreed upon by the

whole ,;oci(.,ty. The child conforms to maintain respect. At this stage

the child realizes lhat right action is a matter of personal opinion

except where right has been constitutionally and democratically agreed

open accordiw!, to proper procedures. The child's thinking emphasizes

the Nepal point of view with the possibility of changing the taw for

the beneft of society rather than rigidly maintaining law and order.

At the universal ethical principal stage, right is defined by a

decision of conscience in accord with self-chosen ethical principles

of justice, reciprocity and equality of human rights, and respect for

the dignity of each human being. At this stage the individual conforms

to avoid self-condemnation.

This theory views the child's growth as structural-developmental.

loth experimental and longitudinal research demonstrate that each stage

is 1 reorganization of the previous stage and a transformation of

theuAt and action. Vacit stage describes how moral judgments are made

Itld how moral values are defined. uriel (1973) stresses that with

develoatal challe in the structure or organization of thinking,

the child interprets the content of the social environment in new ways.
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S t tun es of children and adults front a i" tIaysian aboriginal village,

a Turkish ci ty anti vi i lag°, and a Mayan Indian vi page demonstrate

a tini versa sequence in the development of btsic moral values.

At least three principles have emerged from .studies of develop-

ment change. First, chi ldren wove through 8 rar,(. in a stepwise

sequential fashion, no stage can be skipped. Second, there is a

natural deve 1 orlon t a 1 progression and third, a stage is not learned

but construe ted by chi 1 dren themselves .

Pr ograi:is of classroom d Sc us s ions of moral conflict, stories

among chi idren and an experi men t er , showed that exposure to ideas

at the stage asst shove a chi 1(1' s own s L;1;,T luence that

chi Id 's moral nki ru., exposure to ideas of stages further above

or i sn below the chi Id's st.a.: seem to have Ii t t le influence

on the chi Id's thi nkintt.
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REACHING A LEARNING OlUECTIVE IN THE AFFECTIVE DOMAIN

Charles D. Blackwell, Jr., and Phyllis R. Publicover*

Introduction

This paper reports how the authors collaborated in deter-

mining the affective needs of a child, devised learnin?, objec-

tives in the affective domain, and elicited performance from the

child until the affective goals were reached.

The project described is typical of the very precise pro-

grams for exceptional children which are insisted upon b _he

Department of Special Education at. Utah State University. Each

trainin area in the Dcpartl.,IonL emphasizes careful construction

of learning objectives in the cognitive domain. Much effort

es into helping students in educational assessment of pupil

needs, choice of instructional materials, careful programming,

and evaluation )t. results. When the child, as in this case, is

severely handicappcd by emotional problems, these efforts are

directed towards affective needs also.

Children and youth with serious deficiencies in academic

and social behavior present .,rent problems in American schools.

Utah standards for classrooms for seriously emotionally dis-

turbed children state that children selected for the programs

must, amen,; other criteria, have behavioral problems which have

C. Macwell, first author, is a Graduate Assistant in the
Department of Special Education, Utah State University, pre
parIin to teach cr::,Lionally disturbed children and youth.
P. Publicover, sec,rnd author, has major responsibility at Utah

State rui,:ersiLv trainim; teachers of ertionally. disturbed
and :;eiallv Haladjusted children and nil lesconts.
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existed for some time and must show marked academic log in some

major curriculum areal It is accepted practice to work with

the disturbed child no his academic deficiencies since success

in school is usually accompanied by improved social behaviors.

Selected Case Study Material

S has jw;t completed };rode 7 in a local junior hi0 school.

His elementary school records indicate normal learniw; ability,

minimally :niccessfu( academic achievement, adequate physical

development., and very poor social relationship skills. He was

nol referred duriu his elementary school years for possible

placement in one of the local prorams for seriously disturbed

children.

S was referred fL)r observation and assessment at the very

first opp(,rtnnity by one of his seventh ,',raLle teachers. The

problem was presented as one of Complete isolation from his

peers, of immature dependency upon teacher and associate leachers

of refusal to participate in many assinments, and of certain

inappropriate (silly or vacue) responses in conversation.

S is one ot- several children of parents who completed a

divorce du-in this past year. He has moved twice, once out of

the sch:lol district, but his '10ther transported him daily to

the local school of durin this period. thus, S experienced con-

tinuity of scho.)1 c:.:pLrience (1(:spite discontinuity in his home.

Overview , the Total Process

1 ci ,ervat hal and data i n

d. Fall c)narier: fne s(,c.lid author observed S in an

(las, taulatcd specific behaviors, and had



t110 class answer a quest r1.110 wit Ch situ constructed
soc

b. Spritcf, Quarter : the first. author repeat cot the above
procedures and added obser vat ion;.; on t hi p ay,,,,rouael and
in physi eal cducat ion as;.te;.;

C. llot h quarters: hot h authors conferred with teachers
and at tended pro Icc t itei t i )hare S was staffed. The

wit Hr also con f erred extensively with a school
counselor had, unbeknown to the authors, be;,,,un t0
int: I 11dC S in COUllfiC 1 111', 1-101-;;110M1.

Construct ion of I caritin jec t iyes

a. AI ter :-;r. td:. of the Etc'. lisll c lass, of data about S, and
of the dynamics represent ed It) t he sot: Lite second
author framed learni ject ives to be carried out under
t he ii[rect i,)n f t. he t. ear her associate in the Err:!,lish
class durin.: r 0 art or. At this (iris she also sug-
ested certain 1 (inn-tint; ey.per i 0 tic os which would promote

t he object i yes . These ob lee ives , when accomplished,
Hake it necessary for S o interact successful ly

h certain peers. It was inconsequenti a 1 which par-
ticular instruetional ttater s would he used and no
eYaluat if precise cor:'mi t ,,t,rowth was built into
the oh ives . They were clearly in fire area of at. t -
tilde. chair:Li.

The L(,;Riler jail? d id rr)t i I 1pl ement this plan and
lett 1.:;11,.,et v thereaftrr. The I i rst author was t hen

i ni it to the pro ject as a part iii a tleld experience
I e::cept chi .14.1rC11.

b. iitc I i r[iL aut It r f hen it learn jee L
titer C(11 d erten t ith the cooperation Of the
teachers in tits I.:IL'. i c lass.

Telchi or t ject hvis

The i anthii spent opprox Hat:city 7{) hours with S and/

or a e`.,t of hi s pecrs . Activities included

inliviolual S on the SPA Developmental Reacting

h. Ind 1.-vi (.111,1 S re ad i.rur. an adul t book.

111,1i '..1.,111:11 ;Ind 1-(011) 11)t ej))ok
I'd 111: 11 t ncit'11 "c pti 1-;1

p ,y; n a rt. Ito I lull I I t in hoLit-d.



e. cup work on a special mytholo!,,y project (8 twit film and

cassette).

4. Evaluation of the project

Since each ohlective was reached, certain social behaviors

were added le:.1porarily to S's reputtoire. If they P)ntinne to

he practiced, it can be assul..ted that these behaviors will be re-

inforced positively and ;1-adually become an inte:,,ral force in

his "personality." The first author helped S and his group with

a shot t 8 mm eh i 11ustrates one kind of let IN/icy found

to be very useful in reachirw, the objectives. I t demonstrates

that the choice . activity Flows naturally but not inw.,:orably

from a carefully framed objective.

Selected naLa T red in Framin, the Learning Objectives

1. S readiti behaviors as determined by data tabulation

2

11.2 chooses all 1),)oks irom an elementary school library
and refuses to withdraw any from the junior high school
librarv.

h. He roads of 1-5n pates, in lare print, with many
pictures of youn children.

c. He dos all his reports orally to the Leachers without
sharing; these with his classmates.

d, llu reads required trade 7 texts easily.

. S behaviors t,,wards pears as determined by data tabulation

a. He interrupts ennversations, then withdraws; he
"h thcrs" peers when they are busy.

b. He reads or :a-r.es when activities are point; on.

He ett.s at the back of the row or away from
Htlicc>;.

lie Hilt t pr- jet.' 017s tape roc rtlers,

p I , . , t 111.1!; ci:;e1 1
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v. He rejects his classmates' attempts at being friendly by
making obscene gestures and by insulting them verbally.

I. lie tells bizarre lies about his activities outside
school.

3. S behaviors with adults

a. Ile demands help when he both knows the process involved
and has started to demonstrate that he has that know-
ledge hy beginning his assignments.

h. He engages adults in "off task" and bizarre topics.

c. He follows his teachers around the room while they are,
atempting to help other students individually.

d. Ile telephones his teachers at home to ask questions
about homework that lie is capable of doing.

e. lie generally goes to each of his classes after school
to "say goodbye" to his teachers.

4. Results of sociogram

a. Fall Quarter - Each pupil was given a printed list of
the names of class members and asked to underline three
with whom the pupil would like to work on a literature
project. They were guaranteed at least one of their
choices. S was one of two children picked by none of
the ether 33. S, in turn, picked as two of his choices
pupils who were not available due to counseling or
special reading classes. Thus, S emerged as a definite
isolate.

b. Spring Quarter Each pupil was given a printed list
of the names of class members and asked to underline
three with whom each would like to work on a mythology
project. They were guaranteed at least one of their
choices. S was picked this time by one student, who
was also one of his choices. He was placed in a group
with students whom he chose and who had chosen each
other. The student who chose S on this second socio-
gram was absent ort the day that the sociogram was
developed during Fall Quarter. But this does not
necessarily recount for the difference between the two
secinYran. Mere was considerable difference in all
ef the students' choices.

C.las;sroo-:

W1rin the lir: autlt started hilt, field cy.perieure, the



English class Was ready to be!,!;in a unit on mythology. The

teachers provided contract sheets which gave pupils a number of

individual and ;:group projects from which to choose. They en-

couraed the writer to develop any project which would engage S

in healthy interaction with peers.

Luarnin Objectives Which Developed from the Data

1. Fall Quarter

a. S will show pleasure in individual activities related
to readin one, "adult" Ct

S will also w williwrness t(, participate in a project
tiwsen hy

will direct: one aetivity his ;i-oup.

P. S will share (;,.s leader) activity completed by his
i.-oup with his Enylish class.

After the Hecond author spent three class hours with S in

the library and eorrecLin his daily assignments, she devised

the fellowin specific objectives which, if achieved, would

insure roachin tin objectives stated above.

a. S will road the hock Giny er I've.

h. S will work with adults in settim: up activities for a
(;iller -I've packet.

c. S till direct the learning activities for the packet,
with adult assistance in leadership of his group.

d. S will take a copy of the packet materials to one
elementary selv)ol library which also has the hook.

e. S will e;ther himself write or approve for publication
in the :-;c1w.d paper an article about the packet.

Sincy all objectives were to he tied into group

.:ary Io write ohILCtivea also.

11.11-) 1;-, will ro t, ;:;ether at least four Limes on
nn,..,,. Led with Gi ny,er



b. The t-oup will produce materials for a packet which will
make it ea;4y and interesting to use Gil err Pre as a basis
for total cIass learning.

c. The group will show their materials to their own class
and to the library staff.

d. Each group member will then serve as ,A resource person
as other groups work on literature projects.

Some group learning experiences were planned. For example,

using a headphone: listening station and a conuercially prepared

cassette synopsis of ginger Pvc, the four pupils in S's group

were to

(1) write down ideas for class projects alwut the book,

(2) writo down any hard words they heard.

Other planned activities were to make slides of single words on

the vocahulary list they tramed, make multiple choice trans-

parencies and individual vocabulary lists, make short tapes of

exciting passages or ideas from the hook.

2. Spring Quarter

Thu urgency of S's situation by Spring Quarter led to

renewed attempts to reach the original affective domain ob-

jectives listed above. lt was ai.reed that

a. S will read full length book appropriate to his
grade level.

b. S will have at least three positive experiences inter-
actin with his peers in class.

of the Project

Alter brin tne. unread hook to class every day for

nearly ',.wo h ;an t_ read P,rian's S +tr.d. This

his flys( a(tc ,pt 1. readin lull length adult bno . His

process was but ,.:1.t h ix cat deal of encourav,oment he was



linollv success ittl in completiw,, the hook in three weeks. Fur-

ther efforts in enconraing, him to real another book appropriate

to his i..ade level were unsuccessful.

The first issi.nment given to S's group was to develop a

lvtholo!!y bulletin board for the classroom. The strategy Was

to S all the information required for completing the assign -

sent and he, in turn, was to pass this along to his ;1-Ottp. In

order to complete the assignment, S was forced Lo interw.t with

the other members of his Troup. Even with the situation struc-

tured in this way it could not he said that S was a leader in

the group but the assinent was completed on time, which

resulted in a positive ey.perience for S.

The same sLraLcy eras applied to the second and major

assignment of the radinc period. This project was to make an

mm film about a 1'iytholwrica1 character, to write narration,

to tap., the narration, and to present the file to peers. (This

;t111 will he shol,,n lo hero today also.) Each day S was

all the int,)rmation required for completing the next step

of the project. in ordLr to complete each step of the project

he was forced to interact 1-sitively with the other members of

hts group. Only two weeks were allowed for completion of the

project, so Succc:;;-; as dependent upon a concentrated group

Afort. At no Liss did S be TO a real leader of the group

hilt_ it nu Li: Ht' dld i 1 t con I r i but o to the group effort.

iThch da7 ',7.r; taken as a sparate step in the project and the

each included some provision which required

that S interact P,P,-;iti'c y r i th the ,)ther me;:15t2rs of Us group.



The final assi.nment of the grading period was for each

student to develop a mythology notebook according to his own

contract as set up with !he English teachers. With some help

and encouraement S was the first student in the class to com-

plete his notebook. S spent an entire day sharing the informa-

tion and ideas in his notebook with the other members of the

class and helpimt them finish their own notebooks. This was

the bonus hoped for since the beginning of the project.

SulAmary, Concltu;ions, and Recommendations

A seventh :trad boy was oneourated to tYV new ways of

interacting with peers anl adults through the work of special

education personnel. These activities took place in his regular

Enr.,Jish class and were based on the couitive objectives of the

literature program. A number of affcLtive domain objectives

specific to the needs of this one boy were framed to be met in

a period of two months.

The project demonstrated that it is possible to plan and

e:.:ecnte procedures which insure chalwd social behaviors within

a reuiar class framework for a seriously disturbed pre-

adolescent. At nro time did the authors emphasize cognitive

goals for themselves as Leachers or for the pupil as learner.

Objectives in the affective domain are essential in the educa-

tional program for seri.,usly disturbed children and youth.

Leavin such el)Icetives to chance is indefensible. The key to

in

tl) o h loot in daHl on the need of the student in terms
ial,1 1,, iI L.11 )1'S



(21 I rafli 11'; C'1(.11 L)bjccl from tw, po int of t he
bet wecn v,11(.'re he i s anll what hc ish, and

(j) cy i n , hl ti11':'.,, or Hnid r tv,; experience:3
llhitll lie1p the !,,tn(iLlit H,1)

p,ir t I ,11- prject h iicled tin Iitaiteii by iIt

1 t

t

( 1 ) 1 t i i dcti ye in provi di
v ty. rug t in I he ;:ch,.),)1 year For 111

pnpi I mid

tir Or ,1 \.' l'k lv1tIt S dot t110 year

butt, 1 h, ail, t 11at (hp ield IncIncc pro je et 7..;;is

rnc-t

1.:,11R'at t ora 1 prof) I t:ms of children

are nr t i f tin. i1 it it and va Inc chmly:00 unfeded by

t Iti 1 . (;Of-c ttl (.1.,1.)aii bilio i

; ; 1 1 , , n 1 , 1 t p ( nd 1 -;-"ot ! ) c h J i v i q ; ; 1 , 1 f e l t ,.k1 by

t chi 1 dr.. n ',III.
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of i C:3 Vito' , t hen it have pop(' /at HI P. ha I ;iI) to t hi nk tor

ittielt., and sort; tupor t ant , t hat the populatinfi oust have' a \my to co-

rAtni ca Le cr ct ivuly Wi th those that a i 11 p,,Si t i Or; Of re,-:110115 h I ity and

Crust,

(Ma 1 care for 1. he '>ch )0 1'

Lt -;(2.e!1:; to that pr ab;il, y the most f unda[lent 0 I and baH C th

that we can teach children t,) do in scha.)1 is t , think. Al th p,) int

5001 of y,iu tsay :;nicker and say, "We'll, i t t hat what d ' 1 v,..,u131,1

have t reply, in not so Sark.!." Ark' We real 1V t chi hlren t

quet ion authority? Do teachers have the' r IaIit ;Ind t pr

that type at inst. rnc t 1_,)rt? Aren' t t t'Crchcr ( t 1 1 cd by lay

hoar ed wh ich have been, and are cant ro 11 ed and I:Jan i pu 1 t by the mass

17',C d a ? How Ion,r, won Id a teacher last in a rural ty i I cli d ren ear

students a h :school modern p rob l class `.lo t in an 0

t nsi., and quest ioned the tactics, the rat i .)na le t tllc

city um- 1? No t any 11 Sh,.1t; I dn' :- In I ail;',11 I t,,

t :111 shies at an i sue ; to qtn st ion even r'at'her c011itilli I)

or her own prejudices and points v i

I vc oiled teachers co nce 11 ny, t he:,e p r (A/ ions La CUI-A.11t s

and they al I indicate to sole de.rf,.e that I hey t hi nk t hat: tiny are t cachi

chi 'circa to t hi nk. hut area. the rein y D,, teacherH therise Ives rea 1 1 y

Ties t ion the authority of pe,)plc teach t her? cope r ence i H that

they do not . All we really do i ye I p h 11,p.. t , in

tact, iundacenta11y doe:-: not happen.

"fhe Inquiry /t_p_r roach

It appears to sic that there are at least that have to

chanil.e before I be ;lb 1 e to produce people' ,:h.-1 do thi ilk about the
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p lace that_ they live, t he .society t hey he I o, where oi and

why first ,) f all, chi 1 in the pub i c school have t he I J.t4;11t. , using,

what loose y dcscri he as the i nqu i ry app hil . Ship v > t t ed this

.r.eans that .s tar t i 1L:nt try gridt.'`-; t hi, L t,Vc 1), Inach-

i chi 1 drum La u:-,e h i piier Lye I th..A(:;11t proics.,;t.H. anti tlit s t ion In,(

trate pr Levi :,;o v nv,. It WE e,Aa1)1 v approach

edaea t i on t I !-;ys anC. prod t i t

111.11', :..:.:1Cult"1-:; e th roach at 1cat t I , a th cad': t, ry tart

to turn .,ut chi hi ran wh atilt I, (I,, t)i .1 1c1,,,o cal

1 (in taut) t Intl the "truth''.

Au,:Ih,r t that

"ec.1 i a to tIie neap I 7-; t t () o

lt'aria 1 n t hat t he p, ,,pond t

en t , tulat -:ore t i t t

teact 11' c r 1, ick I C_ ). h i n,,t I). C.

and ,t'e t i w: th his d tr ndH. we 1-H tilt, " ti 011., 111a t_

iii: I cc ady has to hi., , I, he ail'

1)11 t C. 01' 1.1a 1 in a place ',Jim re 11,7t \:11,t I Ilk

peal) 1 c . Let's nit le t the President o t Iititc,l States take i ii

t i i to tell iia his i H' story t hou hay omeo

ro;^ t r ride .tI the s respond in kir,cl. (1: li ay:" 1.'1 I. 1..14.1)a c.,:;

using; the riedi a, i.eI in the iudi..y!lent at th:, At iel Can ,y11)

"fherc i :-;re a t conc:,-;-n .-)11 the par t 1 nanv people in p,...1cr i i 011 :1

dra t. ilte A,Aer i can a :; lah and not to trti tt',l WI I ant_

(11'C lar 1 believe t' at the American 1), Till t i intel I i en t and they

Carl be i,.-1cie re:;pon.s (a,,,a n), 7-1a1.1( an f.tr t (t tlucl t

to change )ur direct i 1,ns and help t tli ak.:1.- and t on

that they can t he proper decisions. t not c,!1.i1ot ely lr,t yet, hilt

we are losing; it, and unless tiae do soet.hiti.,', fair I v in a fair ly
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comprehensive way L think that our whole system of lit(' HMI revitalization

is in jeopardy.

Teachinil Children to Read,_Write and Comunicate

As stated previously in the introduction I will attempt to point out

one of the reasons, (probably the i:iost lundamental reason) why children

have difficulty learning to road, write and coilimunicate etfectivcly.
I

believe that al:ilest all of what we might call "knowledge" is in tact

language. 1 he that i f you understand a ":,ubject", what you really

understand is its language. A discipline is a way of knowing and whatever

is known is inseparable front the symbols (mostly words) in which the

knowing is codified. What is biology (tor example) other than words? Ii

all the words that biologists use were subtracted trom the langtwe, there

would be no hioloy, unless and until new words were invented.' What

et without words to de-cribe it? txt each o von (at this point)

Close your eyes, sit back , and tty to think of any sill) juct I h. t u

wor&-;.

Can you think of anything that does not rygnire words or symbols (such as

numbers) to describe it? Maybe 'au can, but I've never been able to.

Isn't this the sxlie pruhL" then that e::istc for L'hildren? Is it

possible that the real problem that a child hits fro:' any minority culture,

or deprived situation, or just any child that has Ali t ticul ty with reading

and coinunication, is that he may not really perceive have the Idnguage

to express hii:,c11 in his own paid and in his own thought proces.s? T

think so.

* Weingartnee and Postnan, "Teaching as a Subversive Activity", page 102
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1'i I- t.eutt o ence with 1101- t y and par t I y

i I ilt-k.,11 frov, other cu ture:- sh- have r i kir crd over and

aE ;ain t11(_. h;l- is principle that a child his ,LL le to !;i1e;tk t ht., word

,:ind have Li [1,11 r..112,tt. 111,11 n 1),1 f,,r,' lie

(' :111 1'1't1 1 y 1 (.,11'it t,) it; t i t ; ,111,1 1,t lir can

Cop.:' i C1tt i t I t.,:t V(' 1 y

t ( kl`..i I t lin t 111) is 11.,

'; , or,), ,1111 ,1 I jct.- th.11

t111'): t ny. 1,, 11 112y t i 1, t it a

,E)L(' i ILL in! , 01 , ,L;) and

lie I C the s t t i 1 x,11 ( p t h I,11

pi ettire-; i .(.11 11,;i1,'1 t 111tIli ti. Ht

1111: t rIk'l t ,k;Id t I , flit

t 'Ilk' 1)r 'at. r di"): I i k ,ir )11', LIR!. LIM

')() k)i ilL' t 11! it III hi tea..licr Iti

-t.t I tilk, t 1.J.

,....7;ty .],1.1-.1i cat. ;,..,IRrt, 1(..k E thi' tc.h.he r .

t cache r r t itt ;:-; 11..1 t,.',1 1V (hecLiII). Hid .,tit what t that :1 child

(I:le:4 .1r it.)U in t r I

f t i (.11)0 I :;

It want .hr ect 1; I: lttdrn -C1.11t12r1.:11

cliIL) , t cL.:1 t :-i.11 22nd 1 hey Lii51 Cl1 hi' 1 cent_in ed

sch-,1.11..-;. Every ache 111 loc t ,t .1n . bey r,hoti d it

t each the l l:1111;11dI7t' k 111 1.t.1'.

the quet.; ti [II:, lllilL with

,I(11 cut cult

thdt t Ili 101'1.11 edrri

e (."...-.11 y have hk ...r LI f t Ity " CO"

approach to 11.2.1c h \n' S(:'d tli,it t1J ont.

really i dc:a t i f I. ed the lzitt.,,t1,..0.;e exper ;tppl-o.leh t,i t-t deliixi rrlthrrll,iLies,
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science, social studie, art, riusic, ad infinitur,;. My :,._att,ents 11-t.' not

meant to inply that there aren't sate skills to be. Ical-ned along with

language development in order Co [oc,)::1; a hetter reader per se.

I'i'i lryilg to y is that the use sf ,r "langnaging" is prohably

the Y.,.ost fundamental aspect ,ii our educational process and is prAahly one

of the least tired ill a conscious, specified, ic, aprroach.

I shall not try in this paper to cover all of (he tine points A

lain otage developcitn. I': sure most 01 y,u can lot,k that up in a 11111ec

you want ono reference that nay help put von on LI an approach

as well ai; .4ive you 10.)d or th,u0it (in other area::) I would siory,(.. that

von look At the 1),)ok, Teaehim; as a Sub% ive Activity, by Posn.rin aad

1,42ingartner, page 106-10.

Sum:!lary

In this paper I have atturipted to id,. nt i.y 11,20 arias that need 1.3

by incorp.,)ratud intt) our educational sy.A-A ii the t(- is to becorw

revitalied to .ct the future need-, areas are:

(t) i.:Troved '.Jays 4o that

co,y,unieation hecovs a twu-wav street lu those r,overnin.,,, and those

being governed; and (2) that children i-qst he tawht (throa0put the

entire educational system) by wav o an "inquiry appr,acli' so that they

learn t'..) think, to ask questions, to look at all sides of 111 issue ant l to

become responsible, responsive citizens. To do this, the mass nedia

he manipulated to .rifor and educate the pithlic to demand and xpect that

children will he taught how tom, thinie. and ask question.; and study all sides

of an issue in i;chool, ill :-,:uch the sai:!e wav that the 'ed;a was 1.1ed to

educate the public about the ills of cLcarette i And the rape f the

envirolment. Until the 1-ass media haH been hrotiiihit to hear, to change the

thinking of the population as a whole, nothing will l.kely happen.
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I. he 1 i t've that 1 chi 1Lh i ny, t I (Hi i C i 11i:y

CO!"1-1AILI I Cate and rca(.1 tit tec i vely if every t eacher becolle!--; t eachcr cit

i in tact, teachel-t- es tat)! i sit a two-way S';, ter] of cat i it

th tudent that thcre tal i11)% develop:lent tir)1.01 t , ,,,ords ,

;Ind vL)c,:tht.L y that par l4 total '...'11L11 prose
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PREREQUISITES FOR DEVELOPING CRITICAL READING SK1ELS

Dr. Dean Stevens

Four diplomats not too well acquainted with the English lan-

guage were discussing the wife of a colleague. Said the first,

"it's a pity about her condition. I don't_ know what they call it,

but she can't have children." The second replied, "Oh, yes, she's

impregnable." "Not at all," said the third, "She's inconceivable."

"Gentlemen," declared the fourth, "you are all wrong. she is

is unbearable."

According to Triggs, the meaning is attributed to writ-

ten symbols in any reading situation is not intrinsic within the

passage but is actually supplied by the reader. Nv concern today

is that as we attempt to Leach critical reading to our students

we guarantee to our own satisfaction that they, the students, are

ready for critical reading, do they have the proper background

experiences requisite for critical reading?

Heilman relates a story told by Cole (Cole, Eouella,

provement of Reading, New York, Farrar and Rinehart, Inc., 1938)

of a student in a chemistry class who asked his instructor for help

in understanding the law: "The volume of a gas is inversely pro-

portional to its density." The instructor tried without success

to explain the concept embodied in the law. Finally, he asked the

boy to define volume of gas, density, and inversely porportiohai.

The boy had only one concept for volume--a book; gas what what

is used in a stove; density meanth thickness; he had no concept

to go with inversely proportional.
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A T E P - An Alternative

by Ione Garcia
Ladd Holt
Don Uhlenberg

General Information

That the traditional approach to teacher education has not

been very helpful in preparing new teachers to cope with the demands

of classroom teaching is a view held by a large number of educa-

tors working in the field. Teachers commonly complain that educa-

tion classes, with their emphasis on theory, prescribed learning,

and rigid lecture and textbook methods simply haven't prepared

them to function in the teaching role.

Although late in responding, teacher educators in institu-

tions all over the country are beginning to examine their courses

and programs and instituting a variety of innovations in courses

and programs. One such program is the Alternate Teacher Education

Program (ATEP) for elementary majors at the University of Utah.

In the spring of 1972, we three, Ladd Holt, Ione Garcia, and

Don Uhlenberg, began a series of discussions regarding our dis-

satisfaction with the traditional approach, tried to formulate our

thoughts on what teacher education ought to he like, and explored

alternatives for implementing our ideas. The result was the Al-

ternate Teacher Education Program which we planned to start Fall

quarter 1972. Students were admitted on an interest and first-come

first-serve basis and were required only to have at least 3 quarters

remaining before graduation. The program got under way Fall quarter

with 42 students enrolled.
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The philosophical base for the program is humanistic in na-

ture and attempts to offer students a variety of alteratives

while at the same time requiring that they take more and more

responsibility fcr their own learning. Much of the theoretical

aspects of the program are drawn from the work of Art Combs and

his colleagues at the University of Flora in the area of self-

or perceptual psychology.

Some Basic Assumptions

A. Behavior in general

1. That people behave according to the choices they make

from among the alternatives they perceive to be

available to them at the instant of behaving.

2. That behavior is always a result of how a person sees

himself, how he views the situation in which he is

involved, and the interaction between the two.

3. That the fundamental motivation for all persons is

the desire for feelings of personal adequacy, self

actualization, and high self-esteem.

B. Knowledge

1. That the quality of being is more important than the

quality of knowing. Knowledge is a means of educa-

tion, not its end.

2. That knowledge is a function of one's personal inte-

gration of experience and therefore does not fall

into neatly separLte categories or disciplines.

3. That it is possible, even likely, that a person may

learn and possess knowledge of a phenomenon and yet
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be unable to display it publicly. Knowledge resides

with the knower, not in its public expression.

C. Learning

1. That learning has two aspects; the acquisition of

new information and the discovery of personal mean-

ing of that information.

2. That it is more important to learn a few concepts

than many facts.

3. That learning is more efficient and meaningful if

the learner has a felt need to know.

4. That people learn more easily and rapidly if they

help make important decisions about their learning.

5. That people learn and develop intellectually not only

at their own rate but in their own style.

6. That verbal abstraction should follow direct experi-

ence with objects and ideas, not precede or substi-

tute for them.

7. That pressures on students become threats manifesting

themselves in behaviors such as cheating, avoidance,

fearfulness, and a shutting off of communication.

D. Teaching and Teacher Education

1. That no specific method or technique nor any single

body of knowledge has been shown to be essential for

effective teaching.

2. That objectivity is not very useful for teaching. Sub-

jective caring, concern and involvement are much more

significant.
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4. That teachers are more effect.4.ve if they possess

high levels of self-esteem and are self-actualizing

people.

5. That learning to teach is more a process of becoming,

than of learning how to do. Students must learn

methods that work best for them.

E. Evaluation

1. That errors are necessarily a part of the learning

process; they are to be expected and even desired,

for they contain inframtation essential for further

learning.

2. That those aspects of a person's learning which can

easily be quantified and carefully measured are not

necessarily the most important.

3. Objective measures often may have a negative effect

upon learning.

4. That learning is best assessed intuitively by direct

observation over long periods of time.

Aims and Objectives of ATEP

Statement of the fundamental aim of ATEP: To help prospective

teachers learn to use themselves in the most effective ways in order

to bring about the goals and aims of education.

To achieve this fundamental aim the program seeks to assist

each student to:

. Be well informed. The elementary teacher is a generalist

and as such must achieve and maintain a broad, well-
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rounded knowledge of the content areas to be dealt with

in the school.

2. Have accurate perceptions about what people are like.

The student must have a clear and consistent frame of

reference from which to operate in making decisions re-

garding children and their learning.

3. Acquire and maintain perceptions of himself which lead

to feelings of self-adequacy. He must see himself as

someone who is able, worthy and competent as a person

and as a future teacher.

4. Have accurate perceptions about the purposes of the na-

tion, the community, the administration, the parents, the

children and himself as a teacher.

5. Be aware of the various methods of teaching so that he

can discover those which suit his own unique self in the

process of helping children learn.

Structure cf the Program

The program consists of five main parts! Field Requirements,

Seminar, Conference, Substantive Panel, and Individual Study.

1. Field Experience. The student immediately becomes ac-

tively engaged in some aspect of teaching when he enters

the program. In consultation with his seminar leader,

he selects a level of classroom teaching at which to be-

gin, after considering his previous experience, level of

maturity, and other factors. The levels begin with ob-

servation and tutoring within classrooms and culminate

in student teaching. He is expected to plan field
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experiences in a variety of socio-economic settings and

grade levels. Students are expected to keep a diary or

journal of the problems, successes, insights, and feelings

experienced in the field.

2. Seminar. Students are assigned to a seminar group. Mem-

bers of the seminar group, including the faculty seminar

leader, work together for the balance of the time the

student remains in the program. Inc seminar provides for

guidance and comn4-;cling, and 0,101) discussion with fellow

students and ; -;emin .ir leadci about educational practices

and theories and ho th,, Hte to hil as a person and

a professional. servet; as a major source

of informal i on .1H, ivit

3. Conference,. I r.. with the student's

seminar leader L .1( t lillj t Ile quarter

to plan and es t M .,t I:: pc r:.;onal program;

during the middle of the gu,irter to check his progress;

at the end to cvaluatc hiH work; and at any other time

deemed necebsary by the student or his seminar leader.

Through the confercnecs, an active record is kept of his

activities which represents a continual picture of him

and his reactions to his experiences within the program.

Substantive Panel. The substantive panel is made up of

faculty members of varying specialties, specifically

these 10: Social foundations of education; Psychological

foundations of education: Math; Art; Language arts; Read-

lag; Social Studies; Science; Researfh, testing, and
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evaluation; and Curriculum. Members of the substantive

panel contribute by assisting in the development of com-

petencies the student is expected to demonstrate and to

participate through personal talks, lectures, discussions,

tapes, bibliographies, etc.

5. Individual Studies. Each quarter the student will, with

the help of the seminar leader, plan an individual program

of study to become proficient in the various content

areas. He is encouraged to utilize a variety of re-

sources to pursue his areas of concern including: work

with the seminar leader and members of the substantive

panel, books, journals, films, tapes, field trips, obser-

vations, interviews, etc. The student is then expected

to demonstrate his proficiencies through production ac-

tivities such as papers, research findings, presentations,

tie creation of teaching aids, implementation of teaching

units, etc.

Evaluation

Each quarter the student is evaluated during the individual

conferences held with his seminar leader. Data to he used in making

these evaluations is supplied through:

a. A school experience evaluation form completed by both the

student and his cooperating teacher twice each quarter.

b. A personal evaluation submitted each quarter by each stu-

dent in written form.

c. A written evaluation form completed by the seminar leader

at the end of each quarter.
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All evaluations are di t..;cued during the I ina 1 conference

and fi led in the St ifiknt. 1:i record rot fut are ro re renco Grades are

issued in the no ri:la I way.
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quarters. Each quarter was spent at a different grade level and

at a different school. Therefore the students were exposed to car -

ious age and grade levels of children, various teachers' tech-

niques, various types of school settings and various texts and

materials in all the content areas. Involvement with several grade

levels afforded the opportunity for students to decide which grade

they ultimately desired to teach. Previous involvement in class-

rooms also made the student teaching experience less traumatic for

the student. By student teaching time most students had arrived

at an individual teaching style derived from their own philosophy,

the philosophies of other teachers and educational theory. It is

always difficult, if not impossible, to practice one's own philo-

sophy of teaching in a student teaching situation.

The extended school involvement allowed students an oppor-

tunity to learn first-hand about the functioning of an elementary

school. Most had frequent interactions with the principal, the

secretary, the custodian and other teachers. Many also attended

staff meetings, P.T.A. meetings and some were involved in parent-

teacher conferences. Through all these experiences they could "try-

on" the role of teacher. Most arrived at fairly accurate percep-

tions about their purpose as a teacher. Soul-searching and inter-

action with cooperating teachers, their peer group and the seminar

leader helped refine their perceptions in many areas. Those stu-

dents who did not see themselves as being able, worthy and competent

as a future teacher left the program and most left the field of

education. Of the twelve who left the program, ten dropped out of

education.
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The close involvement in the public schools gave ,IoNt stu-

dents a feeling of being worthwhile. 'T'he y c:IJne to reali:,,e how

important their presence and servit'o:-. -o u) the cooperatint,

teacher and the children. ine students also kieveloped a realistic,

practical frarlio of reference regarding khildren and their learning.
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1111; this

11 I CISL:I'd relatiunship

FR.:, were itudled -

Of tdie

idle :-;k:11d1:;1 probably l en re Of-

f ered by lho prow-,r1. idyally, haYe iwh henefftial
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as the field experience. However, the diversity of individuals

in terms of interests, personality and experience made discussion

of "common problems and topics" difficult.

The substantive panel was never implemented, at least as it

was envisioned at the conception of this program. A few guest

speakers were brought in, but because of scheduling conflicts each

presentation was poorly attended by the students. Those students

who did attend, however, found that the information received was

beneficial. Next year we will ask that each participant reserve

Thursday morning for the purpose of attending information sessions.

Other staff members have indicated a willingness to work with us on

a quarterly basis. Through this process our student: will work

with staff members in the areas of Reading, Language-Arts, Science,

Social Studies, and Mathematics.

Some students felt alone during their involvement in the pro-

gram. The seminar met for a two hour period once a week. This was

the only planned opportunity for people to communicate with each

other. Most were in different schools, so they saw each other only

during the seminar. Next year we plan on using a "base school" for

each seminar group. Hopefully this will help remedy this situation.

As in every program some students took advanta4e of the free-

dom in the program. Some students failed to live up to their cum-

mittments in the program. A few preferred not to attend the seminar,

and others did not fulfill their responsibility in filling out re-

quired forms.
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Finally, we have no hard data to prove that this program

helps individuals become "superior" or "better-than-average"

teachers. That is the major purpose of the program and we have no

valid way to assess whether this has happened.

However, we do have "feeling information" about the program.

We feel vry good about the program, as do the students, cooperating

leachers and principals. Even though we have no hard data, we feel

the program has been successful and has fulfilled its major purpose.
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ROLFS WHICH YOU PERFORM IN GROUPS

Sue Harry

When you are it a group- a faculty icting, a discussion

group, a committee meetinghave you ever stopped to think what

roles you generally porri:orm in these groups? First, are you

usually one of those who get the meeting underway, suggest ways

of doing things, clarify ideas, and summarize the points made?

Or, second, do you generally agree with others, accept their

Suggestions, encourage them, and occasionally invite the par-

ticipation of others? Or, third, do you dominate the discussion,

emphasize insignificant details, or lapse into silence and refuse

to participate?

When you observe your stuuents in group work or watch them

interacting with each other, can you pick out the roles they

generally project in the classroom?

The roles that an individual assumes can be defined by the

functions which he performs or the general nature of his contributions

to the group. These functions are usually grouped into three

categories, namely:

1. Task functions. These pertain directly to the task on which

the group is working, and show concern for the group problem.

They involve such roles as being:

The initiator (e.g., helps start the discussion, contributes

now ideas);

The clarifier (e.g. interprets ideas or s ,;hest ions, asks

for additional information);
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Tho -immarizer (e.g., pulls together related ideas, brings

group up-to-date on progress);

The (valuator (e.g., assesses progress towards the goal;

raises questions about the practicability of

the solutions).

Z. Maintenance functions. These relate more directly to the

process of keeping the group together, and show ceac?rn for other

group membors. Some roles in the maintenance category are

The Ilatcoll(22 (e.g., keeps communication charnels open

by inviting people to participate);

The si..loorter encourages others, displays warmth

and accept a,',ce)

The harmoni.4er (e.g., mediates disgreements, relieves

tensions among group members) ;

The follower (e.g., goes along with the movement of the

group, accepts the ideas and suggestions of

others)
.

3. ,,lf-oriented functions. Th.,se relate to a person's individual
_ .

needs which are not relyvant tc the group task or to group

maintenance, and, if persisted in, may destroy the of

of the group. In this category are such roles as:

The dominator (e.g ,Ionopolizes the discussion, attempts

to control. lho group slighting the viewpoints

of others, assumes a superior status);

The blacker (e.., is stubborn and rigid, unreasonably

disagrees with new idoas, is nogatAve and

critical of group goals);
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The nitpicker (e.g., picks on and overemphasizes insignificant

details, magnifies unessential things);

The withdrawer (e.g., acts bored and indifferent, shows lack

of involvement, is silent and does not

participate).

For a group to function successfully in attaining its goals

over several meetings, both the task and maintenance functions need

to be displayed by the members. Whenever someone performs a needed

function in the group, he is contributing to the achievement of the

group's goals; therefore, he is playing a leadership role at that

time. Leadership, thus, moves from person to person as the group

works on its task. (This is one way of looking at leadership, that

is, focusing on the functions that must be performed by the members

if the job is to be done successfully.)

Studies indicate that groups which are only task oriented

may be very productive for a while, but eventually fall apart, because

the members' emotional needs have not been met. Conversely, groups

which focus on maintenance roles may have very good human relations,

but may not Last long with no actual task goals to hold them

together. If a group were composed of people who engaged in only

self-oriented functions, the group would soon break down because

of the arbitrary actions of some of the members.

If your self-analysis indicates that you normally confine

yourself to a few roles, either task or maintenance, why not widen

your repertoire by consciously performing new ones at your next

meeting? Also, provide practice discussion or problem-solving

sessions to your students, with assigned roles at first, so that

they will gradually feel more comfortable engaging in a variety,
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of roles which will be useful in the attainment of the group goals.

You will thus be helping yourself and your students to exercise

more leadership roles, to have more effect on the outcomes of the

group deliberations, and, in general, to function more effectively

as participants in your groups.
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I TORE THE TAG OFF MY MATTRESS

by James O. Morton

Several years ago I bought a new king-sized bed. After it

was delivered and installed in the bedroom of my home, I noticed

a tag attached to the mattress. The tag described the material

used in the construction of the mattress and also contained the

following warning: DO NOT REMOVE THIS TAG UNDER PENALTY OF THE

LAW. The more 1 thought about the removal warning, the more angry

1 became. After all, it was my mattress. I bought and paid for

it. It was in my home - my castle. What right had anyone to say

"don't take this tag off or you'll be arrested?" At that point a

number of questions went through my head: "Why shouldn't I tear

it off?" "Who would know?" "The tag isn't attached to some kind

of self destruct device that would blow up my mattress if torn off,

is it?" "If I tear it off, will a signal sound in the local F.B.I.

office?"

Finally, after looking under the bed and in the closet I

closed the drapes and tore that warning tag off. Do you know what

happened next? Nothing! No sirens. No bells. No self destruct

mechanism. No F.B.I.

Since that time, I've often thought of my missing mattress

tag. In a way, I suppose, it makes me a law violator. On the

other hand, I somehow can't help but feel I've struck a blow for

:reedom. And, believe it or not, I sleep very well, every night,

without the tag on my mattress.
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So what does this have to do with anything? There are some

rather interesting comparisons that can be made with some things

going on in education today.

In our society there are people who hold the philosophy that

the "law", whatever it is, must be upheld, Combined with this is

a basic suspicion that people will break the law if they can. This

basic mistrust of the integrity of the individual has resulted in

all kinds of spy tactics, illegal entries to gain evidence, wire-

taps, and attacks on the personal rights of the individual. People

who support this point of view might be the type who would suspect

that somebody might tear his mattress tag off if he could. The

next step, silly as it seems, might be to have unannounced "no-

knock" raids or inspections of homes where there is a suspicion

that the residents are the kind who might tear off a mattress tag.

Fortunately, the majority of people in our society arc' not ready

to submit to this kind of violation of civil rights, although

recent reports of federal drug raids involving innocent people

suggest we may not be too far away from a crisis in this area.

In education, the situation may be similar. In recent years,

we have had a number of national curriculum projects which demand

a high level of submissiveness and conformity on the part of tea-

chers. Some materials are touted as being "teacher proof" which

roughly translated means "teachers can't louse them up." Other

curriculum projects are more subtle in their approach. They

suggest that their materials have been developed by experts and

extensively tested at great cost. Teachers who use these new
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instructional materials are told to carry out the extensive

instructions with "fidelity". In some school districts there

appears to have been suspicion that some teachers might be latent

"tag-tearer-offers" and so close supervision has been provided.

In these districts a kind of low key no-knock inspection system

operates to force teachers to conform to district policy in instruc-

tional methodology. In my judgment there is little difference

between checking on people to be sure they leave the tags on their

mattresses and checking on teachers to be sure they have correctly

organized the regalia and memorized the catechism to go with some

national instructional project. In the first instance I see an

invasion of civil rights, in the second, an invasion of profes-

sional rights.

When I decided to tear off my mattress tag I could have taken

more extreme action. Instead of tearing the tag off, I could have

taken an axe and chopped the mattress to pieces. Or, perhaps, set

fire to the mattress and burned down the whole house. If I burned

my house down, many other problems would have been solved: No more

question about who gets to use the bathroom first; no more having

to control the sound of stereo; no more deciding which T.V. pro-

gram to watch. There are people in our society who have figuratively

burned down the middle class symbols of '.heir lives and gone to

live in a tent. Often this new existence is called freedom. On

closer observation, however, it usually appears to be exchanging

one set of problems for another - one group of controls for another.

In education there are individuals who advocate burning down
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the entire institution and starting over. The major point of this

philosophy seems to be freedom of choice of the individual. What

this idea seems to ignore is the accumulated knowledge and tech-

nical skill of society. Through the centuries we have suffered

much and learned much. This knowledge has value and should be

utilized as a tool for understanding and living in our society

today. Each of us has the right to be free from invasion of our

civil rights, but the question should also be asked--do we have

a responsibility to the society and institutions which gave us

these rights?

Somewhere between the extremes of checking to see that no

one tears a tag off a mattress or fails to follow teaching instruc-

tions with "fidelity", and burning down the house and starting

over, there must be a middle ground. It seems to me that the

public school as we know it can survive if it can change. But as

an institution, public education has been remarkably resistant to

significant, or at least, sudden change. For nearly sixty years

the Progressive Education movement he Id the center stage in educa-

tional philosophy. Most major institutions of higher education

supported its ideas and graduated thousands of students prepared,

at least to some degree, to follow its tenets. Yet the institu-

tions of public education and the basic curriculum in the schools,

remained gradually modified but continued to be far less "pro-

gressive" than some critics of the 1950's and 1960's would have us

believe. I attended elementary and secondary schools in the 1930's

and 1940's in what was considered to be a very good school system

and it is very hard to recall any evidence of a "child centered"
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curriculum anywhere in that school program. Those of you who went

to school during that same period, the so called "far left era of

the Progressive Movement", may also want to test your memories. I

remember doing assignments teachers told me to do, reading books

Leachers told me to r(ad, but I cannot recall one instance of any-

body asking me what I wanted to do or how I felt about it. I

honestly believe the reason no one ever asked me is because it

never occurred to them that they should. With all the progressive

ritual being conducted in Leacher-training institutions it appears

the basic message of humanizing the school failed to reach the

nerve center of the school, the Leacher in the classroom. Cer-

tainly, teachers in the schools heard about progressive education.

Certainly, they took classes, read articles and heard speeches

about the humanistic motives of the progressive movement. But

somehow, the ideas never seemed to be translated into behavioral

change. The same old methods of lecture, read, test, evaluate

continued to be the basic teachilg style.

We have recently experienced another major era of attempted

curriculum change. Instead of Dewey, Rugg and Kilpatrick the major

forces in this new movement were the U.S. Office of Education, the

Ford and the Carnegie Foundations. Characteristic of this new

movement in the 1960's was the expenditure of millions of dollars

in an attempt to re-direct and restructure the curriculum in new

and more efficient ways.

The result has been a massive attempt to manipulate the

external environment. Upon the scene has cum team teaching,
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open space schools, computerized instruction, individualized packaged

instruction, "teacher proof" materials, many forms of educational

television and a strong attempt to control the curriculum through

various forms of testing, assessment and accountability. Behavioral

objectives have somehow taken the place of "the child" in the center

of curriculum planning. Yet the phenomenum of resistance to change

seems to continue in our public schools. Teachers are finding new

ways to beat the system. Programs, designed to be followed "with

fidelity" are not. Kits and complete "teacher proof" programs are

being ignored. Behavioral objectives are being written, handed in

and ignored. In my opinion, the attempted force change through the

manipulation of the environment so characteristic of the sixties

has been a massive failure. We may now be ready for a new curri-

culum emphasis.

As a group, teachers have not been mattress tag-tearer-offers.

Many teachers I know would probably be scoiders of mattress tag

tearer-offers. Somehow to tear the tag off a mattress after some

unknown authority specifically warned against it would be a horrible

thing to do. This blind unquestioning acceptance of authority may

be the major barrier to change in our public schools. Teachers

rarely seem to ask crucial questions that should be asked about

curriculum change. Probably the most important question is "How

do you know?"

Whenever an important change is proposed, the teacher, who is

usually central in the change, should begin to ask why. Unfortunately,

there appear to be too many teachers who believe that somehow,
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someway, somebody "up there" knows what's going on. The experience

of curriculum manipulation in the sixties and the paucity of research

evidence of improvement should convince even the most confirmed

"submit ter" that the answers just aren't there.

What, then, should we do? It seems to me the answers are

close at hand. As close as the basic fact that teaching and learning

take place in the classroom (among other places) and not in the

school district central office or even the U.S. Office of Education.

Since teachers are the central force in education it's time they

should begin to assert their professional independence. Who can

know better what the children in a given classroom need? The role

of experts in curriculum development should be to provide many

instructional options to classroom teachers. District central

office personnel should be responsible for keeping teachers abreast

of the options. But the classroom teacher should be the individual

who chooses which materials and methods to use. Can you imagine

what might happee if every teacher had the freedom to choose his own

instructional materials and devise his own methods for teaching?

Some would probably fail. Many would probably continue in the same

old lecture, read, recite, test method. But 1 believe there would

be many teachers who would respond to their new freedom. By pro-

viding teachers with freedom of choice, we would place the responsi-

bility for teaching and learning where it finally must rest. Educa-

tional institutions have not been responsive to change. Teachers

have resisted "progressivism" and, more recently, "manipulativism".

It's time to got to the place where change must occur. If we set
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teachers free, the "tag-tearer-offers" among them could take over

and give us our first radical change in American education.
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THE LITTLE RED HEN

Malcom Allred

Inasmuch as this conference is concerned with children, it

seems appropriate that we follow the custom long-practiced of read-

ing a story after the lunch period. I have it on good authority

that the sharing of a story quiets the savage nature of the child-

ren, is soothing to the jangled nerves of the teacher, and fosters

a general atmosphere throughout the school so that the principal

can contemplate the higher duties of his office with the door closed,

his feet upon his desk, and his chin upon his chest. The story that.

I would like to read is the story of The Little Red Hen.

Now you must know, as a word of introduction, that this story

was written many, many years ago and that the word red simply de-

scribes the particular fowl who is the main character of the story.

In no was is the term red to imply that this story supports the

philosophy of materialism promulgated by Marx. Nor is it to suggest

that increased cultural ties should be made between this country and

Red China, Nor is it an under-cover attempt to draw attention to

certain minority groups. It has nothing to do with the Watergate

problems (which seem to he flowing over). Nor is it an effort on

my part to draw attention to myself because my name happens to he

With this introduction, you may now sit ack in your chair and

I hope, enjoy the story of The Little Red Hen. ( Read the story of

The Little Red Hen)

And that is the story of The Little Red Hen. "So what," you

say, "has the story of The Little Red Hen to do with early childhood
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education or with this conference?

AN That is the very essence of early childhood education.

You have missed the significance and the great truths presented

here. Perhaps we need to tell the story in a present-day settin::.

Well, .;ou see, it is like this. There was this chic'. who was

a real cool cat. She wasn't about anYthirw, but she could

see that some people were ratting out and that kids care net getting

the proper «.-ducation diet what with just ea I nn worms and stuff like

that One day she found this c rain of an idea. ir sot

as she talked to hirsc if on the 1,41v tc, h r this

chick who was a real coo t cat cruised arc,und ,,f1

to rap w'.th her. 'hat everyone was too husv I a 110 thirr; and

really wasn't interested tn her fecrThack. Thv all said that

they had heard her tape 'it fore and they weren't he to her idea.

now she could soe that no one was ;vont to at the '1,111 with

her. So she did what anv chick who is a real cc,ol cat would do--

site planted tlit strain of an idea. And you 1< new what? That hrri I n

of an idea sprouted and ,,;row and she did all kinds of fun and ,1.-oovv

thin'i;s with it. She even made son, that she fell to

her 1:ids. And they ;rev, and stretcln-i and reached up and out and

down and Liiroll01 until those kids were blow'n it r(1, off li e

trirt ,2xaminations ns well ns kickirr; the you-now-what curt of the

other 1.ids in the school.

ft wasn't lon;:, until others began to notice this cP'cl( who was

a ri,a1 coo1 cat and her kids and what they were and these

other people wanted some of hot' whole-Idea 'rerld too. The adm:u s-

Lration heard .-Clont it at the city-wide PTA moetiiv. Eveutual17,
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even the principal heard ahent it and he said, "T=11 evaluate.

Se ht. evaluated. Ile m(..asured and ue-lt 11(' fOtnred the coot--

t ici ent s eat (...or re 1 t i on a TO ealCiiilItti the' t lid;1 r (It'i'1at'itin He

charted pupil pH less and started tee teaeln.r prafilc (;(rat

his wife step') hi1,1 .inse' she had seei: this ehiek was a real

cool cat). lit consnIted with the district supervisor and correspond-

ed witn the Director at PrHect XYZ in the state dt ,artment it tidn-

eat ion. atttildei national convention and rend the ERIC REPORTER.

When All this and more hid keen finishd, ht. called a lacnItv

mcotin to ffitke his ceiert. His ( viii homatin-

Had and p;Isteur;;,:, d. Atter , n t r s Her t i ate( And present i h t eon-

C eded h I s eva l i t a t i o n t h e se set n ..,ends. '; Dl E,S `;:tyi 1,1 vE DY

1W.A1) ALOE.

Ali facnItv , partieulartv the ant-s wha had hcen

aanv heeds, wisely followed the principal

at the room aP loft the world to darlincss ;lad the chick whose

feathers were nolt;inc,.

Well, this t_hick who was a rt,a1 col cat ',ecirmc a Little Red

lien and spent almost all at her time nl'oat the school yard

in r l'rt&-ketv Pit ':kt I. fat :kitilt, ra tchi v rywhe H.. for wo fans .

Al hanh she hated tat, delieions worms, she had leirned that they

were an aPsolute necessity to the health eft her e'hi ltlri a and to her

awe, profesional survival and personal welfare.

r am e onh r nod c se T a at imhe r of LittIo keel as

who ire walla; ;shoot. the school yin! i a the i r pi Cki: (.1r7t.' Ly

fashions seritchin, everywhere r worms IL, feed ti' their children.

yowler h:it 1t was that chimp, tl t ht. :hick vlti was a rea c,o 1 cat
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lust a few years ago into the Little Re 7! lien I see today and every-

day? Where is the whole-idea bread she made from the grain of an

idea? Yes, I am quite aware that man does not live hy bread alone.

'tit I would I i ke to poi nt out that he does not I k e wi thout bread

either. It seems to me that early childhood education is whoh

idel bread and although it is not the whole 1ifc of the chi 1.(1 it is

an excel lent diet upon which others may develop enriched ex:7erionces

for boys and girls. It is because I am concert-wt.] ahent cliiks who

are real cool catA becoming Little Red Hens who loose their' who I o -

idea bread that I want to talk with you today.

This conference will center our attention upon new developments

in early childhood education. I would like to focus for a few min-

utes upon some developments which, I am afraid, tend to restrict or

to circumscribe the whole-idea bread c,f early childhood education.

Some of those developments are of our own making. Some are the re-

sult of other causes. I see the following developments as threaten-

ini; to early childhood education.

FIRST: We have not yet defined the term early childhood

tinn in language which identifies purpose or goals. This term is

genr,ric. Yet it is used as a name for such specific and different

programs gs the Infant Education Research Project, various Nontes-

sori programs, and Nimnicht's proram established in Greeley, Colo-

rado. We need to seek some common ground upon which a concr,.-ce,

understandahle, operational definition of the term early childhood

education can he based. This definition should so strnctur,d
. _

that, among other things, it identifies or suggests purposes; it

delimits responsibilities; and it encourages public as well as pro-
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fessiona 1 pa rt i i pat ion in Cho devc opok,nt and suppovt of ow v

c h i ldhood educa t ion ciraCe pt and i t s pro,t rams ,

SECOND: A rev i of so-calItrI oar 1 i 1 dflood ednc t l

.;rams rev(' a 1 s that tIn preat jou! tv at / ;fro t ft snot 1

minority at poo pl , 'cIecitisc t proc,rams hilt.'(' heon dcsi f or

or 1 i tai tcd to or provi lcd :ill nor t It's, thev hay... not rect., i vcd and

110 110 110W tilt' support 0t t he ill j or 1 lit:I VI t hat I

can heat' t.IIC :.;t1 -Ca I c't1 silent ma 1 ri tv mat: ii son no i sc .

seems to 1c 11 St irri In! and In awal<cn ar!pn %tilt) 11avC 1,(t(`n

pay i ti,.; the ma lot- ptort 1 on ,, t file 11:1\', \ILO. t`111

I t- 01' 1 d ti;' t` rt' I I'l': I I. t":11 I 11, r . loot and

S ome t 1 rh 1 s It nI 110 when von

say 1y childhood c(luc t ion, 'nit do not !ct us to pav or it

1 1 our chi hirer) can not part lc i pnt a in the pr rc,r,H.11

I i scd this p ton 1 um last v;i1' ill 1 )11 I V(' IIC t'

T raise r n I ii s yr,ar , for 1 see e!io f t lio d ove 1 ol s

of fel t i ny, ear IV chi 1 dhood e( IC a t 1 on. l Corn 1101 at t empri net to sav

"1 told von so," fmt, only t make us awarc 01 t t ;tc t t nat. need

,,ok ca, lu lv, cri t c al , atH cola 1 1 v at a ,.COW; d s

Silt is1.2ctit l amotnt many o p 1 e with rIuit ii;ecl and t as «1 s

to proyi s pec 1 2 1 po:.!,r21101 c 1 ride Ill 111111 r tt ril i 1 d re

1 hi [icy,: this dissati st act ion an,,1 s st ata' (' is ind rcas i fit aild that

It WI I 1 t.onr i ncreaso, par t. I CI 1 1 nr I \. fl 111r:).i (' ct111111 it,nS

do not dramat ically swill;` 1a favor t Amer ic,;u1 ,!nsinro.r. In a

very real sense l t is a c ast' of "What- ,cee sce '' and

the !ia lot i tv of p''(,1,1 112!.!,., not se , il, Ill rill II, I lilt 11 t

are t 11., or ,-,,tipinoscd t it "ie t C rt. 1 tI 1 fl Hirt Of I. II('



111011e V. Rat he r, they tend to sec whrtt t hey don t . And they

don' t pet ear 1 v childhood education pr t their Child ro

THIRD: There nre some people within t he procession who , i 1 e

not opposed to the c one o t: ear 1 y chi 1,d1wod edilcat i on, are L'PPos"d

to the i4rowth ot early childhood educate Ion pro. rums. For cXi1u1111e,

there has been o resistanee oiLi,ai list early chi 1 dhood educ at i on pro--

prams within t hi. State of 1.1t oh by some super nt(lidents Their

include, anion.; others, the I o 1 1 owl . (a) YoutT, children

should not he taken out of the home. They need to 1ic with their

lito rs (N) it is the islhi lit 01. t (sitpportrd by

the ciwrch) to i t or 1:11 i ldren 1tf p -school (c ) Schools

arc al ready hand a pp. d 1,y an imach tat e I none i has and can not

sitpl;orL the pr,)i.irams now li o t'1atlon as t hey shou 1 (1 tic su9port'ci.

To add earl v chi 1.111.iod eiltica.1 on proi,1 ,Arns Id di lute tin 1 imi t

reP,ources oval 1 ah or other (d) 'ft ache rs aro not

t rai ned to provide the is fills of proproms needed youni,,, chi 1 drt.o.

Foc i titles are t adequate. 1.1at orials c,t Ins too

cost (I) The p1: 1 i w.,u d not npro-t tIi pro am in en' school.

ti any or 0t1': 110t I fn et tiles.: and other reasons

is II Iiist 1 i able reas ,,r i+: i (-int cause i S not the poi tit and i

is not our lin ile':iate th (pies I i,tn 1tt this time. poi nt

IS, r,rle of t fnore 11.1 s nli resi static e

irom sriu stfilool admi ni s t rat ors to earl clt i 1(1:1 echic t i pro-

prams. The re s Line(' I st t-'ni,t1pird,c1 write chlmi nist ra t ors

ConVi nCe i'1)0 1'c1 of t iitie01 1ul1 tit 5tIp1)C+rI t W. The

Sl.titaflc t`. fur t. 11,1. St run: 11C ',".1011 t'r:t:40 F.7L11(1,71 S t t. rs

conv i rice us of the State aturc that the c,i-,-,vernor S re
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quest for funding of early childhood education programs should not

be approved and should not be supported with onahling legislation

or with finance hilts.

A gulf has developed and is widening hotween the protes-

als are concerned with early childhood ednentiou and tiv,

).essionals wiu are' (.oncorned with the so-called reular elementarY

scho,,1 progvam. Reasons for the fracture are many and change f.rOm

si..10,d to when 01 and from program to program. However, the resnit

is a prLdilem of articulation, both for children and I or the profes-

sion. Programs which should support each other, pro'rams which

should complement each other, programs which should sup, dement each

other arc growing apart from each othor. Cooperation is heivw re-

placed by competition. Articulation is giving way to soparation.

The problems of orticulntion exist not only he tk,:en pro rams

and among professionals in tho public schools. Thov also exist be-

tween colleges or departments and among professionals on university

campuses. The significance of this development on campuses of higher

education should not he dismissed or treated lightly. It is most

serious, for it is on the universitv campus Otat future teachers

are trained, educated, and prepared.

FIFTH: The curriculum of the early childhood education pro-

gram is becoming increasilvly "academic" in dosi n and in purpose.

Obviously, you can see my bias when J. sin:;le this out as a problem

in the development of early childhood education prorams. And it

is r. ugly obvious that this development is open for discussion and

evaluation. ft has philosophical implications as well as practical

interpretations. The incronsed emphasis on "academics" at the early
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is slow and costly.

In summary, the whole-idea bread of early childhood education

is under attack and is being challenged. Some of these oppositions

are deliberate and are designed to destroy early childhood education

programs. Others are the result of misinformation, lack of informa-

tion, or simply growing pains of the early childhood education

movement. I have attempted to identify six of these developments

which, to me, are significant and deserve our serious attention.

These six are

(1) Develop a working definition and concept of early childhood
education

(2) Provide early childhood education programs for all children
who need or want them

(3) Gain the support of educational leaders for early childhooa
education

(4) Eliminate the problems of articulation between early child-
hood and other phases of the school and community programs

(5) Evaluate and correct the misdirected curriculum now being
developed for early childhood education

(6) Rescue early childhood education from commericializalion.

I am sure that there are at least ten times six that could he

identified, some of which may he more significant than these. I do

not intend to end my remarks on a negative note, nor do I wish to

imply that there is no future for early childhood education. Just

the opposite is true! The future for early childhood education is

better now than it has ever been.

I sincerely believe, that if we address ourselves, our efforts.

and our resources to these six; and resolve the issues and problems

that they raise our discussion of new developments in early child-

hood education at the Snowbird Conference of 1914 will not read
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like Orwell's hook, but will identify such developments as (a) in-

creased public support for expanded early childhood education pro-

grams for all children; (b) individualization of learning opportun-

ities; (c) articulation of educatibnal experiences from early

age to a very old age; (d) professionally competent people to pro-

vide necessary and desirable services; and (e) professional leader-

ship for community-wide programs.

The better we do our homework now, the brighter becomes the

future for early childhood education.

May I close with the words of Brutus from JULIUS CAESAR:

There is a tide in the affairs of won
Which taken at the flood leads on to fortune;
Omitted, all the voyage of their life
Is hound in shallows and in miseries.
On such a full sea are we now afloat,
And we must take the current when it serves,
Or lose our ventures.

(Act IV, iii, 20.)
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TEACHER ATTITUDES TOWARD MINORITY

DISADVANTAGED CHILDREN

John E. UI ibarri

the Supreme Court in Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka in

1954 (347 U. S. 483) reversed Plessy v. Ferguson 1896 (163 U. S. 537)

with its "separate but equal" doctrine, holding that segregation in

public education was a denial of equal protection under the fourteenth

amendment. Ten years later the Congress of the United States passed

the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Both actions were an attempt to elimi-

nate the practice of separation of peoples in the United States.

However, literature pertaining to the education of minority disadvan-

taged children and the attitudes of school personnel toward these

children, since 1964, indicates that they are still separated

attitudinally.

it is impoasihie to speak of the attitudes of school personnel

in hard, fast terms, since what school people think about race is sub-

ject to wide variations. Although attitudes have not been uniform, it

is safe to say that on the whole, school personnel have not faced

squarely the moral issue of racial attitudes existing within the

American educational system. Even though anthropologists and psycho-

los;ists, through research, have proven that race is not a significant

factor in determining an individual's capacity to learn, middle-class

America has st otvped minorities as though race was in fact signifi-
1

cant in a system whose ends and values are self-fulfilling.

School personneI are largely members of the middle class in

orientation and often hold the some stereotypes as the lay public.
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The values and perceptions of teachers impede effective communica-
2

Lions between themselves and their minority pupils. Passow feels

that there is conclusive evidence that a teacher's social origin

affects his attitudes. Their future oriented value system, work

ethic, and competition tend to alienate them from minority students.

Teachers, upon encountering disadvantaged students whose values

re different, stil 1 measure p rug r e s on a Fiddle-lass scale.
5

ine tragedy of education is that few educators rccogni/e cultural

diversity in their classroom;. Often, teachers react negatively

toward minority children because they are perceived as different

from acceptable middle-class behavior.

Teachers specifically argue that the culturally different is

inferior, which automatically tends to place that child outside the
7

accepted moral order and framework of the Anglo American society.

This is done by attributing to the minority student characteristics

which are unacceptable to the mores of the middle class. Teachers
8

regard their minority students as intellectually limited, having
9

poor study habits, poorly molivted, with discipline problems and

4

10
parents who Are not concerned with the education of their children.

In addition, in telcniug disadvantaged children, many teachers

lr-,ve reduced their expectations and, consequently, their academic

standard. Condescending attitudes of teachers hurt children, despite

the content of the 1tsoon, the topic of discussion, or any other
11

structured teaching Illthod .

A study that dramatically demonstrates the effect of teacher

attitudes on pupil performance was conducted by P,oseuthal and Jacob-

son. The study dealt i th ,A_ndents in grades from one through six
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in a school that served a minority lower socio-economic community

on the '0.'est Coast. Every child was given an intelligence test, a

test described by the authors as one that would predict intellectual

blooming. Ahout 20 percent of the students were picked at random.

Their teachers Were tcld that these students tested high as potential

ihe only difference between classmates was in the mind of

their teachers. In total, the experin,ntal group gained four more

point,; in Teachers de,:erihed the blooming children as more

intere!.:ting, curious, happier and better adjusted. Other children

ained in I. O., but were reacted to negatively by their teachers.

[hey w(re viewed as le:;:; interesting, less well-adjusted, and Less

alfe,.tionate.

his crimeot sunti'e f,ted that teacher expectation plays a

big par( in (he students' sense of worthiness and his desire to

ineeeed. "Fin authors refer to positive teacher expectations as the

Pvmalion the that is, students thought to have promise benefit
1")

effecting whatfrom the preeonceived notions of their teachers,
13

1.4):;enthal calls the "self-fulfilling prophecy." "In other words,

his shortcomings may originate not in his different ethnic, cultural

and cconomie background, but in his teachers' response to that
14

ba,kround." Logically speaking, then, if the child does poorly

in school., perhaps it is because that is what is expected of him.

Teachers are not alone in their low expectations of minority

AndentH. Clark found that. "...the most outstanding point of agree-

among courr:elors was that the CI) [Culturally Deprived] student
15

d motivation." in In inv( i Ation conducted by the Fair

EITloyment Practices Agency of the Oakland School District, the
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investigator ptaccd before a counselor a booklet entitled Success

Story. The invetigator asked if such a booklet would he of any

assistance Lo the counselor, with the Following retmtlts:

The counselor turned the pages himself and seeing a

photograph of a Negro executive with Lhe title of "Asst.
Chief, Advance Projects," stated: "We have no Negroes
in this school who could ever do this job." He then
looked at the picture of a group of pharmacists, one of
whom was a Negro, and stated that: ''We have no Negro
students who could qualify for this; type of pe.,ition."
Also pictured war; a N(.Tro girl operating a tabulator;
he stated: "We probably have A girl or two who might
be able CO do job." A picture of a salesnul for
an oil company ',1S shown in the pamphlet; the counselor
felt they had no NerOOS in that school who could ever
hold that position. Subsequently, he eliminated engi-
neering, store managers, tool designers, accountants,
doctors and lawyers as occupations requiring skills
which none of the Negro students in his school could
acquire. 16

Administrators also believe them to be inferior and conclude

that the Mexican-American chi ldren see th:Tiselves that way .17

Sometimes the only reason for the poor performance of the

disadvintaged child is simply that the child is a member of a

disadvantaged group.
1)

"'File paternal ist is ittid;_,s of administrators, teachers, and

counselors can Hu. add in_otit to the deep injury suf fered through

the centuries."18 Minority disadvantaged children learn alt too

quickly of their inferior status to which they are classified by

society and their teacher, when they see that they are almost always

treated negatively and kept apart from their Anglo peers. They react

with feeling-; of inferiority, hir:,dliation, and question their own

persona worth. ..-1;.1 'her writ (n; 1 ha C ;111 A r an chi 1 d is

taught by the sheo 1 t hit Iris cul turd is no go u! and therefr.-,ro assumes

.

that he no vpod. inks too readily accepted notion of a child's



negative selt-concept has the effect of protecting "...educators front

in-depth examination of other problems relative to the success and

failure of Mexican American students in the 'Anglo' school."17

Middle-class white prospective teachers have been found to

share and carry into the classroom the negative racial attitudes of

their communities.
20

Present ly being trained in teacher education

institutions is a large crop of tuture teachers whose attitudes

and beliefs about the ghetto children they will teach reroins hidden

and unchallenged. Pre-service teachers subscribe to much of the

degrading mythology about minorities and accept them as somehow

inferior and socially backwrd.21 Unprepared to meet the problems

that exist in these schools, new graduates often view their new

teaching positions with distaste and reject as unworthy of their

efforts the very children who most need to learn.'"

Negative attitudes also lead to a very serious problem in

depressed ilitwrcHtv school areas. Two results are exceptionally high

wher turnover and piny competent teachers refusing to work in

the iunerci :. A more serious problem is that of competent teachers

reglieLin transfers out of those schools.? The problem is rooted

in the orientation of middle-class school personnel as they expect

the culturally different child to become middle-class Anglo American,

in order to acquire equal status, rather than changing the school to

meet the education and cultural needs of the child. According to

(;1:1-ut,

Ihien miAdle-class teachers are unsuccessful in attempting
t() (:harwe the culturally different students is this manner,
the inevitably formulate the opinion that the attempts are

and, thus, thcv also become unsatisfied with their
,::(1r;-. The n)re "alien' the teachers are to these students,
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the quicker they lose faith in such attempts, the quicker
they become biased in their relations with the culturally
different students and the faster they become dissatisfied
with their work.?

Recent studies indicate that teachers manifest an unwillingness

to teach disadvantaged students. In a survey conducted by Wynn, in

an answer regarding the preference to Leach groups of one composi-

tion, "...34 percent of the white teachers preferred teaching white

students only."23 Wiles' study indicated that only five percent

of the teachers questioned wanted to Leach where students were

predominately or all non-white. He also revealed that attitudes

about, students become less favorable as the composition of the

,student, boly becomes more non-white and more Oisadvantageu. 24

The conclusion that teachers prefer not to teach minority

disadvantaged children is confi,med by Coleman25 and Goldberg, who

wrote the following regarding prospective teachers:

In 196'! better than a third of the new teachers appointed
to Man:tatlan Schools declined the appointment. Althgh
they had prepared to leach, they apparently preferred
almost anv other kind of employment or none ;it.. all to
teachirg in a Hum school.'

Groff (:; tahl (shed that the hi 01 turnover of teachers of culturally

deprived i 1 dren w.rs her a use e peculiarities in the personalities

of the cut tur.1-1 Iy depri ved . 27 Clark's study adds "poor heredity,"

"poor home hackground,'' "culture depri vat ion," and "low 1. Q." to

the list of teacher complaints regarding their minority sLudents.28

Gottlieb adds evidence when he found that white leachers perceived

their Negro students is "talbatiie," "lazy," "fur loving," "high

strung," and "rebellious." TeJchcrs tended to avoid those adjectives

which would reflect stability and other positive qualilfes.1°

Kozol's rea Lions are much .stronger when he emphasized the degree
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of hostility and bigoted attitudes of teachers and other school

personne1.29 His conclusions that inner city teachers are preju-

diced was also presented by Coleman and the National Advisory

Commission on Civil Oisorder5.30 Disadvantaged students also

"...elicit from manv of their teachers scorn, resentment, antago-

"31 32okvl and the fear of being physically harmed or threatened.

Teachers carry unity of these a'Aitudes over to the students'

cnmulatve records by writing more negative than positive remarks,

dt:-Tite the pupil's intelligence or academic achievement.'"

Often tear hers pereive themselves as being in school to control

their students, not to teach them. Rajpal found that teachers con-

sid( -ed behaviors more serious when they represented boys of minority

,status. leachers feel that behavioral standards Ire to he main-

tained in all schools, but they are particularly vital in a school

whore the largest percentage of students are Negro.6 With such

deep-seated negative attitudes toward minority disadvantaged children,

one cannot expect "...positive products of an educational experience

in which teacher, perceive their students as enemies

:lany teachers assigned to schools with large percentages of

minority students hive little or no understanding, knowledge, or

L,aining in working with disadvantaged children, and often inexper-

ienced teachers ire given what should be considered the most impor-

tant teaching assignments.36

:',,s t sehool personnel are meeting with experiences in which

their training h;is not prepared them. A survey of ten major teacher

trainin 1;0;t
l
tut j,,,L; c,1-,:en showed that those i ns t it ut ions are

not. rcal I Ica 11 y t 1 tpc, the problems of providing (Thal ty teachers



for urban youth. Teacher educators themselves need to examine and

improve their knowledge and attitudes toward disadvantaged youth. 37

Too often, efforts to compensate for inequality of educational.

opportunity have resulted in giving disadvantaged children more- -hut

more of the samethe same teachers, the same counselors, the same

attitudes. 1 What disadvantaged students need is a change in teacher

attitude. The Coleman report shows that the quality of the teacher

in the classroom is by far the most important factor in the education

of children, including physical plant, teaching techniques, or

educational materials available. 25

Development of quality teaching for minority disadvantaged

children should begin in teacher education institutions. Special

training, programs sli,:ultd he offered to white student teachers,

dealing with minority disadvantaged children. Urdang regards

student_ teaching, with disadvantaged children as essential.38 A

resolution adopted by NE:\ in Nay 1965 supports the ideas stated

above. The National Association should:

Promote and conduct recruitment activities, working with
Leacher training institutions in revising teacher prepara.
t ion requirements to include training in intergroup
relations and in the skills and attitudes necessary for
teachers working with children of differing economic,
raukil, and ethnic h,ickgrounds.1

iZesolulions must he followed by positive action, however. The

action that can he encouraged for practicing teachers is the promo-

tion of in-service training programs dealing with minority culture,

history and developing positive teacher attitudes toward minorities.

!;chool personnel dealing with disadvantaged children should

possess the conviction that they can learn, and that Leachers can

create the necessary conditions for learning. A teacher must
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understand the living conditions of his students and the sociology

of the school Iii: is teaching in. He must_ he competent in intragroup

Interaction, skillfnl in appraising the learning problems of his or

her :Indents, expert in the content of the subject matter he is

teaching, and flexible in teaching approach. 3 At the same

time, the teacher needs to he more concerned about the student':-;

learning than for the subject matter."

School personnel must not reject thc mino.-ily disadvantaged :hill

hause of who he is hut recognize him as an individual and acquire

emphathy for the need:-; of that child. Teacher:. need to recognize

that great disparity exists between the values accepted by disad-

vantaged pupils and the values espoused Ii the schoo1.41 They need

to under,;tand, respe,*t_ and a,cept the child's cult ore and not try to

imiddle clay;:; It_ im, as ,,:ell as recognize non-verbal achievement.. 4

SonI t r1,iSSco are i tripe rat i ye , and spec onset Cants on the

minority child :Mould he sought out; school personnel should remain

open to now ggestion,;; meticulous teacher planning is critical;

, 4? ,and academic standarrk shout(' not he lowert efforts

he mole to Hack: the teachers with positive and mature atti-

tudes toward chi 1 k! ren in sheets located in cower -class nei ghbor-

hood,;.43 Ideal the !f,ac:ier 1 Inderstanding hut not overly

thet ic; firm, but not iiilexible; careful , but not exacting.

He is not prejudiced, haH an intense commitment to his role, wants

to teach, ned cares enough ;)out the minority disadvantaged children

to 1.4.,ach and IS convinced that they can learn.31-

Tile ,;( rot of dcveloping respect for the minority disadvantaged

child to know hiK po;itive apect,, as well as his strengths.
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Hence, it is critical that the positive aspect of a child's culture,

behavior and life style is recognized. 44
Teachers not working in

target schools could also benefit from an increased knowledge of

minorities. In-service training programs could concentrate on

increasing the competenco and confidence of teachers assigned to

schools in low ineom,? minority neighborhoods. ln-service experiences

could include lectures, readings, and films on history and culture.

Visits to juvenile court, welfare offices, neighborhood meetings, as

well as conversation with parents and community leaders can help

familiarize school personnel with the minority community. Anderson

reports that teachers who have at summor institutes or in-

service training programs related to the teaching of disadvantaged

children evidence the greatest willingness to teach disadvantaged

children."

in conclusion, if we, as members of the education profession,

believe in our commitment to serve children, we must realistically

examine our attitudes towards all children. i believe Dr. Dodson

expres!,;es my convictions when he states that

No nation can maintain the distinction of being democratic
if it does not rake allowances for cultural diversity.

difference::: cannot be "just tolerated." They must lie

respected and encouraged so long as they possess value for
any segment of the ciliz.enry. This in a real sense, this
opportunity to pursue autonomous goals, is a measure 0(
democracy." No person can make his fullest contribution
to the total socetv with a feeling of compromise about
"who lie is" because he is a minority group member."
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PASTIMES, CANES, AND CLASSROOM BEHAVIOR

Jon K. Davis, University of Utah

in an attempt to examine classroom behavior as it is and not

necessarily as we would like it to be, it is necessary to review

semi:, simplistic but fundamental ideas that may have been submerged

by the pressure of educational problems. One simple observation

is that all classroom behavior Lakes place within a limited amount

of time whether that be a twenty-minute module or a forty-five minute

period. in addition, the nature of classrooms has been characterized

in terms of the way the teacher and student uses that allotted time.

Some classes are typified as "good" which may mean that the people

in them use their time to accomplish approved tasks. Other classes

may he descrihed as "bad" which might mean that the students are

irresponsible and "waste" their time. Common sense interpretations

of how people spend time don't appear to go much farther than judg-

ments made on a dimension of wasting time to using time wisely.

Similarly, common classroom interpretations concerning the reasons

why people use time in certain ways are not much more insightful,

They are often expressed by such judgments as "Johnny wastes time

looking out the window because he is lazy," or "Jimmy fools around

(wastes time) because he wants attention," or "Jane does her work

(spends time wisely) because she is a good girl." We may achieve

considerably more insights into classroom behavior if we use a more

adequate,frame-of-r ference to interpret how and why-students and

teachers use their time in certain ways.

A noted psychiatrist suggeSts that people use their time in

five principal ways. 1 People engage in rituals, pastimes, psycho-
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logical. games, wort:, and open relations. Ritualistic behavior is

highly predictable, white behavior classed as being "open" has a low

degree of predictability. For example, when R teacher begins the

ritual of calling the role, his behavior and that of the class can

he readily anticipated for the next few minutes. On the other hand,

:f several people began an "open" discussion of an event, that is

a discussion tatting which there was a genuine attempt to poot infor-

mation and synthesize ideas, it would be very difficult to predict

the nature and outcome of the interaction.

Pastimes have the function of just using time as their name

indicates; and as noted, they have a high degree of predictability.

1'u terms of sequence, pastimes often follow rituals. Consider a

chance meetin of two teachers in the hall of a school whose conver-

sation might go something like this:

Mr. Jones: 'tell. Hi! Miss Smith. I haven't --Exchange #1
seer you for a while, Mow are you ?"

Miss Smith: "Jun fine."

Mr. Jones: "Great weather. I'm sure going to
enjoy the long weekend."

(ritual)

Miss Smith: "lt's beautiful weather.'' --Exchange 12
(pastime)

Mr. Jones: "Ycah."

Miss Smith: "But I have to stay home and plan.
I just don't know what to do. My
students have just quit trying.
They don't do their homework, they
don't participate in class discus-
stens, and they don't read anything."

Mr. Jorts: "Oh, I know it. Mine don't do any-
thing either. Besides, they talk
all the time."

Miss Smith: "I don't know what to do about it.-"

Mr. Jones: "Neither do I. Isn't it awful?"
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The first two excbanges are readily recognizable. The greet-

ing ritual is highly predictable, and the weather pastime slightly

less so, One doesn't know exactly what will be said about the

weather, but the conversation patter will proceed on a rather in-

nocuous level. The third exchange sounds like familiar complain-

ing, but it can he classified as a pastime and called "Ain't It

Awful." This pastime is predictable in the sense that it will con-

cern the d linquenc. of someone else; delinquent parents, teachers,

cultures, sub-cultures, religions, politicians, whatever. "Ain't

It Awful," is a very popular pastime.

Pastimes have several important characteristics. The most

important one is that they are used to spend time in a nonthreaten-

irg fashion. Pastimes are compatible talk-patterns and as such

they can go on for long periods of time, for no one is advancing an

argument that needs a conclusion. For example, reminiscing ("Remember

When") is a popular pastime which can go on for as long as the parti-

cipants wish. We might imaging the following conversation between

two experienced teachers who begin by discussing curriculum reform.

"Boy, these new curriculum programs ought to be good;
they are so lavishly financed."

"Yeah. Remember when we used to develop our own pro-
grams? We didn't get paid for that."

"That's right. But we didn't have such unruly students.
We had more time to do such things as curriculum develop-
ment."

"True. The students aren't as good as they were back
then. They sure don't make them like they used to."

Pastimes serve useful functions, particularly among groups of

people who have just met at parties or conferences. There people

-can, indulge in such pastimes as Remember When," "Whatever,Happened
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"Ever Been To...?" while they familiarize themselves with the new

setting. However, for many people who lack goal direction, pastimes

are a very comfortable way of spending time even in very familiar

situations. hecanse pn times deal with stereotypic patterns, they

have a WaY of minimizing the naiques of an individual's experience.

Pastimes are evident in the classrooms, as indicated by the

familiar activity called "busywork." in this type of activity the

teacher assigns the students tasks couched in a relatively meaning-

less atmosphere lust to keep them occupied. The teacher uses the

time being spent by the sill ents In grade papers, to rest, or for

whatever purpose seems important at the time. While pastiming is

present in the classroom, caution needs to be taken when judging

whether an activity is a pastime or not both the form of the

activity and the intent: behind it must he considered. For example,

a Leacher ends her lesson fifteen minutes before the period is over

and announces that the students will have the remainder of the time

for individual, study. The teacher then begins to grade papers while

a few students are reading. others daydreaming, and still others are

engaging in conversational pastimes with their peers. In this case,

it would appear that students had been given permission to select

their own type of busywork. Consequently, the activity could well

be considered a pastime. However, an activity such as an individual

study period could he classed as operations or work if the teacher

was acting as a resource, offering feedback on progress or giving

individual instruction When needed. The saint' type of parallel can

be drawn for drill, recitation, and other'activities. Drill and

recitation can be used for practicing skills, and assessing learned

abilities. In cases where these were the purposes, such activities
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could he considered as operations or work if the teacher gave adequate

feedhack and adjusted his instructional prock.hires accordingly. On

the other rind, reci tat ion, drill, tests and other activities can he

used as pastimes. Consider the teacher who noting that there were ten

minutes telt in the retied en aged in an unplanned :,pelling drill,

"...because there win nolhin else to do, and besides, it couldn't

have hurt them." Or considr the social studios teacher wit , borrowed

an ecology filrl from the biology department with the comment, "Well,

iC i(gt; 010tty, it 11,t,: H.) Live -;(Tiuthin;; to de With social

I udies. 111 besides, it will he a good way to get through the day."

Also, there was an English leacher who said, "...well, then I gave

them a pop quiz and let thorn grnde tin. papers themselves. That took

up the rest of the period." Considering the intent and the format,

these latter activities could be categorized as pastimes. The iden-

tification of pastimes in the classrom assumes more importance when

it is considered that they can often set the stage for "psychological

games .

The type of activity that is classed as a "game" is an interaction

pattern that involves a "win" where one of the participants gains a

matrial or psychological advantage over another. Games can he "light"

where the "win" is not particularly noticeable or disturbing to other

observers, such as in "Nino ls Getter Than Yours," or the games can be

'"heavy" where the "win" can have severe consequences, as in "Courtroom"

and "Cops and Robbers." "Mine is Better Than Yours,"(M1SBY) is a

common game and as such can be found in the classroom. Imagine the

f011owing conversation heLWeen two students:

"You know, Joan, Mrs. Brown is a great English teacher."
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"Jane, I had her last year, and :he is not nearly as good
as Mr. Grant."

"I think Mrs. Brown is really interesting."

"She doesn't lecture nearly enough. All of those silly
activities?"

"Lectures are boring, writing plays and that sort of thing
is much more fun."

I. think that the only way you learn anything is
frem a good lecture."

"I don't think you know what you're talki:.g about."

"I do ton. MY grad.- are better than yours."

Such a game can have more serious implications between student and

teacher, as revealed in the following:

"Mrs. Brown, we would learn more if you would lecture."

"You don't really learn that way. Jane."

"Well, my friend had you last year, and she says she
learns a lot more from Mr. Grant, and she's a better
student than anyone in this room."

"Well, she may think she learns more, but learning through
activities is a better way."

"r don't think so. I think my friend is right."

"Well, the class and I decided that we would learn
through activities. After all, a group decision is
better than one made by a single individual."

It might be noted from the last conversation that games distort

the issues involved. It appears that the initial issue involved a

conflict within Jane,initiated apparently by her appreciation of

Mrs. Brown's class and her admiration of Joan's academic accomplish-

ments. Mrs. Brown didn't have that background, however, when con-

fronted by the challenge, "Ve would learn more if you would lecture."

Mrs. Brown responded with a denial, but to Jane it was a denial of

her feelings. Jane responded in kind, using her friend as an authority.
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Mrs. nrown "upped the ante" and used the authority of the class. In

effect, Mrs. frown was involving the class in a rapidly escalating

scenario akin to "so's your old man." The point is that the time

spent in playing :imes does not resolve issues. Tn fact., such be-

havior can act tl "set-ups" for NO170 serious "gming."

Institutional settins. such as tumid in schools and colleges,

SOer.1 to accommodate certain sets of mes and pastimes which are

played with such frequency and predictability that they take on

aspects of traditional behavior. 'He conventional university class-

room provides an excellent example. En many instances, colle-Ae

teachers use a mid-term and final examination as the means for evaln-

atint; a student. Such limited means for evaluation are hound to

create an in many students. When it is announced that the

examination will "cover" the material dealt with -in lie class, we

are presented with a sot-up for "I've Cot A Secret." It is virtually

impossible for a atudcnt to know equally well all cf the material

covered in a course and this ambiguity activates a varying amount of

anxiety in students. Conser!uently. the students try to deal with the

"se-:ret", the exact nature of the examination, in various ways which

will reduce the anxiety. One approach is "Let's Pull A Fast One On

Joey." Tn the mild form. students try to "psych out the prof" with

such questions as "Is it gonna he essay or multiple-choice?" "Will

iL just cover the lectures. or will it include outside readings?" and

"How long will it last:" Students who play a harder form of "Joey"

rti.at make several appointments with the professor in an attempt to

"psych him out" on. a personal basis. Played in the extreme, ''.k y''

will result in an attempt by a student to steal a copy of the examina-

If the student is successful; he will get an 'A" on the ex-.
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amination with a minimum of of fort and a maximum amount of security.

Indeed, he wi 1 t have "pul led a fas t. one on the profess. or ." If the

student is caught in the attemot. however, he may well find himself

playing "Courtroom" in the Dean's office. In this case, confronted

by the professor (acting the role of prosecutor) and the Dean (acting

the role of judge), the student might lapse into a hard game of "Yes._

Rut." "Yes, it is true I tried to steal the test, but if the professor

made the material and the ;Assignment more clear, T wouldn't have stolen

the test and it wouldn't been necessary for my to become a thief."

Then, looking at the professor, the student might say, "See What You

Made Me Do?" (SYMD) .

"I've Cot A Secret" se:_z, up an area for other identifiable

patterns of behavior, each of which has its own unique talk. One

common game is "Wooden Brain," or "What can you expect from a student

with a wooden brain?" The answer is obviously "not much." The game

goes something like this: "I've really cried to understand this

material; I've gotten a tutor and everything, but not one thing I can

possibly do uill help. No matter liow hard T try, I don't get it. I

never can get it." (Look, I've really got a wooden brain, believe

me, it's true) "I'm really worried because if I don't pass this

course, I will he placed on academic probation, and then my folks

will probably withdraw me from college (Poor Little Me). "Wooden Brain"

is played more blatantly in high schools. Teachers are besieged with

such questions as ""What didja' say?" "1,That page 'zit on?" "Is it in

the blue book or the red one?" and "When 'zit: due, Wednesday or Thurs-

day?" By this lime, the teacher is looking like a fox harried by

hounds and in a greatly frustrated state might well_ respond with, "If
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you don't list in von toiI1 have t. o pay t he price," i1 l`s you'.

not m

Tit ho introduction of I hi s lm per L was stated t hat if t he

way teachers and rtudents us( a.1 limo was examined from an organized

framLof-rcfcrtuce, rlore insights might he forth-coming in terms of

understandin classrom hel invier. In view of the basic ideas pre-

sented hore, we would like to advance the following hypotheses.

rames, ri[uals, and pastimes are pre-learned Ratterns

of 'oehavior that people transfer to new situations.

These patterns of hAavior do effect an economy of

tiro in appropriate situations. However, when ap-

plied to situations where they are unnecessary they,

deny the individual a proportionate measure of autonomy.

When pastimes nod games occupy a large proportion of

class tlme, the issues that arise are so distorted

that the solution of problems places many individuals

at a serious disadvantage.

1. It pastimes and games constitute the prime ap-

paratus which most people use in interpersonal situations.

When this apparatus is challenged, many people become qui.te

threatened, f...)r it is the only tool with which they have

to deal with others. Minimizing pastimes and games in

a social situation is a difficult process which takes

much consideration and care.
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Many are convinced din t the I rad i t ona 1 ways that we have used

to conceive ediicaliona1 prob I ems and their solutions are inadequate,

Al on with others, tat feel that complet ul y different. frames-of-refer-

ence for thinl; iii ilnut classroom behavior and its consequences is

rrqui red A number of (I i f torent. approaches need to he s t ed ,

and to he cons i dered not or ly in terms or [heir immediate impact,

but in view of [heir pot ent jai for development, it is in this spirit.

t h a t 1 1 1 C f i t '.1:'; present ed in this paper are offered,
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